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IN'l'RODUCTION 

t'be nuclear age ush~red a belief that if a nuclear 

.. Q.I, .... as ever fought there would be total destruction on 

this planet. American strategic thinkers have been seized 
(o 

With this ptoblem of howilstop this general nuclear war from 

becoming a reality from the earliest days of the atom bomb. 

Bernard Brodie, who could just! fyable be called the father 

of the deterrence theory wrote. "full scale nualear wars 

· could be averted or deterred, but not really won •• • .Pear 

of substansial retaliation would be the key to nuclear 

po Ucy,. which would be to win wars, but to avert them. 

Moreover, the only rational purpose in stockpiling more 

nuclear weapons would be to ensure that they need: not be 

used in time of war. • 1 

Even be ford the Soviet Union had exploded 1 ts first 

bomb, the imnense potential of the bomb had made strategic 

thinkers realize its awesome power. OVer a period of time, 

despite the alaims of small sections of the academic: and 

military community, the nuclear weapons were considered as 

last resort. Deterrence was to be the bedrock on whioh 

American strategic policy was based. 'Though the us did not 

1 Bernard 9rod1e. quoted in Robert C Williams, and 
Philip Cantelon, eds., :!be Amod.cgn ,Ato.ItJ - A_ 
Dooumentaa Hi&UiQ.Qt· of IDNllfl£ f21,1cics t;rom the 
D!sggvea of fission tg the PEes~nt 1939-1984, 
(Philadelphia 1984), p.210. 
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have a coherent strategic nuclear policy in the early 

years of the atomic age, the •Massive Retaliation• doc

trine, enunciated by John Foster Dulles in 195~ waG ·proof 

of the validity of such thinking. 

Even befiore the Massive Retaliation doctrine had 

been a. rmly enc:onsced as the official doctrine, 1 t was . 

cri tioized. as not being credible.. The main reason was 

that the Soviets had caught up with the American with 

respeat to hydrogen bomb. However, their delivexy capo

ab111 ties were rudimenta . .ry and. di<i not have the capability 

to destroy the whole of America. But the ability to 

desti'Oy even parts of America made some atra1tegic thinkers 

take the line, that to deter war on the American homeland, 

a limited war be fought in the European sector. The 

'Sputnik' boast further fu.elled the limited war state

gists because it was envisaged that a nuclear stalemate 

would make the Massive Retaliation doctrine incredible. 

Hence to counter Soviet threats in all parts of the 

world, there should be a range of options available for 

all levels o£ escalation. Thus limited war qot a further 

impetus 1n us strategic thinking. 

Under the Kennedy Administration, the Soviet threat 

· was to be countered through the escalatory ladder. Md

Namara also tried to "rationalize• nuclear response to 

Soviet threat with his "no-cities .. doctrine. The 
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availeb1Uty of technology also fuelled the limited 

nuclear war concept. While the Americans were channelizing 

the arms race into· newer areas with the developnent of the 

tactical and theatre nuclear weapOns, the Soviets w~re 

still teying to iuprove the aceul"acy and yield fmm the 
• 

ICBMs. They were a far cry from developing tsctloal nuclear 

weapons. 'ltley tried to blunt the us lead in tactical and 

theatre nuclear weapons through political propaganda, that 

no nuclear war could remain limited. And in this they 

suooeeded remarkably. The Americans after trying the de

fence based systems like anti-ballistic missile defence etc,, 

came to the conclusion that technology was still not adv

anced enough to give the us a complete and foo.lp:roof shield 

against inco~ng missiles. This led to the ABM treaty, a 

treaty that resulted rmre fmm the failure of both sides 

experiments, to produce defense based sy~tems, The late 

1969s slipped American strategi~ posture from counterSoroe 

and countervalue strategies to assured destruction. 

However, with the Soviets steadily building up their 

nuclear arsenal, the us again got caught in the Whirlpool 

of limited nuclear war. 'l'his time, however, there was a 
' 
shift in the battlefield. Now theories started spewing forth 

" 
dbenarios that a strategic war between the super powers was 

not only to be a general war. With advancements in damage 

limitation strategies and greater accuracies in weapons 
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guidance meohanisms, counterforce was again a possibility. 

The wheel turned a full circle in about a decade with 

the critique of assured destruction both on grounds of mor

ality and credibili~y by Albert Wohlstetter. This led to 

Secretary of Defense James Schlesinger unveiling a new 

add! t1on to the us doctrine to malle 1 t ll'Ore credible. Prom 

1974, limlted war beaarne an accepted part of the official 
..... ---. .. ·~~~ 

posture. Political oris! s; the growth of the eonservat!ve 

sentiment in the us, the post-Vietnam era, the growing 

Soviet power .tn Third World areas, the increasing might 

of Soviet nuclear forces, and the inabill ty of the us to 

control situations beyond its borders made us public whole

heartedly in favour of militarization. This militarization 

was to take place at the strategic and conventional levels. 

lt led to concepts like PD 59, and PD 18 which called fbr 

creating more capabilities to meee the Soviet threat. 

The Reagan Administration coming into power at a time 

when American power was considered to be at 1 ts lowest, made 

militarization its immediate conoern. · This was to be done not 

by increasing their own arsenals but by forcing the SOViet 

Union into a costly confrontation in the arms race and also 

by economic denial. 
(l. 

The Re.gan Administration took advantage 
II 

of America• s position as a technology leader to attempt to 

push the arms race irrt:o a new direction. If this policy 

ever succeeded, defence not offense would become the key 
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stone of strategic policies of both the countries. The 

Soviets would have to take part in the race in the fear 

that by not doing ao it would make them vulnerable to us 

first strike attack. 

Thus lim:f. ted nuclear war has virtually become an 

integral part of US doatrine. While the Soviets, on the 

our hand, deny that. nuclear war c:ould ever remain limited, 

they are not slow in preparing for limited nuclea.r on the 

other. Chapters II and IV would highlight this point. 

Thus the object of this study is to try and under-. 

stand the evolution of the strategic doctrines of the two 

super powers. Also an attempt is made in Chapter IV to 

bring to the forefront the influence of public opinion 

makers, the public opinion itself and aoademic experts on 

the formulation of the c:bctrine of Umited nuclear war. 

It can be reasonably assumed that whenever the Soviets 

have oaught up in terms of warheads, American public 

opinion is ma.de more hostile to the Sovi.et intentions to 

gain support for new programnes that would ensure sorre kind 

of lead or even a new direction in the arms race. Secondly, 

the public opinion is also influenced on the nature of 

the Soviet threat. This is dependent on the m1,litary bal• 

anee as perceived by the US officials and whether the 

Soviets have tried to influence rrovements in Third World 

countries. 
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Limited nuclear war, despite it being apparently 

illogical. has been made a part of the us doctrine. while 

the USSR prepares for 1 t. It is this phenomenon 1:hat I 

will try to unravel and analyse. 



CHAP'l'ER - I 

THE EVOLU'l'ION OF THE UNITED STATES 
STRATEGIC DOCTRINE 

The end of World War II saw the rt'Ost revolutionary 

development taking place - the exploding of Atomic bombs 

over Hiroshima and Nagasaki. The relations between 

nations have not remained the same ever since. American 

strategic doctrine came into being. It had two rrotives -

to contain Soviet power, which despite fluctuations, bas 

endured ever since, and second, use the technological 

revolution to support •containment' in the central zone 

of interest-Western Europe and also around the glotzte. The 

~st striking thing about the advent of nuclear weapons, 

despite their enormous capabilities, ia the clarity and 

stability they have imposed on super power relationship. 

Without the awesome apeotee of nuclear devastation, it is 

less certain that peace would have survived confrontations 

o"er Berlin, Cuba or the Middle East. The nuclear problem 

did not freeze strategic maneuvour but constrained 1 t. 

According to Richard Betts, there is a persistent 

tension in ~iestern stra.teqy which is the cause of the lack 

of agreement about how much mileage should be got from 

nuclear weapons. 1 Till recently, there was consensus in 

1 Richard Betts, .. Nuclear Weapons", in Joseph Nye Jr. 
ed., The Mfking of America's §av~et Pglicy, (New 
Haven 1984 , p.97. 
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official Washington doctrines that the primary function of 

the us nuclear forces was to deter the Soviet threat either 

to the United States, Westem Europe or 1 ts allies around 

the globe. With the advent of the Reagan Administration, 

there has been a shift in the emphasis in us strategic doa

trine. While deterrence is still regarded as the cornerstone 

of us polioy. the actual prop6sitions put_ forward by aonser

vative ideologues who are in Government, or advice outside 

of it, talk more about fighting a nuclear war over a pro

tracted period and win. 

«,isto;;&cal Evolution of us 
Nuclea£ Boctrine•. , 

The dramatic finale of l-iorld War II reinforced in us_ 

m111 tary thinking that airpower had finally oome of age. 

There was the belief that the heavy bomber was the single 

delivery vehicle that had no truly effective defence against. 

War began to be thou~t of in a different way. It was now 

to be using •11tt1e• botrbs to do the work of thousands of 

blockbusters. In November 1945, in his Pinal Report to 

the secretary of ifar, General Arnold, the Chief of Air Staff, 

stateda 

"'l"he influence of atomic energy on air power 
oan be stated very simply. It has made air 
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power all important ••• the only known 
effective means of delivering atomic 
bombs in their present state of develop• 
ment is the very heavy bomber •••• This 
country... IJ1lst recognize that real sec
urity ••• in the visible future will rest 
on our force to take immediate offensive 
action with overwhelming force. It must 
be apparent to the potential aggressor 
that an attack on the United Statea would 
be followed by an inrnensely de'llast.ating 
air attack on hirn. • ( 2) 

This was the first official statement on the future of 

the us nuclear doctrine. Though 1 t was the result of 

the three wings of the US armed forces vying for greater 

allocation of resources it was yet a significan_t statement 

as to how the US would want to use the nuclear weapons over 

which it had complete nuclear monopoly when this report was 

being written. The US military intelligence though aware 

of the on going efforts of the Soviets in achieving the 

same capability,. had put the date fbr the firat detonation 

atleast 10 years away. TherefOre. there was no need fbr 

the us strategic planners to contemplClte how they would 

use the bomb agaJ.nst any enemy who also had it. But the 

essence of the US thinking was basically to deter war. 

The first expos~ tion o £ any ·aoctrinal formulation 

2 General Arnold• quoted in Lawrence Freedman, lh!! 
!Wolution og NugAear strategy, (London 1983) ,.p.23. 
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in us strategic thinking was made as late as 1954 by the 

then Secretary of State,. John Foster Dulles, Who talked 

of •Massive Retaliation. • He stated that •local defences 

must be reinforced by the further deterrent of Massive 

Retaliatory power. 3 Though the idea of Massive Retaliation 

was propounded in 1954, the idea 1 tself emerged from 'the 

germ of a • New Look• policy . which tried to look at the 

strategic question baaed on largely economic consider

ations. The New Look was begun with the incoming Eisenhower 

Administration in 1953. Not wishing to spend enormous 

arrounts of nnney for defence in the fear of damaging the 

national economy in the long run, the Eisenhower A(!m1n1str

ation decided that seve:dt budget constraints should be placed 

on the military in general. In addition. the main effort 

was to be made in the development of strategic air power in 

hopes of maximizing deterrence at minimum cost. 4 

The strategic r.:!tionale behind the doctrine of Massiv$ 

Retaliation was based on its "great capacity to retaliate. 

instantly. by rneans and at places of our own choos1ng, 5 Thus 

we find that the 1n1U.al doctrine propounded was essentially 

a military consideration which strensed the importance of 

3 Bernard B~die, strategy in the Missi~e Aq~~(Prinaeton 
N.J. 1959), p.24B. 

4 lb&d1 , p.2SO. 
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seizing and retaining the strategic initiative. Two points 
'· 

have to be kept in mind as to why a military consideration 

was taken. Firstly, the Soviet Union, despite exploding 

the atom bomb in 19491 had not been able to pile up signi

ficant stocks of such bombs giving the Uni tE!'d· :States consi

derable advantage in the nuclear stockpile. Secondly, while 

considering as a military option, the US strategic planners. 
. . 

procee~ed on the premise that the geographic insularity 

would be maintained •. This resulted from the belief that the 

Soviets did not have any planes that could fly intercontin-
' 

entally. Also the·missile age, though envisioned, was pre

dicted to be as far away as ••25 years".6 Thus deterrence . 
would be achieved by forcing the Soviet Union t6 consider 

the possibility that any local aggression they initiated 

might provoke a nuclear .response by the us s~rategic air 

power·on cities in the Soviet heartland. 

This doctrine, despite the assumption of US superiority 

over the Soviet Union, had its critics who doubted it as a 

credible strategic doctrine on two fronts: the first was 

about the rationality of the doctrine itself. 'the doctrine 

was designed to deter the Soviet· invasion of Western Europe. 

This threat had assumed dangerous proportions in the American 

6 L. Freedman, n.2., p.27. 
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establishment. The mistrust that came about due to Soviet

American disagreement over Eastern Europe and Berlin, was 

read as an attempt by the Soviet Union to spread 1 ts march 

westward and engluf the whole of Western Europe under the 

spectre of communism. According to the aritias the doctrine 

was not strong enough for the Soviets to believe i:hat the 

Americana would actually use nuclear weapons and start an 

all out nuclear war. They quote examples of the Korean war, 

which preceded the Massive Retaliation doctrine. In this 

war, the United States seized the strategic initiative, but 

it also souqht to keep the war •u.mited" by deliberately not 

attempting to carry the war beyond the bounds of the Korean 

peninsula. Another example quoted to .. prove"' its lack of 

credibility wns the Soviet action in Hungary in 1956 and 

the "sabre.rattling" exaeraises 1n the Middle East and Berlih. 

Another point raised was that for the United States 

threat to be credible, it would have to remain invulnerable 

to retaliatory strikes by the enemy. By 1954, the Soviet 

Union which was steadily building up its nuclear arsenals 

had been able to project ,l.ts Rmtsr to attsck: tl}e mainland gf 

of the United States. Between 1945-19491 such a posture 

7 
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would have been considered credible. However, now, with 

the Soviets having rudimentary technology and one-way 

bombers the notion of invulnerability was in doubt. The 

United States could not emerge from such a confrontation 

with the Soviet Union unecathed.8 

According to Brodie this systelTk"ltic attenpt by the 

critics of Massive Retaliation to de-emphasize its impor

tance mostly belonged to the liberal establishment and 

the Democrutic Party. It resulted in a gradual move toward 
....... "T •••• 

the adV'ooaey of the "tactical" use of lower yield nuclear 

weapons as ~· more believable response to lo;=a.l _aggression. 9 

~th41l~· critic.t.sm that was bmught against the strategy of 

Massive Retaliation was that despite the 'claims that the US 

would inflict upon the Soviet Union its £ull range of 

nuclear .weapons. the fact was that the US did not have the 

bombs or the vehicles which were invulnerable, to attack 

the Soviet Union from the American continent. The B-361 

B-47 and B-29 bombers the workhorses of the US air power 

had to be based in overseas bases in Britain and Western 

Europe in order to be in range of the Soviet heartland. 

Thus they felt that with such vulnerabilities- the prepon

derance of US strategic superiority would not ba a credible 

e R.Bonds, ed., The §pviet.~r Maahine& (New York 1976), 
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deterrent to prevent the Soviet Union from occupying 

Western Europe, thus depriving the US of its bases.10 

By 1957, there was a change in the official position 

of the us strategic policy. Dl'lles writing in FQRiRD

tle#iair.s,announoed a nodifioation in the strategic doctrine. 

'l'he doctrine of Massive Retaliation gave way to a new eon

aept called •graduated deterrenae•.11 Thus the aonaept of 

limited was as part of the UG doctrine finds mention in 

this phase for the first time, Limited wa• was to be 

an instrument in the policy of containment. -Dulles, While 

arguing for more flexibility ln the us doctrine wrote• 

10 

11 

12 

However, the US has not been content to 
rely upon a peace which aould be preser
ved only by a capacity to destroy vast seg
ments of the human race. Such a eoneep't 
is aaceptable only as a last alternative. • • 
In the future it may thus be feasible to 
place less relaince upon deterrence of 
vest retaliatory power. It may be possi• 
ble to defend countries by nuclear weapons 
so mobile. or so placed, as to make m.111· 
tary invasion w1 th conventional forces a 
hazardous ;~attenpt. 'l'hus ••• the nations 
which are around the Sino-Soviet peri• 
meter can possess an effective defense 
against full scale conventional attack 
and thus confront any aggressor with the 
choice between failing or himself 1n1 ti
ating nuclear war against the defending 
country ••• • (12) · 

John Foster Dulles, •Challenge and Response in us 
Policyu, Poreign Aff§ira,Vol.36, No.1,0ctober1957, 
p.Jo. 
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This new idea that was proposed found adherents who 

tried to justifY the development in the US doctrine as an 

important step towards making the US threat more credible. 

Henry Kissinger, who became the leading proponent of the 

doctrine of limited war gave three justifications for it. 

1 Lim1 ted war represents the only means for preventing 

the Soviet bloc, at an acceptable cost, from over

runninq the peripheral areas of Eurasia~ 

2 A wide range of military capabilities may spell the 

difference between defeat and victory .tn an e.ll out 

war. 

3 Intermediate applications of us power offer the best 

chance to bring about strategic changes favourable to 

the United States. 13 Thus Kissinger reasoned that 

l1m1ted war ptovided the means for the us ·to enforce 

1 ts pol1oy of containment at an acceptable aost. 

A reason why the change in tho doctrinal position was 

effected is that Massive Retaliation as a credible policy 

was becoming less and less effective against the enorm:>usly 

growing Soviet capability to retaliate against us attack. 

Under the Massive Retaliation doctrine,the us could respond 

to limited acts of aggression only With e1 t.~er in action or 

all out war. Massive Retaliation relied primarily on the 

13 Henry Kissingerf Nyolear weapon§ and Foreign PQAicx, 
(New York 1958), p.12S. 
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credibilty of the us threat to strike the Soviet homeland 

in order to reduce the chance ot local aggression ever occur• 

ting, wh.tah would permit the US to spend minimal amounts of 

her resources on the strengthening of conventional fiorces. 14 

Once the Soviets had developed in intercontinental ballistic 

missile capability, this threat was less believable because of 

increased us vulnerability to retaliation. An alternative to 

either waging all out war or simply doing nothing was needed 

in order to strengthen us deterrent power. 

Limited war emerged not as a reaction to M$ssive Ret~li

ation, but as a part, a supplement to the doctrine ostensibly 

to strengthen deterrence through the Massive Retaliation 

doctrine. The development of a limited war strategy required 

a wider range of military capabilities than the Massive Retali

ation doctrine. While justifying the cause for a limlted war 

doctrine, its roost prominent adVocates failed to take into 

aaaount or ignored the fact that this doctrine also had another 

overriding concern. As Lawrence Freedman points out that by 

having a doctrine that required all round growth of the mili.tary 

capabilities, it was one way of curbing the economic: sqeeze 

that tile American strategic programne had under gone. 'l'his 

squeeze resulted in the three arms of the us armed forces 

advocating doctrines that would justify greater Spending for 

14 M. Jf. Hoag, on IDeal War Doctrine, quoted in lookwood, 
n.9., p.16. 
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their respective forces. The air power doctrine of the 

1940•s was an attenpt: by the A.lr Force to gain more funds 

. for its forces. 15 How would they get the Congress ~ 

allocate more funds for satisfying all the segments of the , 

armed fOrces? Senator Arthur Vandenburg's adviae to President 

'l'ruman was that the only way to get the noney from the Cong

ress was to "saafe the hell out of the Amerioan people.•16 

The most aorrrnon technique of generating a sense of crisis is 

to invoke the spectre of advancing aorrmunism. This technique 

was used by President Truman to justify economic aid to 

Greece and 'l'urkey in 1947. In explaining the need for the 

economic aid programme, President Truman argued that the 

United States would be unsuccessfUl "unless we are Willing 

to.help free peoples to maintain their free institutions and 

their national integrity against aggressive noves tha.t seek 

to impose upon them t.otal~ tarian regimes. ~is is no more 

than a frank recognition that totalitarian regimes in;>osed 

on free peoples, by direct or indirect aggression, undermine 

the foundations of international paaoe and hence the seaurity 

of the United States.fl17 

15 

16 

17 

This was precisely the strategy used for adVocating 

vlalter La Feber, A.merioai@ ~ss1a, and the Cold '"'A£« 
1,945-19~1., (New York, 1972 , p.4s. . 

Quoted in James Jones, :£be P& gteen Weeka4 (New York, 
1955), p.272. 
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the concept of limited war •. ., Khrushchev' a boasts about the 

burying of America under nuclear missiles was taken as evid

ence that the Soviets had noved ahead of the Americans in 

itrategic weapons, which would threaten us positions all 

over the world and lead to the advance of international 

communism. Thus the "missile gap"• inspite of the Eisen

hower and Kennedy Administrations knowing that it was 

patent bluff, was used to get more funds allocated so as to 

ensure to all the wings of the a:aned foraes a share in ~e 

cake. 

Kissinger even argued that g%0wth in limited war cap. 

abilities could provide victory even in the event of an all 

out war. Since it was possible that a nuclear exchange might 

result in the exhaustion of the strategic stockpiles of both 

sides, a prettd~ would then be placed on other elements of 

rn111 tary power in order to decide• the victor. 18 A capaai ty 

to wage limited war would, thert:"fore, be valuable in the event 

of escalation to general war as well as in fighting limited 

wars. This reasoning would subsequently provide the basis fbr 

the even broader requirement of the doctrine of flexible 

response. Thus the function of limited war was described 

eloquently by Kissinger. It was to shift the risk of initi

ating an all out war to the SOViet Union by using the us 

18 Kissinger, n.12, p.125. 
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cepab1lity for Massive Retaliation as a "shield" aqainst 

Soviet initiation of nuclear war. 'l'his would enable the 

us to fight loaal aations on its own terms, 1nflicti.ng .local 

reverses against attempted Soviet gains. 19 

lt is surprisinq that experts like Kis.singer again 

failed to take into account the horrible effeets of a general 

nuclear war. The us ArrrtJ' excerci.ses 1 Opera.ti.on sage Brush • 

and •carte Blanche' in the .1950s, were evidence enough to 

proof that even the use of limited nuclear weapons led the 

•umpires • in the war games to declare that 11 fe had aeased 

to exist in the areas where these bombs were detonated. 

Without any known defense mechanism against the Soviet threat, 

the war scenarios that were evolved by Kissinger end other 

adVocates had no meaning. It would be nutual suioide. 

Limited wars involved the imposition on oneself of limited 

means in order to attain correspondingly limited goals. This 

strat.egy beaorne readily accepted in the us, mainly because 

t.he thought of actually having to employ nuclear weapons in 

an all out conflict had become an unthinkable prospect.20 

This doctrine as presented to the American public was shown 

to be more humane than the Massive Retaliation doctrine. The 

Soviet Union was shown as the aggressive power whose challenge 

20 B%0d1e, n.l, pp.312-314.-
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had to be met at erery level to save freedom and democracy. 

In attenpting to do so., they coloured the Soviet Union• s 

perception on war· as What the Americans wanted them to do. 

However, a close analysis of Soviet pronouncements on limi

ted war (to be discrussed in a susequent cha.pter) clearly 

show that it was quite the opposite. 'l'he Soviets viewed 

tha\: entire spectrum of nuclear war as not being limited in 

any sense. They did not distinguish between limited war and 

general war and believed that any war which crosses the 

nuclear threshhold would escalate into a general nuclear-war. 

The advent of the nAW Kennedy Administration in the 

United States, saw an energetic attenpt towards giving the 

us strategic &>ctrine some degree o £ coherence and ration

ality. Although the lindted war feature was to remain the 

centre point of the fleXible response policy, yet new dire

ctions were attempted to be found by Ro*ert McNamara# the 

Secretary of Defense. The principles of the doctrine of 

fleXible response were formally declared by McNamara- in 

a speech before the American Bar Association on February 17, 

1962~1 However the real foundation of fleXible response was 

laid out by General Maxwell Taylor in h!s book, ,.The Unger3;~1n 

~ru.moel:• In the January 1961 issue of Foreign Affairs, General 

21 J.E.Endicott and. R.w. Stafford Jr., eds., American 
Defense Policy, (New York 1977), P• 72. 
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'l'aylor wroteL 

What are the principles which need to be asserted 
and accepted as the platform for a new military 
balanoe? The m:>st obvious one, perhapa, is that 
world conditions have changed drastically since 
the adoption of "New Look.. in 1953 and 1 ts supP
orting strategy of Massive Retaliation, and that 
a new programme is needed which will take the 
changes into account. Such a programne needs to 
be based on a fleXible military strategy designed 
to deter war, large or small, and to assist the 
West 1n winning the Cold War",(22) 

General 'l'aylor, in his book The Unce£t&&n Trumget, 

postulated a us need to have tne capability to •react across 

the spectrum of possible challenge. Q He felt 1 t was nece

ssary "to deter win quickly a limited was as to deter general 
' 

war. Otherwise, the limited war which we cannot win quickly 

may result in our piecemeal attrition or involverront in an 

expanding oonf11ct.23 Taylor's motivation was also a more 

self-serving effort on behalf of the heretofore neglected Us 

us ArmY• By formulating a strategic doctrine that basically 

sa1dt 

!t is better to have moreof everything" he 
could cause more attention to be given to 
building up eonvent~nal fOrces as well, and 
the us Army would be the chief beneficiary. (24) 

It was MaNamara who further defined the need for "balanced 

forces·"• "As we develop a balanced. modern non-nuclear 

22 

23 

24 
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fiGroe, ready to move rapidly against aggression in any 

part .of the world, we oontinue to inhibit the opportunities 

for the suocesnful conduct of KhrUsohohev's 'local wars: 

It is tempting t:o conclude that our conventional forces 

will leave us to oompete with conrnunism in the peaceful 

sphere of economic an.d social development. where we can 

compete most effect1voly".25 

MoNamara was following the Taylor propos! tion of 

meeting the spectrum of threat when he proposed that to 

counter the "Conrnuni st insurgency• there was to be a pro• 

posed strategy of "eounter-insurgeflC1t"• While the flexible 

response was still taking state another powerful cross 

current was blowinq in 'the Pentagon.. There was a trDVemcnt 

by "systems analysis" school who were looking for a nore 

"organized" approach to planning military force level re

qu:trements, particularly for strategic forces. 'l'heir goal 

was to devise a theory that would provide a quantitative 

answer to the question "How rwch is enough?", This pro

duced a clash between the flexible response doctrine which 

tended to push the requtremen.to for strategic forces upwards, 

and the cost effectiveness calculations of the systems 

analysts, which pushed such requirements downwards. 26 

25 Endicott and Staffbrd, a.20, p,73. 

26 Ibid,, p.73, 
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Flexible response which had its testing ground in 

Indo-China, was to provide the ideal condition for lts 

success. Howev-er, .Indo-<.."hina far from justifying flexible 

respOnse, turned out to be a setback to American strategic 

doctrinal propos! tions. It died a quicker death than ant1c1• 

pated. In the following years, though the main features of 

flexible response were retained.· the important difference 

was that nations under attack would have to bear the main 

burdt!!n of prov !ding man porter. 27 

Whi'le expounding the doctrinal propositions of 

flexible response, McMamara also .devised several strategic 

nuclear concepts that have been able to influence the us 

nuclear doctrine long after jlex&bAe [esponse 6iSAQRftS~ed 

from the scene. These concepts were-counterforae, damage 

limitation, asmired ~~tion and escalation:. C:Ounterforce 

as a concept was 1ntroduoe6 by~t-1QNa[Q.lt<)~8t bis~npw farflous~. 

rim At'bor speech in Mioffigan on June 16, 1962. The concepts 

of damage li.m1.tation and assured destruction were explained 
~. 

by him in statements before the Conm1ttee on Armed Ser·.:ces "' 

and the Sub-Comnittee on Department o£ Defense of the Comi• 
a, 

ttee on Appropriations, tJS Sen~te, 89th. Congress, 1st session, 

February 241 1962.28 The concept ot escalation was given its 

theoretical birth by Hetman Kahn in hi$ l:x:Jok •on Escalations 

Metaphors and scenarios•. Though this laot concept was never 

27 Loakwood, n.9, p.le. 

28 Endicott and StaffOrd, n.29.t pp.76-77. 
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officially a part of US strategic doctrine, it did have 

influential supporters within the successive Adndn1strat~ons 

which raised Soviet suspicious that \<the •escalation model' 

of Herman Kahn could be employed by the us strategic forces 

in which case the object was to make nuclear war rational, 

and winnable. Hence the Soviets reacted to -it harshly. The 

principal feature of this work was the 44 step "escalation 

ladder" which ran through the gamut of levels of conflict 

from the "pre crisis manuevouring" to the ultimate paroxysm 

of violence; called the •spasm war•. Herma.n Kahn who was 

earlier with the RAND Corporation left it in 1965 to form 

the Hudson Xnsti tute. He could be considered the high 

priest of the "classical st~ategy" which the Reagan Admini

stration is following today. 

While outlining tbG counterforc.:e strategy, McNamara 

was to emphasize that with suah a strategy the US and NATO 

had •overall nuclear strength adequate to any challenge 

confronting it" and that this strength not only minimizes 

the likelihood of major nualea.r war but makes possible a 

strategy designed to preserve the fabric of our societies, 

if war sbould ocaur.•29 Tho essence of the aounterfbrce 

stategy, in McNamara• s words is that "the us has come to 

29 Endicott and Staffbrd# n.2o, p.74. 
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the conclusion that, to the extent feasible, basic military 

strategy in a pOssible general nuclear war should be appro

ached in rruch t:he same way that nore conventional military 

operations have been regarded in the past. This is to say, 

principal rn111 taJ:Y objectives in the event of a nuclear war 

stenminq from a major attack on the alliance, should be the 

destruction of the enemy~ s military forces, not his civilian 

population. ulO There were two important implioations of the 

oounterfo::ae strategy as outlined by MoNamara. The more 

signi fiaant of the two implications was that the Un1 ted 

States would ini tiete a "pre-eq,t1ve" strike on Soviet 

nuclear forces in response to a "major attack on the allt• 

a.noe" and not merely as a response to a surprise attack on 

the Un1 ted States. Given the opposi t1on that this tnplic

ation had. subsequently. references to first strike were 

played down in favor of a retaUatory posture. It was 

obvious that the Soviets viewed aounterforce with alarm,. 

bellev1ng that the Americans are changing their doctrinal 

structure f.rom deterrence to war fighting. A second strike 

in this doctrine would be of no use as there would only 

be empty silos to hit in return for an attack by the enemy. 

Thus the obvious 1np11cat1ons, despite it being played down, 

was that aounterfo roe strategy was making the us think about 

30 Ian Clark, Limited Nucleqr War, (London), p.1s2. 
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the unthinkable. A second 1mpli.aat1on of ·this concept was 

"ai ty avoidance." lt meant that targeting of civillan 

population centres was not an end in itself. Xt would 

be the result of a possible escalation from a controlled · 

and limited nuclear exchange that cities would be hit. 

CounterfOrce as a significant dominant concept remained . 
only briefly and by 1964 the concepts of damage limitation 

and assured destruotion began to gain prominence in us 

strategic doctrine.. However it must be added that despite 

c:ounterforce emergin.g briefly as the dominant theme in us 

strategic posture,. it never lost 1 ts appeal on the theore

tical level. It had powerful proponents and eventually 

by 1975 it found itself back into the us strateqio doctrine:1 

McNamara outlined the eonoepts of assured destzuct1on 

and damage lirni tation in his speech before the Senate 

Comni ttee on Armed Services in February 1965 ~ "The first 

of these capabilities required to deter potential aggressor 

we call "assured destruction" i.e. the capability to 

destroy the aggressor as a '1f1able society even after a well 

planned and executed surprise attack on our forces. The 

second capability we call .. damage limitation" i.e. the 

capability to reduce the weight of the enemy attack 'by both 

31 R.Bonds, The US War Maohige1 , (New York 1978), 
p.61. 
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offensive and defensive measures and to provide a degree 

of protection for the population against the effects of 

nuclear detonat1ons.•32 When both these concepts are 

looked at with regard to counterforce and war avoidance, 

we find contradictions. ~hen the damage limitation app

roach is linked to aounterforce, 1 t resent>les more of a 

war fighting doctrine,. which is based on the ability to 

survive a nuclear war. 

'Ihe seaond concept of assured destruction led to 

war avoidance that relied on the threat to be able to in

flict •unacceptable damage" on the Soviet Union. The 

rationale behind the adoption of the assured destruction 

capacity was due to two reasons. Piroly1 given the influ

ence of the systems analysts in the Pentagon, the assured 

destruction concept meant that 1 t would be rrore cost eff

ective and c::heaper to implement than a nuclear war fight-

ing strategy. Wi.th the concept, McNamara outlined what 

constituted "unacceptable damage." He defined it as .. the 

oapabili ty to destroy one-quarter to one.. third of the enem:v' s 

population and about two thirds of the enemy's industrial 

capacity~ •• This was obviously a retreat f.rom the 1n1 tial 

definition of assured destruction, which was the ability 

"to destroy the enemy as a viable society.•33 

32 Endicott and Stafford, n.2o.- P• 75. 
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A second 1npliaat1on was that with the growth in the 

Soviet arsenals, they bad achieved parity by 1969, which 

forced the us to discard both damage limitation and counter

forae. Both sides had made attempts towards evolving some 

attempts at limiting the damage to the pOpula.tion. However 

It was not successful. It would not only require vast sums 

oE money but et the same time give no extra significant 

shelter to the population. Consequently, counterforae could 

not survive as a concept without damage limitation. The 

assured destruction strategy would later evolve into the 

doctrine of Mutual Assured Destruction. 'l'he assunJ>tion behinCi 

this doctrine was that ~th sides have the same general 

strategic assumptions.• Prom this followed the reasoning 

that •our assured destruction problem is the other sides da• 

mage Umi ting problem and our damage lirn1 ting problem is their 

assured destruction pr:oblem. • 34 Thus we find that the decade 

of the 1960s saw the us nuclear strategy making a gradual 

transition from the war fighting oriented strategies of cou

nterforoe and damage limitation to the war avoidance strategy 
' 

of rrutual assured destruction by the late 1960s and early 

1970s,. 

The US nuclear doctrine underwent another change with 

the Nixon Adninistration. On Februaey 17,1972 Defense Secre

tary Melvin Laird formallY outlined the new tenets of this 

doctrine. He stated& 

34· Bonds, n.Jo., p.61-62. 
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••successful implementation of the strategy 
of realistic deterrence is. I believe, the 
most difficult and challenging national 
secu.ri ty effort this country has aver 
undertaken. This ia oo because we must 
move forward in an environment of virtual 
balance in the strategic nuclear field, and 
in the period of vigorous Soviet mill tary 
expansion at sea. on the land, in the air, 
and in space. In addition,_ we must pursue 
our goal with due regard for the influences 
of today• s other constraining realities
realities which 1 will talk at some length• 
He outlined these aspeots of the defense 
strategy• 

1 The US would keep al,l of its treaty commitm~ts. 

2 The us would 'provide' a shield if any nuclear power 

threatened the freedom of a nation allied With the 

us or of a nation whose survival the us considered 

vital to its security. 

3 In cases involving 1other types of agc.:u:ession ~ the us 

would .furnish military and economic assistance When 

required and as appropriate. The us, however, would 

"l~ok to the nation directly threatened to assume the 

primary responsibility of providing the manpower for 

its defense. 35 

The policy of realistic deterrence emphasized a shift 

from counterforce/damage limitation/escalation to deterring 

a strategic nuclear war between the Soviet Union and the 

United. States. Por theatre nuclear and other conventional 

conflicts, the us would share the burden of deterrence with 

1 ts allies. Deterrence of communist insurgency wars was to 

35 Endicott and Stafford. n. 20., P• 79. 
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be the main responsibility of .the country being threatened, 

with the us providing only logistical support except in 

those cases where the us believed a vital interest was at 

stake. 36 

The shift was evidenced in ·US strategic policy because 

of certain factors that affected the us both internally 

and externally. At the atrat!egio level. the us through this 

change in policy tacitly acknowledged that the Soviet Union•s 

military •eatch Up'* had rea.ohed a stage where they had 

•rough parity" with American strateqic forces not only in 

terms of the tota.l warheads and megatonnage available to 

them but also with respect to technological advancement in 

making these &>omsday weapons. ·An example of this techno

logical catch up was the MIRVing of delivery vehicles. 

Kissinger has noted that the us did not include MlRVed 

capability in the terms of SALTI because of intelligence 

reports that the Soviets would require atleast ~ten years 

to perfect this technology." However, the Soviets managed 

their own system of MIRVed technology only three years 

later. 37 
A second factor for this change in polley was 

due to the Vietnam quagmire that the Americans had got 

stuck in. W1 th increased spending on conventional forces, 

and facing growing anti-involvement protests in the United 

States, the Administration wa·s forced to take into account 

36 I~~d,, p.79. 

37 Henry Kissinger, 1he Wt}i te Houae Y§.trq,. (New York) 
p.269. 
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the political consequences and reduce overseas conm! ttment 

with respect to military aid and physical us presence in 

allied countries. 

A third factor $COuld be th'\l declining popularity 

of Nixon, who came to the ~'lhite House on a message of gett

ing America out of Vietnam through "peaee with honour ... 

'!'bus counter insurgency that aharaotetized the Vietnam 

involvement ~as no longer a valid justification fbr ,.keep-

ing the boys•• there. 
) 

With the Soviets catching up on. the Americans, at• 

least for the moment, the US doctrine saw this vi tal shift. 

In fact the offica1 policy of the us strategic doctrine has 

been finely attuned to the growth of the Soviet arsenal. 

In the 1950s, the Soviet strategic programme being in 1 ts 

infancy, led the Americans to talk of Massive Retaliation. 

'I'he propenderance of American power was OV'erwhelming. 

However, the Khrusbchev bluff, and concrete advances in 

Soviet strategic fOrces made the Americans again shift 

their policy from one that wholly depended on Massive 

Retaliation to one that keeping the Soviet threat in mind; 

talked of fighting small wars th1;1t could be controlled and 

won. This wag an attempt to move in a direction in which 

they perceived the Soviets lagged behind. viz. technological 

advances. By making smaller nuclear warheads, the US 

wanted to theart Soviet advances in heavy ICBM developnent. 
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By 1964, as the Soviets again caught up, the Americans re

emphasized their policy of mutual assured destruction and 

talked of the concept of .. parity... By 1969, the policy 

was one of "essential equivalence"• 1'hus MAD was projected 

as the official Cbctrine with a new term added t:o it, .. crisis 

stability•. 38 Thus the doctrine of MAD presumed that the 

us must have a second strike capability to dater an all out 

attack, on us strategic tbrae with the objective of "provid

ing no incentive for the Soviet Union to strike the us first 

in a crisis.•39 In a decade the American strategic doctrine 

had turned a full circle from Massive Retaliation. to MAD both 

emphasizing targeting on cities to deter possible Soviet 

advances. However, there was one difference in the two 

strategies. While Massive Reta-liation was to be used for all 

attempts by the Soviet Union to gain terri.tory and influence 

at the cost of the us, MAD focussed on the strategic aspect 

() f super power relations. Though counter force and damage 

limitation were given up as official doctrines. the US did 

maintain force structures that aould be used if the doctrin.e 

ever came back into vogue. 

'!'here was a significant section of the American aca• 

demia community that questioned the dootrine of MAD. It. 

argued fbr aounterforee as these experts felt that the US 
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did not have a significant capability to destroy SOviet 

missile silos. Also the Soviet civil defense programme, 

which was set up by the Soviets~ not because they believed 

that it wou.ld reduce casualties in the event of a general 

war, but basically to reassure it population that it was 

taking efforts to save lives in case the •American imperi

alists decide to attack the Soviet Union•, came in for 

criticism. These two points were raised to criticise MAD. 

A newer set of concepts for a strategic doctrine 

resulted with James Schlesinger beoomin.g the Secretary of 

Defense. In 1975, he outlined the main tenets of the new 

strategic posture that the us would followa 

1 A capability sufficiently large, diversified. and 

survivable so as to provide us at all times with 

high confidence of riding out even a Massive sur

prise attack and penetrating enemy defenses, and 

with the ability to withhold an assured destruction 

reserve for an extended period of time. 

2 Sufficient waminq to insure the survival of our 

heavy bombers together with the borrib alarm systems 

and contnanO.contml capa:bil1 ties required by our 

Nai:llona.l Comna.nd Authorities, to direct the .employ.. 

ment of the strategic forces in a controlled, selec

tive and restrained manner. 

3 The forces to execute a wide range of options in res• 

ponse to potential actions by an enemy. including 

a capability fbr precise attacks on both soft and 
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hard targets, while at the same time mln~miz1no 

unintended collateral damage. 

4 The avoidanoe of any combination of forces that 

could be taken as an effort to acquire the ability 

to exooute a first strike attack against the USSR. 

5 An offensive oapnblli ty of such size and composition 

that all will perceive it as in overall balance with 

th~ strategic forces of any potential opponent. 

6 Offensive and defensive capabilities and programmes 

that conform with the provisions of current arms 

control agreements and at the same time facilitate 

the conclusion of more permanent treaties to control 

and if possible, reduce the nuclear arsenals.•40 

It was a return to the 1950s war fighting strategy 

although this new doctrine contained new elements viz. 

launch on warning, and defensive shields against in coming 

missiles. The theme came back into vogue because ~echno

logical advances were achieved by the US military industry 

in producing the Minuteman. Polaris. enhanced radiation 

weapon1 and having smaller artillery shells that had nuclear 

tips which could aaus~ destruction in local areas and 

help the advancing us armies in clearing the enemy troop 
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concentrations. This adVance ·in technology made the US 

strategic thinkers give it political justification so as 

to make the new horrendous scenario a possibility. Schels• 

inger addressed this question when he said• 

.. Threats against the all forces, to the extent 
that they could be deterred by the prospect of 
nuclear retaliation, demand both more limited 
responses than destroying cities and advanced 
planning tailored to such lesser responses. 
Nuclear threats to our strategic forces, whe
ther limited or large scale, might well call 
for an option to respond in ld.nd against the 
attacker's milita;y forces. In other words, 
to be credible and hence effective over the 
range of possibility contingencies, deterrence 
rrust rest on many options and on a spectrum 
of oapabil1 ties to support these options." (41) 

Thus the USSR was again perceived of as a power that 

was going to act irrationally in starting a war. To take 

aacount of their apparent _irritionali ty the US woula have 

to make plans that would take into account all the possi

bilities of conflict that exist. Actually, the personal 

beliefs of Schlesinger, who, while at RAND wrote on limited 

war,. and the pressures of technological advances in the 

armament industry forced this change on us policy. Politi

cally the relations had yet to sour between. the super pewers. 

Angola Mozambique and the Horn of Africa were still in 

:their initial stages of SOviet and proxy help. The us saw 

this Soviet move without protesting, but later on used the 

alarmist signals C? f Soviet aggressiveness to just1 fy war 

41 Ibid,, n.~., p.ss. 
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fighting doctrines and the theory of linkage. 

It is also interesting that Schlesinger referred to 

the formerly discarded concept of damage limitation, parti• 

cularly within the oontoxt of a war fighting scenario if 

deterrence failed. Although the assured destruction strategy 

was still in use, it was no longer an arbitrary measure of 

population fatalities. Instead, it was to be a guage in 

terms of postwar pOlitical objectives that were relevant to 

a nuclear war. Deterrence was now a fUnction of post-war 

political objectivest mainly., a reduction of the enemy• s 

ab111 ty to recover quickly from the effects of a nuclear war 

and to attain a superior pol! tical-mill taz:y position. 42 

Aaoording to Bonds, the main reason for this shift in 

us strategic policr{ occurred because of the continous growth 

of the Soviet nuclear 1brces, and their steadfast rejection 

of the notion of nutual assured destruoti~n. 43 This is the 

typiaal argument given by the proponents of the SOhlesinger 

doctrine. The Soviet public pronouncements have repeatedly 

stressed the fact that in nuclear age there cannot be control 

over the actions of war. These eXperts also admit that very 

little literature exists on the Soviet position of fighting 

a limited war. yet they see this lack of literature as cover 
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ttp of the real rrotives of the Sov-iet mill tary doctrines. 

They point to the eXistence of Soviet tactical missiles 

like Frogman and Saud which could also be equipped-with 

nuclear missiles. Thus by giving poll tical colouring t:o 

Soviet notives. the us military establishment is able to 

just! fy increased spending on newer weapons. 

'l'he logia behind the Limited Nuclear Options was two

foldl Firstly, it was designed to introduce more flexibility 

into the available range of options for the use of strategic 

nuclear weapons so that· in a crisis the President could 

theoretically order ·.the selective use of nuclear weapons 

on military targets in the US3R. Secondly, ·~~pu~se of 

war was to strengthen the overall aredib:llity of the US 

deterrenoe strategy. which was though to have been erod6d 

by continued reliance on all out nuclear response as etnl:x>

died in the concept of t-1AD. 

W1 th the firing of James Sohlesinger by President ~ford, 

in 1976, the Limited Nuclea.r Options were sidetracked. The 

hiatus in US strategic doctrine was rectified by the Pres10... , 

ential Directive 59 of Jimny Carter announced in August 19eo. 

In a speech to the Naval War College, on August 20, 

1980, Dofense Secretary Harold Brown laid down the Carter 

Adminiat:ration• s new concept of nuclear strategy& "The ove1:1-
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riding concern of us strategic nuclear forces is to deter 

nuclear war, fbr which three requirements must be met. 

First. we must have strategic: nuclear fOrces that can absorb 

a soviet first strike and still retaliate with devastating 

effect. Second. we tmst meet our security requirements and 

maintain an overall strategic balance at the lowest level 

and most stable level. Third, we l11lst have a doctrine and 

plans for the use of our fo roes (1 f they are needed) that 

make clear to the Soviets the hard reality that, by any 

course leading to nuclear war. they could never gain an 

advantage that would outweigh the unacceptable price they 

would have to pay. The ability of our forces to survive a 

surprise attack is the essence of deterrence. u44 To Brown. 

PD 59 was "a codification of previous statements of strategic 

policy. PD 59 took the same essential strategic doctrine 

and restated it more clearly,· more cogently in the light 

of current conditions and current capabilities.Q45 (Further 

details on PD 59 as ~ strat~gic warfighting doctrine are given 

in Chapter IV.) Suffice it to say, that this doctrine was 

another logical step in the evolution of US strategic 

dootrin·es. 

The advent of the Reagan Administration in the United 

States, has led to newer areas being opened up for scrutiny 

44 

45 

1.'he American Atoms A Documepta'J History gives clear 
policies from the Discovery of 1ss1on to the present--
1939-1984, (Philadelphia 1984}, p.221. 

Stewart Menual, ••£hanging poncepts of Nuclear War•, 
9gqf~1c~ S~udies, No.125, December 1980, p.4. 
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and it seems li~ely that they would go further than the 

Carter Administration's notion of war fighting deterrence. 

Ronald Reagan has come intO the White House with the 

thesis that a "protracted nuclear war•• is possible and 

that in the eventuality of a war.., us nuclear forces must 

prevail and :· '1 be able to force the Soviet Union to cease 

host1l1 ti eQ .on terms favourable to the us. 46 

In the past decade, American strategy, force planning 

and employment policy have all moved in the direction of 

warfighting deterrent pOsture. War fighting has become the 

conventional wisdom which has evolved during the Presidenoies 

of Uixon, Pord Carter and ReaQan. This new position of 0ar 

winning" is nost prominently associated w1 th the writings of 

Colin s. Gray. 47 

The shift from counter value to oounter Sorce strategy 

reflects the advances in weapcn technology, increase in aco• 

uracy of delivery systems and use of non-conventional sources 

of defence e. g. Strategic Defense Initiative. By aqain 

stressing on the superiority faoto.r in relation to t.he 

Soviets, the Reagan Administration is trying to ohannelise 

the oompetition into fields where the Americans arc far 

superior. ny improving missile accuracy,. guidance systems etc:,, I 

46 Robert c., Gray, "The .Reagan Nuclear Strategy•, 
Arms Control Tgda~ Vol.13•; no.2, March1983,. 
PP• 1-3._ 9-10. 

47 see Colin s,. Gray and Keith Payne, "Victory is PossibleQ, 
Forel,gn l?plic;x, no.39; Summer 1979, pp •. 19-27. 
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the Americans have crea'ted the belief that technology 

could dictate the course of the next nuclear war between 

the us and the USSR. Here again another rationale for 

re-errphas1z1ng oounterforae strategy is that most of the 

advanaem0nts that have.taken.plaae have been a result of the 

enorroous amounts that have. been spent on Research and 

Development in the 1970s. Hence fbr the vast eXpenditures 

borne by private organisations there has to be the expect

ation of orders for such products. So the doctrine emph

asizes in a way in which these new weapons are allocated· 

funds by the Congress. Por the Congreso to allocate funds, 

there has to be a "scare effectt• on the Ameriaan people 

as a whole. This is done by protrayinq the Soviet gains 

as expansionist in nature and that this would result in 

corrmunism engulfing the whole of the Third World.- if the 

US cannot stop tho Soviets. They are also depicted as a 

dictatorship that has no belief in. the cred1b1U. t.y of the 

us stra~gic forces. Hence foree planning of us arsenals 

have to be done "to meet th~ entire spectrum of risk". 

Nuclear weapons beeome an integral part of the US m11.1tary 

options. The useability of the nuclear we.npons is rated 

high. Proponents of such a strategy like Albert Wohlst~tter 

ana Herman Kahn, querr.tionod American reliance on deterrence 
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and pointed to the eventual! ty of nuclear wcu:-. 48 

Wbhlstetter attacked deterrence on the grounds that it 

wou1<;1 not be able to itself rerrove the danger of accidental 

outbreak or limit the damage in case deterrence ltfa1led. 

Kahn was rrore expl.lait, asserting that foroea for deterr

ence might not suffice and that the US had to prepare to 

fight a nuclear war. By having opt1ons for any oont!nqency, 

the Soviet Union would be deterred.. This doctrine also 

aalla for strategic superiority which hns political signi

ficance. "America• s perceptions of their country's relative 

standing, (and) perceptions of others ... rest in part ••• 

upon the assessments of the state of strategic nuclear 

balance. Nobody 'knows, with any confidence, hot4 a World 

War Ill would terminate ••• • But every body knows which way 

the balance :l.a tending and this ••• contribution to a 

constricting of American freedom of foreign poliey action. "49 

T.hua the strategic nucle8r polioy fbllowed by the 

Reagan Administration seems to be an extension of the oou.n-
-

tervail:lng strategy inaugurated by the Carter Admin! stratton. 

This doctrine would mean nore of a f1qht1ng stance than PO 

59 in view of its explicitly stated goal of winning a pro• 
I 

tructed nuclear war. The Reagan approach to nuclear stra-

tegy has been spelt out by Richard Halloran in the New Yo£6 

1~mGft• •The us must have a capacity to render ineffective 

49 . Albert ~iohlstetter. "The Delicate Balance of Terror",. 
F:,o,r:,eJ.g,n Ag(S!r§.c. January 1959, pp.221-234. 

49 Colin s. Gray. The Spviet Jl!rlgrl&im Arms RSlSS• (New York 
1976. p.133. 
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the total Soviet and allied military and political power 

structure through attacks on the political and m111 tary 

leadership and associated control facilities, nuclear and 

conventional mil! tary forces and industry ari tical to 

military power. 

"It is essential that the US possesses nuclear forces 

that will retain throughout n protracted conflict and after

ward the capability to inflict very high level of damage 

against the industrial and economic base of the Soviet 

Union and her allies so that they have a strong incentive 

to seek conflict termination short of an all out attack 

on US cities and economic assets. 

ueommand and control facilities must bo improved to 

a point where they are capable not only of "supporting 

controlled nuolear attacks over a protracted period" but 

of maintaining links with those SLBM forces which would be 

held in reserve throughout the conflict ... so The Defense 

Guidance allegedly states that should deterrence fail and 

stratogic nuclear \Iar occur, the US rrt1et prevail and be ~e... 
to force the Soviet Union to seek earliest termination of 

hoetilities on te~na favourable to the us.51 

50 Rtchard Halloran, •Reagans• Nuclear Strategy", 
(New York Times, May 30, 1982. 

51 Robert Gray~ n.46, p.9. 
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Colin s. Gray has arguod that the US nuclea~ pOlicy needs 

a strategy in the sense of specific pol! tical objectives 

to be achieved 1n war. In his view,. nuclear strategy is 

"a. combination of counterforce offensive targeting, civil 

defense and ballistic missile and air defense••• (to) hold 

US casualties dot.·rn to a level compatible with national 

survival and reoovery. 052 

This in short has been the wolution of us nuclear 

strategy since the dawn of the nuclear age till the Reaqan 

Administration which through its controversial •stars Wars• 

progranme is trying to give the defense oriented strategy 

a new character of 11offense-defense ... 53 This strategy is 

bound to have repurcussions on the level of the strategic: 

balance. The exnot nature would only be determined by the 

passage of time. 

---------------------

52 Colin s. O.ray and Keith Payne, n.46# p,14-27. 

53 T,&me"" June 23,. 19BS .. p.6. 



Chapter • IX 

THE EVOLUTION OP SOVIET NUCLEAR OOC'l'RlNE 

'lhis chapter would discuss various aspects o£' Soviet 

hd.l1 tar:y thought, the strategies that they have adopted 'to 

counter American threat perceptions and how this has evolved 

into a doctrinal framework. 

' 
At the outset 1 t n11st. be made clear that both the super 

powers use aeJ:ta1n concepts and words that have totally diff

erent conotations in their respective countries. An exaq,le 

of such antithetical perceptions and meanings is the ver:y term 

•m.t.11tary doctrine•. ln the United States. this is a. very 

flexible word. It means different things to different people. 

There is national dootrine, allied doctrine, Ar.trty doct.t:ine, 

Air Po.roe doctririe and taat1cal nuclear doatrine. In aontrast# 

in the SOViet Union, t.hore is only one and that is the offia1a1 

Soviet milttary_doctrine. This dodtrine is defined promulgated 

and worked out in conjunction with the pol! tiaal leadership. 

l t. represen.ts the1~: guidanae to the milr&liDX:Z 1g QtmmiLing tQ£ 

wa&". 1 The best eXpOnence of the guidanoe of Soviet military 

doctrine is found in the. classic::: "Mi.J:!J:Arv s"ratcav" ~Marshal 
Scikolwsld.y. It states• 

1 

military doctrine is the expression of the 
accepted views of the State reqardlng the 
problems of political evaluation of futur:e war,. 
the State attitude toward war, a detet:'lnination 
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of the nature of future war, preparation of 
1:he country for war .in the econornia and moral 
sense and regarding the pJ!Oblems of organization 
and preparation of the amed fo.rcee as well as 
t:be methods o e waging war. Consequently, by 
military doctd.ne one should understand the system 
of officially appxoved, saienUfically based views 
on the fundamental problems of war. (2) 

A· mill tary doctrine is worked out and determined by the 
' political leadenhip of the State. This in effeot means that. 

the vanguard of the SOviet State, the C:Omnun!st Patty of the 

Soviet Union and its C:entral Com:nittee work out'. SOViet miUtt.u:y 

doctrine. This promulgation can be found in boob Uke 

MJrxigm-Ltnin&gm 21! War .af14 tbt ~ !!NJJ2doAggt.g~l 2mlll.M1 

gj M&l&Ha Th~Qry Da4 P£QSt&Q!• end Q.ff&Atr.~~ ,H~~· 

lv:::ctording to Joseph Douglass, military doCtrine in the 

Soviet Union is a part of the SOViet military i:hought. whose 

other oonponent is m1llteu.y sc1enoe. While the doctrine is 

used to p~are 1:he country £'or war, it also identifies the 

nature of war. and the priority tasks and problems. M11111ary 

science is a unified system "of knowledge on the preparation 

and conduct of a.aned conflict in the interests of t:he defense 

of the Soviet Union and other Socialist countries against aggre

ssion•. Within military saienc:e, atJrategy 1s the most iaportant 

element., 3 Also the interaction between and di ffe~nces in 

milita.xy doctrine and mtl!tary science are important. While 

3 
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militaey doCtrine guides military science, military dbctrine 

also is deteloped using< the conclusions of military science. 4 
j 

There are also three vital d1fferenees between the doCtrine 
i 

and science as petueived by the Soviets. Firstly, military 

science foausses ~n ~e ,P~st, prf:lsent and fu1:1.u:~. while doctrine 
.... 

I 

is pointed to the present ond·im.madiate futu1:e1 \hat is to 
\l 

, . foresee the nature of war and the probable enemy {n order to .. 
. \ 

p%011ic5e guidance to military science regarding the course to 
·.• 

tbllow. secondly, •&>otrine being de\teloped and accepted by 
i . \ 

the State, is a single system of views and a guide to action 
' . 

free from any particular subjective views and waluatiorl$. . . ' 

\~ 

Inherent in soienoe, in 1 ts de\teloptrtent, is the stl'Uggle 6f 
:\, 

opinions. In the system of military theories which comprise 
'! 

salence there may be several cUfferent points of view# 

different scient1f1o ideas, and original hypotheses which 
. ' 

are not aeleated by Ci)ctr1ne for practical application and t'lley""; 

thereby do not aaqu1re the character of official State views 

on military quest1ons••.5 The difference between military 

doctri.ne and rnili tary seienoe with regard to .c) ff!aial aaoepo

tabil!ty has to be clarified at the outset because there is a 

prevailing view in the US strategic community acoord1ng to 

which all. articles that appear in Soviet journals are either 

4 

5 

V .D.Sokolovsldy. §av!et MJ.litaa §tfft;egx.., trans. 
Harriet l?ast Scott, lrd. 1968 ed. ,New York 1975) 
p.Je. . . , 

s.N. Kozlov, sRrsvS ghin% qfit§~hl· trans., (Mbnoow 1971), 
US Air Force, Foreign Technology .Division. AD 733.207 
1971, p.llS. • . • 
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distortions or propaganda not to be taken seriously enough, 

but at the same time being good enough to be quoted to show 

the ureal views" of the Soviet military doctrine. It is to 

be admitted that any discussion about national security 

is limited but by no means is it· banned from public cir

culation. There certainly are differences in perceptions 

and strategy as enunciated by different power groups. They 

cannot be held as offieal views just because they are a.tred. 

Their primary function is to inform members of the Soviet 

armed forces about the weapons systemsii organization, 

strategy and tactic~ of probable opponents and their own 

response to it. 

Perceptions among nations are not just· a product of 
. t 

the present state of relatons between them but they are . 4 

accumulated views that each country has of the other during 

their co-habitation as sovereign States. When we view 

Soviet perceptions of the American threat we have to keep 

this vital fact in mind. 

The birth of the Soviet State itself brought about a 

harsh reaction from the Western powers. They perceived the 

creation of an ideological State, whose ideology openly 

talked of the •irreoonciliability" of two opposing social 

syst~rn.s. War was to be an instrument to assist the Socialist 
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forces in br.inging down the e_d!fice of "imperialism"• To 

this •; the ~'iestern powers reacted \11th open suppOrt to the 

.. white army .. made up of pro-royalists in their effort to 

destabilise an inherently dangerous regime.- Over the years 

this singular fact has been burned into the consciousness 

of the Soviet citizen. 

As Geoxve Kennan, former us Ambassador to the Soviet 

Union was to observe.,. The Soviet regime has always been 

marked by a whole series of characteristics that complicated, 

and were bound to complicate. its relations with the West. 

Some o i! these were inherited. "6 He goes· on to say that t.he 

estrangement with the test. has Glways been thez:e si~e the 
) 

time of tile Grand Duchy of Moscow, whiab was e~mally "suspi

cious of the heretical fore1gnel'•. Howe~er, the Russian Revo

lution, ocaurr1ng in the agony of the Pirst World War, 1n1:ensi

f.led this estrangement as a result of subst1 tut1ng e · '*m111 tant 

ideological. antagonism ibr the onetime rellqious abhorrence 

of the west, and discovering a new form of dangerous heresy in 

the Marxist v1s!on of Cap1tal1sm•.1 

Given tho SOViet ~erience in t:he Stalinist purges and 

the deu'astations of t&'le Second liorld liar, the Soviet ~ e.a 

1t regained 1ts vitality was mrked by a relat1Yely high sense 
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sense of insecurity. It has resulted in a tendency t:o overdo 

1 ts m111 tcu:y strength and is unduly sensitive to the slightest. 

influence or involvement of outside pOWers in retions just 
' 

beyond its borders. With such an iuprint of history etched 

into its oonsoiousnessf they have oome to view the us as a 

"dedicated• enemy of the SOViet Union. '.rheir peraeptions are 

coloured by these memories they hold of the Western countries. 

However it should be noted that the centrality of the united 

· States in sov 1et fbreign policy should not be exs.ggeJ:Sted. 

Dealing w1 th other 1 tens was also crucial though the us ocCUpied 

the top pOsition on SOViet foreign policy agenda. Othel' consi

derations that Mosc:ow had was the consolidation and maintenance 

of 1 ts hold over Eastern Europe and the tr:oubled Qlinese 

connection. Nor was it going to sacrifice its advantages in 

the Third WOrld to gain gzoeater Amerioan reoognition and 

aooperation.8 

Another perception that the Soviets have always entertained 

about the United States is the feeling of being threatened and 

victimized. This feeling stems right from the end of the war. 

Por the SOviets, the bloddy viotory ac:biared over Gexmany was 

in part e vindication o£ the Ma.rxist.Len1n1st ideology and at 

the same time the beginning of a seazch for acceptance by the 

United States of equality as a world power for the SOviet Union. 

8 Dimitri K.S1mes, "Soviet Policy toward the Unit:ed States•, 
in Joseph s.Nye Jr., ed., IJle M§kigg of Amer&c:a•s Sczrie:t; 
f211gx (New Haven, 1984), p.29I; · 
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HowtNer, the us policy of containment was unacceptable to 

Kremlin, which felt that t.his was another attEmpt on the part: 

of the 11imperiallst" power to limit its freedom for geopolitical 

manoeuvre and challenge to 'the legitimacy of the Macc1st-Len.l· 

nist promise of world revolution,. It also felt that it was an 

. attempt by the 9api ~~st pow1!frs to put the Soviet Union into 

a straitjacket,. and attempt to reduce its hold over East. 2\lrope. 

This challenge to its own perceive<! sense of security and inter

national ambitions by the western powers led by the US made 

the USSR take a fundamentally adversarial attitude towards 

the us.9 

Other factors that led in part. to the heightened sense 

of insecurity by the Soviets was that wartime cooperation came 

to a standstill and the Americans through the Marshall Plan 

and Truman Doatrine attempted to .restrict Mosoow• s mmentum in 

East Europe. Also it nllst be remembered that the Americans 

held ~mnopoly over the atomic borrb which according 'to Soviet 

suspicion, was intended to threa'ten and to blackmail the USSR. 

Finally, the Soviet Union realized that the end of World War 

II brought. about a fundamental change in the leadership of the 

imperialist world. Britain and Franae were overshadowed by 

the u.s., which through its global powe~projec:tion capabilities 

would become the Soviets main challenge in the continents of 

9 A.Arbatov, ~ezpagnost v. Yf&dergA Vek I Pol1t1.Js'.i Voshi
ngtona (security in the NUclear Age and the Polley o 
Washington) Mosaowa Pol1tizdat, 1980, quoted ir:l 
Di~tri Simes, n.a, p.292. 
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Afriaa and As1a.1° PD11t1eelly. the soviets view the US and 

NATO as a .. dedicated. implacable, 4e'lious, and sometimes 

confused threat. Inperialists are dedicated enemies of the 

SOViet Un1on•.11 

Geographically,· the SOViets perceive i:he threat 'tb be 

very near. NA'l'O is on one border and_ the Peo~le' o Republic of 

China on another. To the SOviets, NATO has two c:entrest 

Federal Republic: of Germany and the us. The Sovieu petce1ve 

west Germany to be a hotbed of tension and militarism in 

Europe. They are extremely wary of the West Germane being 

the flll<u:urn of NATO response in Europe. 12 Consequently they 

perceive that any attack on the SOViet Union woUld come 

through NATO. Given the concept of •extended deterrence• as 

enunciated by the United States, the SOviets do not regard any 

strategic: conflict as happening independent of 1 ts NATO 

allies. They feel that NATO's 1ntemal tensions will make 

the Washington axis stmnger leading to a more likely pzobab

ility of war taking plaae. They also believe imat surprise

will be the most likely strategy fbllowed by the US and 1ts 

NATO allies when they attack the So\tiet Union. The only 

10 Marshall n.shulman, Stalin • s Ppre.tgp Policy Reagpraiaed, 
'New York, 1969) 1 ppe264-266. 

11 William T.Lee, •Soviet. Perceptions of the Threat. and 
SOViet M11it.ary Olpabilities• in Graham D.Vernon~ ed., 
s,ex;.\ft Pgiceat1ons o ( War A!ld Pem;e (Washington D.c., 
1981 , P•. s. 

12 Colonel n. Ivanov, •The hotbed of Hili tar1sm and Tension 
in Europe•, HJ.lltory :£boughfi No.7 (1967), pp•73-77o~ 
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remedy that the SOViets believe.tn, according to their deala

ratory policy is preemption. Jfailing which retaliate. It 

is interesting to D)te that these two themes ln SOViet tn111 tary 

thought have remained unchanged since the advent of the nuclear 

age. This has been so, despite t:he fact that the tJn1 ted 

States over the last two decades has tried to integrate into 

its doctrinal (official) propositions escalatory trends priam. 
' 

rily to assure the Soviet Union of its intentions. 'l'be %Bison 

d• etre for preemption 1n an age whe!' both powers are equS.pped 

with overkill capacity is dt!!feated. 

SOViet fears of the People• s Republic of China go far 

beyond. China • s currently modest c:apabili ties. 'lhey fear ucre 

geog~phically and ethl'lically the vulnerable and exposed 

borders 1n the Central ASia and Siberia to Chinese incursions. 

In the longer J!'Un, the Chinese nuclear capability. also has 

special concerns for the SOviets. 'l'his fear When coupled with 

the possibility of nn entente between the United States, a 

pragmatic China and Japan cause it ·nightmares. At the same time, 

the Soviets view Japan as an equally serious threot.18 

With regard to SOviet perceptions about the Third ">rld., _ 

three observations c::an be made. Firstly, beyond the US/N.ra'O/Chinal 

Japan aXis they do not perceive any serious threat fmm any 

other country. Secondly• they ere as mueh c:onoerned as the us 

on the proliferation of nuclear weapon making technology in 
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the Third ~rld. Thirdly, there is a tacit understanding 

between the super po"fers that Third World ®nfl!dts should 

not lead to super power conflict in their homelands. ib.us 

the Soviets have been careful in dealing with ~ .lnwi table 

connection between their behaviour in tho Thir:d WOrld and 

their relations with the United states.14 

X't lll.lst be pointed out at the outseb that the t"anqe o! 

d.1 t!fe~naea in attitudes toward we.r is mt. as great in the 

Soviet Union as in the us and seaondly, the Soviet view of war. 

is different from the Amedoan view of war. In the Soviet. 

Union,. war and the threat to 1 ts national security ere both a 

first han~ menoty for many older citizens and an on going 

publicizing effort: on the part of the Soviet Government to let 

those who did not see the horrors of war not to ibrget: that 

seaurity of the homeland is the nnst patriotic duty for every 

soviet ai tizetl. lt also helps to just! fy any incteased spending 

on rnili tary preparedness. Due to this experienae-oum...policy 

there is a broad spectrum of support: fo:r: the Kremlin's leader

ship in 'building and maintaining military power.15 Thus for 

the people of the Soviet: Union war is always a very real 

14 Dimitri Simes, n.s. p.309. 

lS Ars exmnple of ~ing the horrors of war alive was the 
nand.ng of two "hero-cities• in the 1970s. Novorossiyak 
in 1973 and ?.'ula in 1977 c-eaeived this award. called 
by Brezhne\f •the highest award of the Motherland**• 
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possibil1 ty end hence policies of the Soviet Government 

that p•rport to avoiding war are accepted by a wide section 

of the population. To Jten Booth, there is also another aspect 

to the emphasis on military prepardness. The Bolshevik! in 

1917, inherited a rich military tradition. As the new State 

was created out of ohaas ensuing from the '·lar. military power 

became basic t.o Soviet rule. Also patterns of previous his

tory impinge directly on the societal values that the Russians 

hold. Martial values were predom1nan.t ones at several impor

tant junctures. There was a tradition of wearing uniforms 

and developing weaponary.816 •Traditional insecurity produced 

by invasions of Monqols, Poles, Swedes. French and Germans. 

and pride in great Russian campaigners like Kutuzox and Surv

o.rov, made Russians rrore receptive to a poai tive role for the 

military tn in society. The roots of a deep sense of inferi

or! ty wilsh respect to the "o~tside" world were firmly embedded 

in the Russian psyche, a seige mentality evolved, and a 

millennuim of RUssian history testified that any outward pro

jections of Russian influence were pOssible only from a 

position of strength.•17 

Ever since the inception of the Soviet State, military 

force has been integral to Soviet rule. Civil war* ·foreign 

16 Ken Booth, .. Soviet Defense Policy" !n John Baylis et. 
al. Contemporary Strategy& Thgories apd PQJ,~cies, 
(New York 1975}, p.74. 

17 Steve. F.Kime, "'l'he Soviet View of War•, Sgn:parativs 
st;:ategx1• Vo1.2,. No.3., 19801 p.Sl. 
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m1111:ary intervention. economic ahaos and famine. called for 

the military to play a supporting role to the new Republ1o. 

W.tth the military beaominq the back bone for the existence of 
' 

the fledgling State, ita leaders particularly Lenin and later 

on Stalin subdued it to the 'd1ktats• of the CofllnUftist Party. 

The military fmm .now. on became an iJil)Ortant support of the 

ideology and strategy adopted by the poli.tieal leadership but 

wes controlled by the CPSV through the system of political 

commissars. As Steve Kime put it. •The 'fiery legitine.oy of the 

Communist Party of the Soviet Union became inextricably inter

twined with the aahievemsnts of Scwiet JDilitary power • .,1S 

Thus from the Soviet point of view the history of the last 

sixty years has been one in which the pEOple, the ml11 ta.cy and 

tlle Party eating as one to surnount incredit>le obstacles' and 

attempt to emerge victorious... Soviet military pOWer is the 

primary medium in whiah patriotism and the Soviet form of rule 

are mixed. As Marshal A.A.Greah'ko, foa:sner Defense Minister of 

the SOViet Union said, liThe War pmv1d.ed a convincing demonst

ration of the mighty power of the Socialist State a.nd the 

poll tical system. •19 

This particular enduring l.egaey of the Soviet State has 

to be kept in mind when one discusses the SOviet views on the 

nuclear arms raco and security. '.their view of deterrence J.s 

18 

19 



veey one sided. ':hey believe that deterrence is sonmthing they . 
have to force to the us end NA'm because they pe~:eeive that the 

West is always looking f.or ways to attack them. Put in another 

way, it means that deterrence is less stable 1f the SOViets 

are militarily inferior, it is somewhat stable when there is 

parity an.d more stable when ~e~ is military suped.od.ty. As 

James Reston notedt 

tftle Soviet attitude toward the question of 
a tnili tary balance also interested members 
of the us team in Vienna. ''lbey seem to have e 
41fferent idea of what• s a proper balance than 
we dor one us delegate said• ''!bey may feel 
that 1f NA'tO has enouglt power to repel a Sc:wiet 
invasion of Western Europe, tbat is an 1nbalance. 
And they feel the same way about the strategiC 
balance. (20) 

The Soviet. military polioy perceptions ere basically 

derived from the m!U tary dootrine end strategy fbr the nuclear 

age. Except for mdifioations of certain tenets, the objectives 

of soviet military power have been relatively stable over the 

lest two decades. To the Soviets there sre three obj ectJ.ves 

for the Soviet military in the nuclear age. The fir.st object

ive is to deter a US/NATO attack. 'They place a premium on 

mill tary seauri ty. The second being to acquire a total m111 tary 

and econom:J.o posture capable of fighting end winning a nuclear 

war shoUld their policy of •peaceful c:o-existenae" fail. ~e 

Soviets, it seems, obviously plan for sur:vival and victory 

20 James Reston, •watching Mr.Brezhnev in Vienna•, 
!foabinatoo Rost. 26 June 1919. 
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in the nuclear .age. 'l'his has led to many of its critics 

challenging the very peacefc.l intent of Soviet rnili tar.y tbatrtne. 

They claim that,. dtn the one han~ the Soviets have always 

claimed that there cannot be any v 1ctors or vanquished in a 

nuclear exdhange, yet their doctrinal propositions always take 

acc:ount of the fact that in case of at-tack they l'fllSt not only 

retaliate but goi.n victox·y over the1r opponents. A typical 

eomnent on Soviet retaliatory postures 1s •'!'he Russian mind 

understands •nutual assured destruction' ft>r .lts poll~iaal 

uttlityJ it is sirrply mt good m111t.ry strategy.•21 !he i:hird 

obj ect1 ve is to achieve • superJ.ori ty• over the enemy bf'. fielding 

larqer numbers of more effective weapons. The argument that 

the Sov lets are engaged in the sea rob for superiority is 

buttressed by quoting assertions £~ Within the Soviet defense 

establishment that a nuclear war can be won. 22 · Firstly, ·such 

assertions are not oorrmon., rroreover the p011t1dO-m1Utaey 

leadership has asserted from time to t:ime that the primary 

function of the Soviet !braes is to deter a general nuclear war 

rather than fight and win one. 23 .Jukes is of the opinion that 

the primary fUnction of the two alliance systems is to 6eter 

war and if u.nsuooessful in deterring it. win it. 

Assertions by the professional rn1U1:ary leadership of any 

country is usually related to the Wlrm1nq of a hYPQthet!cal war. 

21 Steve :r.tc.t.me. n.17, p.S7. 

22 A frequent article oited is by Colonel Rybld.n, "KolllllUDist 
Vooruthennykh Sil" (Armed J1o.rces Cornnunist) September 1963 • 

. 23 Exanples are numerous, like Leonid Brezhnev ~eech in 
ftyJ.g, EEAYaft and~~~~' 19 January 1977. QUoted in 
Geoffrey J~es, "sov ettra~• .in Strategy ansj Qefenml 
ed.Desmond Ball (Sydney,l9B2)-.p.l88. 
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After all that is what the tr:oops and weapons are tor. Also

according to Jukes- in most countries. including the Scwiet 

Union, the decision whether or ·mt to initiate a war is a 

pol1t.1oal aoe, not a military one. though the military would 

be consulted for assessing a·apabili ties. It is 1nconoe1vable 

that the ~iews of the middle ranking officers on the 'winnabi

Uty• of a nuclear war would be crucial in the SOviet dea1s1on 

making ptoc:ess. It is basic to the position of both major 

alliances that nuclear war, if it cannot: be averted. can be 

won. and assertions of the need flor Western military superiorS. ty 

in order to ensure the winnin;J of such wars as <:anoot be 
. ' 

prevented pass almst without question to their wisdom. 24 The 

major Western powers are et present engaget!l in increasing 

their defence ~endlture with a view to retaining their 

mili taz:y superior! ty they see as hav1119 been exoded. .. It is 

only aomnonsense t.o assume that the Soviets are as worried 

about. potential Western superiority as the West is about. 

potential SOviet super1ortty•.25 

A& Benj emln ~th concedes, g1hn the rm ter1al on 

Soviet military doctrine, it is dlffioult to discem any auth

oratit.ive pattem of thinking and acting in a crisis s1 tuetion. 

lie also feels th4t the rhetoric of "winnab1lity'l of nuclear war 

24 !JJtsmatJ.orml. Hera~4 Tr&J&n! (Paris) , 1S.l9 July 1981, 
p.J. 

25 Geoffrey Jukes, n.23,. p.l99. 
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is for other reasons. "It serves the important. purpose of 

describing and explicating SOViet operational concepts• 

educate abe SOViet Officer corps, justify Soviet military 
' 

programnes in the internal bureaucratic and budgetar:y arena., •• 

at best (this material) offers a rough pOrtrait of Soviet 

thought about the pr:obable character of a future nuclear war• • 26 

tt&ere aould be three distinct phases in the pz:oaess of 

evolution of a Soviet strategic doctrine. 'l'he first phase coin

cided roughly w1 th the end of the Second World war end lasted 

till the death of Josef Stalin in 1953. This was characterized 

by a stagnation in Soviet military thinking. There were two 

reasons offered for this mu:prising lack of understanding of 

the nuclear age. One reason was that since the Soviets 1n1 tially 
. . 

did not possess the atomic weapon and even after 1949 they had 

very limited capability to manufacture "crude" Ciev1aes, they 

did not feel the need to Change their already enunciated stra

tegy which they had adopted during the course of the second 

World War. A second reason which in the event of tlle circum

stances was mre probable was the overshadowing presence of 

Stalin on the Soviet stage. 
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DUring this period all OO~EmeDtaries in Soviet publica

tions dealt with a relt:entlon of the lessons. of the past war 

and a continuous expos1 tion of what came to be known as Stalin's 

•petmanently operating factors• of war. Stalin•s view was 

that war was a massive fJOOial phenomenon in which the strength 

of two or mcu:e societies were pitted against each other. Since 

war was a soa:S.al phenomenon. 1 t followed that it was subject 

to the laws that governed the &welOpment of society itself• 

Within such a context. Stalin claimed; the permanently operating 

factors would decide the outcome of the war. and no't suoh 

•transitory• factors as sw:prise. '-llese permanently operating 

faators were •stability of 1:he rear# morale. of the army. the 

quantity and quaUty of divisions. the atmatrJent of the attny, 

the organ1zational ability of the army commanders•.27 

It was o~ious that Stalin was referring to the oonoept 

that the sUperior side was the one Which had. the permanently 

operating factors. Howater in the nuclear war, superior! ty 

at the permanenuy operat;tng factors was of secondary value 

as the quaUty of war ha.d undergone basic changes. In the 

sov :let Union, Stalin's ideas sexved to pt'Ohibi t any public 

discussion of foreign military thought on a serious basis. 'l'his 

si tuat1on was true till 1954.28 There have been many versions 

27 H.s.D1nerste1n" \3!£ Ysl !"J!e kieit Yn%m (Rev York. 
1959), pp.s-7. 

28 a.aarthoff, !snf&~ str:A~S!l'l in tl'!t ttu.a.lear !Sfl (New York, 
1958), p.?O. 
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as to why Stalin refused to discuss foreign military strategy. 

The one roost plausible wa~ put forward by Henry Kissinger 

and R.Bonds. They felt that Stalin perceived the need to steer 

the SOviet Union through a period in which the US had virtual 

nuclear monopoly. This he intended to do by publicly down

playing the sign! ficance of the_ nuclear weapon and instead 

emphasizing those elements of Soviet. power in which they had 

the biggest advantages.29 Another view that emerged was that 

Stalin in order to counter act the nuclear monopOly was trying 

to make the Soviet land armies an effective "counter weight" 

to US strategic air power. By holding western Europe hostage, 

the USSR had a credible deterrent against the us advantage. 30 

The second phase in the evolution of Soviet strategic 

doctrine begins with the death. of Stalin in March 1953. It 

was for the first time that Soviet military strategists were 

openly able to air their differences about the permanently 

operating factors of Stalin. The first step towards a 

reappraisal was taken by ~j or General N.A. Talensky in Sept

ember 1953 when writing in the Voennaia Mysl' talked about 

the possibility of •decisive defeat in a limited time of one 

or another opponent:31 This was the opening salvo whiah began 

29 Henry Kissinger, Nuclear Weapons and Foreign. Policy, 
(Garden City, N.Y.,l958), pp.93-96. Also see R.Bonds 
ed., The Soviet War Maahine (New York,l976), p.202. 

3tJ Torn. ...,lfe, Soviet Power and Europe, l945-J:97Q (Balti
more, 1970), pp.32-3S. 

31 H.Dinerstein, n.27, p.41. 
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a critical reappriasal of Soviet military doctrine and which 

ended three years later in rejecting Stalin's concept of peJ>. 

manently operating factors as "old-fashioned•. 32 Yet, there 

was a dist1nat1on 1n perceptions of the two super powers 

about t.he nature of the atom bomb. While the Americans 

considered it to be the absolute, borm. the Soviet strategists 

felt that it could aid in achieving decisive results. 33 This 

post-Stalin period saw the erner-g'ence of u-debate within the 

strategic oonmun1 ty on how muoh eJtt>hasis should be placed on 

the use of nuclear weapons. Ranged on one aide were those who 

believed that heavy reliance should be placed on nuclear 

weapons as a means of achieving decisive results on the battle

field. On the other side. were those who claimed that 

"weapons of mass destruction not only require mass armed forces 

but require their !nevi t-able increase. n 34 

This period also saw changes that took place in the 

armed forces doctrine, in which replaoementa wen sought to 

reduce heavy concentrations of manpower,. which were potenti

ally fatal in the nuclear age with 1ruch higher concentrations 

of fire power and rrobility per man. a re-examination of the 

32 Ibid1 • p.SJ-S4. 

33 R. Garthoff, n.28., P• 76-78. 

34 Ibid., p.79. 
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naval prograt't'rrle which resulted 111 the almost oomplete 

cessation of naval construction for four years from 1957 and 

resumption of a construction l,)rogrammf;! on a much reduced 

scale but with a great deal more innovativeness in 4es1gn1 

including the first use of gas turbine propulsion in large 

warships. The period was also marked by widespread intro

duction of missiles of ''arious tyt)es into both the submarine 

and surface forces. To tht:.. tradi tiona! "element" forces of 

land, sea end air were added two 0 m1ssion oriented" armed ser

vices, the Air Defence of the Homeland (PVI serany) • set 

up in 1955, and following the introduction of strategic r:ook• 

ets, the creation of autonomous Strategic Rocket Forces 

(SRF) in late 1959.35 Another change attributed to the 

doctrinal development was that of the SOviet estimation of 

the value of strategic surprise. 'J.'be initial contentions 

were somewhat inconsistent simultaneously claiming the pri• 

macy of the permanently operating factors While also suggest

ing that a surprise attaek with nuclear wee.pons·might deter

mine the course, and possibly the outcome,. of the entire 

wa~.36 By May 1955. this issue was resolved with the edito

rial of Voennaia Myal• stating that '* the task is to work out 

seriously all sides of this question and above all to 

35 a. Jukes, n.23.,_, p.la6. 

36 H. Dinerstein, n.27., p.laa. 
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elaborate ways and means of warning of surprise attack by 

the enemy and of dealing to the enemy pre-emptive blows on 

all levels - strategic, operational and tactical. 17 Thus 

the SOviets had settled on the adoption of a pre-ettptive strike 

strategy to be used in the event that an attack by the us 

appeared imminent. The doctrine offlcially enunciated by 

Khrushchev was one of •limited deterrence" • whioh relied on 

a nodest number of intercontinental ballistic missiles tar

qeted on American cities, with a much larger force of medium 

and intermediatG~-range missiles and bonibers targeted on 
38 

1-:Urope. 

The third phase of the doctrinal developJjient that has 

shown a relatively stable outlook came p up in the 1960s. 

It could be divided into two main periodsl (1) the period 

leading up to Khrushchev• s ouster in 1964 from the initial 

enunciation of hi·s strategic doctrine in January 1960 and 

(2) the Breahnev-Kosygin period of doctrinal development 

to 1970. The first period differed from the second signi fic

antly in doctrine and force requirement.s. 

Khrushchev made his new doctrinal declaration on 

January 14, 1960, which along with the then Defense Minister 

Malinovsky• s declarations, placed 1ts main emphasis on the 

3lJ 

38 

Jonathan s.Lockwood, The Sgv1et View gf.,.US Stz::ateq&g 
!?octrine, (New Brunswick 1983), P• 30,. 
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deai siveness of nuclear weapons in a future war. Its main 

inplication was that any attempts by the US at limited armed 

conf liots would not succeed. end that all wars between the 

capitalist and socialist ca~s would quickly escalate to an 

all out war. 39 There are some experts Who feel that the 

"single option" strategy of the Soviet Union was only one 

such strategy. They contend that the Soviets never categori

cally denied the possibility of limited wars ever taking place. 

According to Leon Goure one Soviet mill tary analyst conceded 

that •11ttdted wars have occurred in the past, they may also 

oc~ur 1n the future.• 40 The evidenoe of this proposition is 

too fragmentary to be able to say with certainty that the 

Soviets really believed in the concept of a l!mi ted exchange. 

'l'he1r pubUa promunaements have always been to the contrary. 

There are many lik-e William Scott, who believe that the basic 

,_,t:hrust of the Soviet Mill tary doctrine thcn;;!:!~~o~t the 1960s 

has always been centred around the notion of the primacy of 

nuclear weapens. He feels that since the declaration of a 

doctrine usually precedes actual deployment by 10 years, the 

large Soviet nuclear forces of today are actually the result 

of decisions made at the beginning of the 1960s.41 

39 R. Bonds, n.29., p.208. 

40 Leon Goure, §Rx_iet L,lm.J.ts<! Wg£ · Dogt;rln@4 Santa Monica, 
Calif, RAND P-2744, May 1963, p.J. .·· 

41 w.P.soott, "SOviet Military Doctrine and Strategya 
Realities and Misunderstandingsd, ,St[ateq&q R§X1ew. 
Vo1.3, No.3, Summer 1975, p.60-62. 
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With the ouster of Khrushchev in 1964, howev-er, there 

were some 1'11)d1f1cat1ons in doctrine, although the nuclear 

emphasis remained unaltered. The soviet doctrine began mov

ing away from the assention that war between the capitalist 

and socialist States nust inevitably escalate to general nucl

ear war. To lockwood, this has been evidenced by the fact 

that Soviet journals and important personalities made a. refer

ence to 1 t. According to the Soviet journal Voennaia Mysl', 

"Consequently, according to the means of conducting war fare, 

consideration is given both to nuolear and non-DUclear, and 

according to its scales-world ah<.i local." Marshal Grechko .. in 

a speech to the All-Army Confer.ence of Young Offiaer•s in 

November 1969 said, "Much attention is being devoted to the 

reasonable combination of nuclear rocket weapons with perfected 

convent:ltional classic armaments, to the aapabil1 ty of units 

and subunits to conduct combat actions under nuclear as well as 

non-nuclear conditions. such an approach ensures the .hiqh 

combat capabilities of the troops and their constant readiness 

for action under conditions of variously shapped circumstances.42 

It is clear from this collection of views that the Soviets 

over the decade of the sixties developed the doctrine that would 

take into account at two ends of the spectrum• the general 

nuclear war and conventional war. The .important aspeat of this 

thesis was that the Soviets never explicitly talked about any 

kind of limited nuclear .Xohange that would result from an 

42 Lockwood, n.J7., p.ll 
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escalated conventional war. They thought of war as confined 

to oert.ain areas whioh could be conventional. But they refused 

to play along with the Western rules of the game of escalation 

and that too on Western terms. They have always publicly 

pronounced that any escalation from a oomtentional war would 

only to ·a general nuclear war. 

A theme that has remained constant throughout the 1960s 

has been the role of surprise and Soviet pre-emptive strategy. 

The SOviets have always declared that the best way to achieve 

survival and win a nuolesr exchange ia to prempt the enemy forces! 

once they are convinced that the enemy is goi.ng to attack the 

Soviet Union. It should be noted that the Soviet capabilities 

in the 1960s for launch-on-warning capabilities was not adequate. 

The best example of the strategy of preaemption is found in 

Sokolovsldy•s Military StratE.HJY: "i!9ssigilit1es ex!st in axerS: 

1n.g ft purgrise att.ack a;e sonutantly gQ;n(iDQs. Present means of 

reconnaissance, detection, and sutve1llanae can opportunely 

disclos~ a significant portion of the mea~ures of direct pre

paration of a nuclear attack by the enemy and in the very first 

minutes locate the mass launch of missiles and the take off of 

ai.raraft belonging to the aggressor and at the right time, warn 

the political lea.dership of the country about the iJnpendinq 

danger. Thus, possibilities exist not to allow a surprise attock 

by an aggressor, to deliver nuclear strikes on him, at the 

right time. 43 
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There has been divided opinion about the real intentions 

of the Soviet war fighting capability and intentions. Ranged 

on one side are those who believe that the Soviets do have a 

war fighting strategy and on the other a.re those who are will

ing to believe the Soviet contention that thernonualea.r war 

is dangerous for the survival of man. The hardliners notably 

Colin s. Gray and Keith Payne draw attention to an article by 

Lieutenant Colonel E.Rybkin in the September issue of Komnunist 

Vooruzhennykh Sil. In this article Rybkin eschewed the posi

tion that the non-utility of nuclear war as an- instrument of 

state policy on the ground that '*an a priori rejection of the 

possibility of victory is harmful beeause 1 t leads to moral 

disarmament to a disbelief in victory, and. to fatalism· and 

passivity. • Gray and Payne alaim that Rybkin writing in the 

Konmunist Vooruzhennykh Sil, (a mil1 tary theory joumal 

published by· the Main Political Administration)~ was in faot 

-with the approval of the CPSU Central Conmittee. · With this 

they contended that the SOVie~ strategic thinking on general 

nuclear wt:r wa.a. different from the us view that believed in 

the rrutual assured destruction nodel. 

on the other side were analysts like Roman Kolkowicz 

and William Zimmerman who thought that this article was an 

aberration on the side of militat;icy, rather than evidence of 

a consensus within the Soviet military. They, instead quote 
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Major General Talensky who in the May 1965 issue of 

Inte;n~1oqal Affa££4 wrote•• 

there is no nore dangerous illusion that 
the idea that thermonuclear war can still 
serve as an instrument to pol1t1os."(44) 

To aoun,ter this argument the hawks contened that for Rybkin 

to have said otherwise would have been going in opposition . 
to the ideological assertions of many Soviet analysts that 

a future n~alear war would result in the final destruction 

of capitalism. thus itrplying the survival of the Soviet Union 

and the triumph of Socialism. Thus according to Rybk1n, the 

Soviet nuclear war fighting doctrine implied thatt 

1 A nuclear WaD is possible. 

2 If nuclear war is possiblear.;, it should be fought to 

achieve victory. 

3 Correct capabilities and strategies make it·possible 

to attain victory. 

4 Adherence to mutual assured destruction deprives the 

Soviet strategic forces of their political and nd.litary 

utility and gives the us a free hand in the conduct of 

limited wars. 

However, the Soviet public statements have revealed that 

they do not believe in the utility of nuolear war as an instru

ment of politics. Secondly, the hawks tend to forget that 

such a propos! tion has only been made in journals. No 

44 N.Talensky1 "The Late War& Some Reflections", IQtr£
n§!jignaJ Affai£9• No.s,. May 1965, p.ls. 
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important Soviet leader has made any such assertion. Thirdly,. 

while allowing for debate on strategic issues in the us, 

these •superhawke" do not believe that it could eXist in the 

Soviet Union. 

The development of the Soviet strategic doctrine durinq 

the laGos thus contained elements of continuity from the 1950s# 

mainly the continuing enphasis on the importance of surprise , 

and a preraptive stra.tegy with the objective of victory in the 

event of general nuclear war. The decade of the 1960s was 

further characterized by a shift in emphasis following the 

ouster of Khrushchev from a single option strategy relying on 

a "minimum deterrence" posture to a doctr-ine that recognized 

the need for greater flexibility in military capability across 

the spectrum of conflict, and, therefore.. called for a greater 

buildup in conventional as well as nuclear capability. The 

decade was especially marked by the rapid growth ,of Soviet 

str€~tegic forces to the point that by the end of the decade 

they matched the US forces in rough par.ty. The Soviets in 

the ensuing decades would perceive this development as 

decisive in terms of its effects on the evolution of us 

strategic doctrine.45 

.. 

Through the'1970s and 1980s the Soviet doctrine has 

45 Jonathan, Iockwoodf n.J7,. p.l6. 
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Belief in deterrence is implicit in the Soviet strategic 

doctrine but nore importantly 1 t is not treated as seperate 

from a warfighting/war SU%Vival doctrine. The assurrption 

underlying. this doctrine is that better prepared the Soviet 

armed forces are to fight and win a nuclear war, the nore 

effective they will be !J.S a deterrent to an attack on the 

Soviet Union. 46 Another aspect of the SOviet strategy .is 

the concept of oivilian defense. There have been two views 

as regards this progrnll'l"ne. On the one hand, it is argued 

that civilian defense is r.nre of a propaqanda exercise to . 
assure the population of the country that the Government is 

taking adequate steps to see that at least pert of the popul

ation cou'ld survive in a nuclear holocaust. lt has nnre noral 

boosting and propaganda purposes. On the other hour are 

those who believe that the civil defense progranme could be 

considered nora as a part of the strategy. Hence the under• 

pinnings of Bovi~t strategy are not the strategic triad as 

in the United States but the strategic quadrad. They see civil 

defense as an 1mpll.c1 t part of the Soviet nuclear war fighting 

strategy which has too, the notion of survival. They feel 

the Soviets reason that an increased Soviet war survival 

capability increases the credibility of Soviet deterrence by 

undermining the fundamental tenet of us strategic .doctrine• 
that of being able to threaten the Soviet Union w1 th assured 

destruct1on. 47 

46 L.Goure, F.Kohler and M.Harvey, Abe Rg~e o( Nuctea£ 
Porcts An Current §oY~e~ St£asegx~ Coral Gables, Fla., 
1975, p.47. 

47 Ibid,, p.6. 
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Another aspect of the Soviet doctrine that has shown 

continous acceptability since 1955, is the role of pre-emptive 

strike as the best means of maximizing the chances of surv !val 

in a nuclear war and thus attaining victory. 

Thus we find that despite the power changes that have 

taken place within the Kremlin, there has been a remarkable 

consistency in the Soviet strateyio doctrine even after the 

dea.th of Stalin. SOme rrodifications were introduced pr1.marily 

as a result of technological changes in the arms race, but its 

effects on official doctrine have not been too widespread. The 

Soviets still believe in deterrence and have pUblicly stressed 

the fact tha.t in the nuclear age there cannot be any victors 

or vanquished. 



CHAPTER • II I 

POLITICAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON 
SUPER POWER 1 NUCLEAR DOCTRINES. 

Ad:Yersarial relations between the two super powers 

has been evident since the end of World War II. Both the 

powers have tried to use agreements to their own adVantage 

by interpreting them differently and have used crisis and 

international problems to justify their own military build

ups. While looking into these p~blems which faced both 

super powers and how they have responded to them, we would 

have to divide the post World War II period into four dis

tinct phases. 1949-1972, 1972-19n, 1977-1980, onwards. 

These phases should be iooked at differently because each· 

contained certain inciden.ts that have coloured the over all 

nuclear balance and have moved the epioentre of the deterrence 

theory from ~.assive Retaliation to assured destruction to 

war fighting/war survival. 

The firgt phase~. 
1949-1972,. 

This phase could well be marked as a period of dominant 

us superiority, though the Soviets continued their relentless 

marah towards "rough parity• with the us. The evolut.ton 

of the us nuclear doctrine in the early years of the nuclear 

age was guided by the intErnal disputes that were taking place 
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in the us armed forces. All the wings favoured the strategy 

that suited and ben~f1tt.ed their own wing nost. The Sov-iet threat 

was ut:Jed to justify this trend. An exauple of this would be the 

Air Force, which clamoured for a counter force capab111 ty uslng 

the Berlin crisis of 1948 to show aggressive intentions. The 

army favoured more conventional defense spending to "deter• 

the SOviet threet.l 

Even after the detonation of the SOviet nuclear and 

thermonuclear borrb, the American perceptions did not seem to be 

overly affected by these events. The reason was that the us 

held complete and overwhelmt.ng superior.t. ty in terms of payload 

and delivery vehicles. The sov~ conventional threat in Europe 

was sought to be deterred through this preponderance of power. 

By 1955 however, the picture began to change. The continued 

bUild up in Soviet forces, the costly war in Korea and the 

escalation of conflict in Vietnam made the US perceive Soviet 

behaviour with significant consequences. In the us, the first 

signs of "inared1bil1 ty of det!errenae .. were noticed. ACcording 

·to Bet.ts, this was inevitable because dem:Jeracy requires 

public awareness of danger to allocate ftl)re resources to defense 

programmes.2 Another tendenoy that proved counter productive 

1 Riahad Betts, .. Nuolear Weapons•, 
p.1oe. 

2 Ibid., p.l09. 
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to~e Soviets and helped to spurt the US mt.litary posture 

was the official Soviet declarations that exaggerated their 

strength rather than their vulnerability. In 1955, the 

Soviets deceived US observers of an air parade by having Bison 

bonibers fly over, out of sight and baek again. creating an 

illusion that they had far more Bisons than they actuallY did. 

This supported the revised US intelligence estimates that 

provoked the •bomber gap• soare.3 

Another example was the •mt.ssile gap• bluff that Nik! ta 

Khurshahev tried to pull off, that gave the kenne!Jy Admtn1st.-

ration the fuel to launch an unprecedented bu1ld up 

of us nuclear forces. The political rhetoric helped fuel 

threatening perceptions of each other. For the Soviet Union, 

in period of clear nuclear inferiority, the acivances made by 

the Americans had to be countered through the projection of 

bioated Soviet strength. For Khrushchev 1 t was essential as 

he had yet to consolidate his power. The ~icans seized this 

opportunity and justified not only the doctrinal eCljustments 

that were made in the strategic policies but also the spurt 

in weapons building programme. ~oUghout the sixties, Vietnam 

was used as an went to gain more allocations for the m111 tary. 

However, during the Brezhner era, the SOV'iets also launched 

into a massive bUild up of strategic forces. The humiliation 

of the Cuban missile crisis had to be averted forever. By 

1972, both sides had run their course of m111tar1sat1on. Both . 
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had domestic problems which required them to come together 

to deflect gcowing cirticism of the exint!ng policies. 1'hus 

a period of hostility that lasted from 1949 ended in 1972 

w1 th detente. 

6272-i977l 

This period saw the high point of detente with seve.Qal 

bilateral and multilateral agreements bei.ng signed between 

the major actors. SALT-I. a statement on •sasie Principles 

of Relationsa end the rour Power Protocol on Berlin were 

among the notable events that started this phase. Trade 

between the us and USSR jtuJped to over $3 billion. Major 

Conferences on Seaurity and Cooperation !n Europe and Mutual 

and Balanced Force Reductions in Europe were announced. The 

~air was rich with the promise of detente.•4 

A decade later, relations had reached a record low, 

and the American President was denouncing Soviet •tyranny, 

repression, aggression, atrociti~s and the most massive 

Sovi.et build up of military power in history."5 The us 

itself has embarked on its largest military bUild up. 

There was tension in Europe over the Polish crisis. the 

gas pipeline sanctions issue and the peace movement that 

was challenging the Alliance decision to deplay CrUise and 

Pershing m1ssiles in Europe. The CSCE and HBPR meetings 

had virtually come to a halt and Reagan viewed SALT-II• as 

4 samuel Huntington# •Renewed .Host1li ty", in p .• 265. 

S The Wi)sflington Post1 June 18, 1982, P•l• 
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fatally flawed•. But he decided to observe the limits of 

BAL'l"-II on en informal basis. Suddenly confrontation was the 

order of the day. 

There were differing perceptions on how to view this 

entire period. Some viewed that the ultimate r&ality in 

relations between the super powers is necessarily competitive 

and the accocio and euphoria of post 1972 weeesupeficial,. 

unreal and largely a product of American rnisperception of the 

fundamental nature of the relationship.6 others viewed it 

some what differently. They argue that despite all the 

rhetoric end gestures of 1983., ~he underlying realities were 

not different from what they had been ~en yaars earlier. 

Both had agreed to observe the u;.trat1 fied SALT-II 11rn1 ts, new 

negotiations were launched on intermediate and strategic 

weapons. Technolog-y wan etl'bargoed but . grain was traded, 

the Soviets had not invaded Poland and us marines were not 

sent to Central America. These two arguments beeatne the 

principal focal points of the Republican snd Democratic parties 

respectively. 7 

To samuel Huntington, us-USSR relations 3hoUld be viewfld 

in •terms of regular oscillations or cycles in policy end 

relationships. The J!eS pur.stli t of one set of policy goals 

6 s~ Huntington, n.4., p,.266. 

7 Ibid,, p,26G. 
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through one set of means generates results_, reactions and 

frictions that then lead to the development of different 

policy ~oals and means: the pursuit of these then produces 

a return toward ones similar to those of the firs~ phase.•8 

The major reasons for the receding of the relations 

between the us-ussR were • 1. The continuing across the board 

Soviet military buildup during the 1960s and l970s coincid

ing for seven years with a real decline in us mt.li tary 

spending. 2. The extension of soviet-Cuban m11itary influ

ence in the Third World, nest notably in Angola and Horn 

of Africa. 3. A growing conservative domestic political trend 

that was the single most significant feature of American 

politias during the 1970s and that was fueled with respect 

to foreign policy by reaction to the us defeat in Vietnam. 9 

These currents interacted with and reinforaed each 

other to wash away the foundations of detente. In all 

probability none of the above currents by themselves could 

have generated the hostility wave. The Soviet :':'d.litary build

up went on for over a decade after Cuba without being noticed 

in the us threat perceptions. What aaused these winds of 

hostility in the first, place? The growth of the eon- · 

servative trend in America was a result of the contradictions 

that arose in the development of the American welfare State 

of the, 1960s, there was the slow disintegration o£ the New 

Deal political coalition. there was perf.tistent inflation 

fueiled in part by Vietnam, the oil shocks of 1973, the 

e 

9 

~bid., p.267, also see Setnuel riuntington, Ameri~ 
£QJJ,t~s:un . ~t}.§ .Prorrd.s~ 21i Oishar:monx, tCatTbr!dge ss 1991) 
s.Huntington, n.4., p.268 
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revival of religious fundamentalism in the·us like Jerry 

Falwell's f-bral Major! ty, all had a natural reaction that 

led to the hardeneing of the US stance on Soviet intentions. 

On the other hand., the Soviet build up represented 

a rationalization and generalization of earlier Soviet efforts. 

There was a feeling that the~ had come for the Soviet 

Union to be an equal partner in global status and Soviet 

efforts in Angola, Horn of Africa and Mozambique represented 

this effort.. All these seemingly loose causes coalesced to 

generate the hostility wave. 

The core of detente was .the perceived mutual interests 

in trade and a~s control. The Soviets wanted an access to 

Western technology, while the US business men were lookin~ to 

the large untapped market. The US was trying to rope the 

Soviets into the "international system" by increasing trade. 

Whi.ch would not only enhance the Soviet stake in stability 

but also give the US leverage to activate the opening Up of 

the Soviet Union to gradual reform. 10 Both sides felt that 

they would gair• from arms control as it would regularize and 

limit competition. ~Uso the Soviets saw in SALT a formal re

cognition by the US as a truly global power. This was in some 

measure dup to the relatively stable •assymetrical balance• 

between the two super powers. It seemed to provide a 

secure underpinning for arms limitation agreements. The weakness 

10 Henry Kissingerl !es;s ~f Upheave~, (Boston 1982), 
p.23S. 
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of detentelay in what it meant to each super power. For the 

Americans it meant the continuation of the existing m111tar:y 

balance. while the Soviets deemed to assume that it meant the 

continuation of the prevailing trends in tha.t balance. While 

the Americans assumed that the Soviets would not use detente 

to exacerbate conflicts in international trouble spots, the 

soviets assumed that detente was incompatible with Western 

uinterfercnce" in interne! affairs such as treatment of 

dissidents in the SOviet Union or linkage of trade with Jewish 

emigration. 

The October War of 1975 between Inrael and Egypt was 

the first major. event to highlight the weakness of detente. 

Though attempts were made by both sides to ~~intain momentum 

in trade and arms control, the. antagonisms and oonfrontations 

of other s.reas started ·to irr¢nge on detente.. The 3ov1.ets 

were becorring increasingly concerned with the US .'ttt~mpt.s to 

push for-rard human rights and .Jewish endgretion; the Americans 

on the other hand, sensed Soviet complicity !n Egypt starting 

the October War. The Soviet threat to 1ntroduc~ troops into 

the t-t.J.ddle East was taken by hawks in America as sign of US 

weakness end growth of Soviet power; with the Angolan exeercise, 

two years later refuelling these concerns. 

American policy in this period_saw two contradictory 

strains. While on the one hand, they tried to keep up the 

image of detente through negotiations on arms control and by 

promoting trade, they reacted indifferently to the changing 
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rndlitary balance. The Vietnam debacle made the US adamantly 

oppose soviet projection of power in Third World States, and 

wanted to use local military action to stop this tide. While 

the us Admlnistr~tion was willing to take action to stop 

Soviet influence in Vietnam and Angola, the us public opinion 

showed that generally Americans were unttlling to use American 

troops to defend other countries. Even Congress was affected 

by this mood an.d oppOsed anything that sr.-~ck~d of interven-

t1onisrn through the~use of American troops. Thus, in action 

in Indo-Cnina in 1973 and the cut off in financial and mili• 

tary aid to Angolan rebelG in 1975 were the result Of SUCh 

a fortress America mood. 

While thE: Congress cut off aid to stop Soviet adV'ance

rnsnt in Third World areas# it also ha;::pe.red the progress of 

detente when it linked Jewish emigration to trade with the 

Soviets. By 1976 the pW)lic opinion was still against the 

strengthening of militery forces. The Admtnistr.a.tion realiz

ing the end of deteut.e bec:ame rrorc concl:rned with the •unfavour

able trendn in ttdlitary- particularly the strategic-balance". 

'l'h1s led to a re-evaluation of the S<Wiet programmes• The 

Soviet budgetary increases strengthening of its conventional 

forces~ and the acquisition of a blue water navy by them were 

viewed as major sources of tension. On the strategic l~el# 
~,..... ......Q..r.Z';!!'!)I,.....,. 

the sdeployment of new generation of ICBM' s and the · Soviet 
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MXRV1ng capability raised the spectre thatthe Scwiets were 

moving ahead of the us. 

All this led to a reappraisal of the So\t1et mllitery 

effort. To justify thalr own viewpoints, tnany us aaadend.cs 

talked of the earlier estimates as being understat~ In 1974 

Albert Wohlst.ett.er, felt that us intelligence had felled to 

predict the rate and size of SOViet ICBM build Up of the 1960.11 

In 1975-76, the CIA Upped 1 ta estimates of SoViet spending on 

defence from 6-8" to 10.15" and 1 t. also said that the USSR 

spending: exceeded us mS.11 tary spending by 20 to 40%.12 

Aaeusat1ons were made that: the Soviets were violating the SALT 

aoaords. A systematic effort was being made by the opponents 

of detente to halt the s~en year decline in real defense 

spending in the us. The US AdmS.ntstratlon was divided wer 

this issue. While K.lssin;er: wanted to atlok to detente and 

some arms control agreement, the Defense secretary James 

Schlesinger wanted to use ~e Soviet threat to strengthen 

us ~litary posture.13 

Though publia opUU.on in the us was still in favour 

of Cletente, the traditional Uberal public philosophy was losing 

11 A.Wbblstetter, •zs There a Strategic Arms Rade?• 
PoreJ.qn PolieX• No.lS# Summer 1974. p.3. 

12 l!mt rgrk Times- October 23, 1975, p.ag. 

13 S.Hunt:l.ngton, n.4, pp.273-274. 
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1~s intellectual fervour. Lyndon Johnson's Great society 

programmes were facing react1on. The final us defeat in 

Vietnam in 1975 cleared the way for a resurgence in conser

vative nationalistia reaction in foreign affairs. The 

Str§tegic sw::vgvreported that a "general detente fatigue• was 

prevadlng the West. The foreign policy of l<issinger now 

came under increasing fire, wh1oh made the us Admlni strati on 

accept rhetoric in foreign affairs that virtually disassocia

ted w1 th the detente procesa.; 

The cond.ng of the Carter Administration signalled two 

powerful currents that took the wind out. of the sails of 

detente. J?irstly, on the ideological side, Cart.er being 

outside the mainstream liberal Democratic party, was increa

singly pressured by the more moderate elemntits of the 

Democratic party were dented Government posts. Hence he .came 

under attaalc from~ left,· while the right made Up of conser

vative Republicans had formed themselves into the •Commtttee 

on Present Danger" (cPD). This groUp consisting of PaUl 

N1tze, Max Kampelman and Eugene Rostow ~ started a vigorous 

campaign for an enhanced us military effort and a SAL'l'-I% 

treaty more favourable to the us. There was also fire from 

the neo-conservatives who were associated with joUrnals 

like the £Ublio Int.e£tfl!t, 9Jm!!!rmtg[Y and !b Bepublig. While 
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the C.PD focussed primarilY on the Soviet bUild up, the neo

aonservatlves attacked the sov.iet repression and eXpansion 

w1 th partic:ular emphasis on the Middle East. 

The Admln1strat1on's political vulnerabili~y was 

reinforced by its failure to counter the SW1et-CUban mlli• · 

tary expansionism in the Horn of Africa; the hi.ghly publici• 

zed decisions on weapons ·like the B-1 bomber and the neutron 

born. Another set of incidents that has an wen roore serious 

set of repercussions in creating an impression of weakness 

and irresolution in US policy were the four States that "were 

lost" due to internal developments. The 1978 Afghanistan 

~ that brought in a soaialist government headed by Noor 

Mohammad Taraki, the June 1978 SC.23m. in sooth Yemen that 

brought. it closer to the Soviet bloc, the toppling of the 

Shah of lran in Pebruary 1979 and the Sand1n1sta victory in 

Nicaragua in JUly 1979. All these were perceived as American 

• defeats • though it was a lear that they were the result of 

internal contradictions in their sooJ.eties that had no known 

Soviet involvement. Thus 'the 1ntelleetusl initiative was 

seized by the conservative Opinion makers e.nd this interacting 

with the seeming ambivalence and wishy washiness of the US 

Administration produced major changes in US pUblic opinion. 

By June 1978, a .majority of people in the us wanted a stronger 

line against the Soviets and increased mtlitary ~ending. 

By 1979 the post-Vietnam syndrome had faded out giving way t:o 
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the feeling that the us lagged behind the SoV'iet Union in 

mllitary strength and overall influence in world affairs. 

Thus the first three years of the Carter Admlnistra

f:ion were plagued by a. c:ontinuous soviet mll1 tary build Up1 

Soviet-Cuban m111 t.ary intervention 1n the Horn of Africa, 

the 'loss• of four countries to governments less friendly 

to the us, an escalating attack on detente from the influential 

public opinion makers and finally a public opinion that was 

beaomtnq increasingly anti-Soviet and pro-defense.14 His 

administration was beset Hith differences on the nature of 
the policy choices to counter these threats. While BrezezenSki 

favoured a stronger line against the Soviets, Vance wanted to 

be more aocomodatJ.ng in the approach to the Sovie1:s. Presiden

tial DireoUve 18 of 1977 showed the deep divisions within 

the Administration. It was the dilemma between competition 

and cooperation that Ultimately bt'ought grief to Carter• s 

foreign polidy, which began a downward slide towards an arms 

bUild up. Yet, Carter 1 t would seem, had understood this 

dilemma. In a speech to the Georgia Institute of Technoloqy, 

he said that US...USSR relations are "a mixture of cooperation 

and cornpetltion•. -Tho us must not •1et the pressures of 

inevitable competition overwhelm poss1b111t1es for cooperation, 

nor let cooperation blind us 1:o the realities of competition•. 

As President, he "had no more dlffiault and deliaate task than 

--------------·---
14 Ibid., p.278. 
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to balance the t~•.15 Thus despite the two opposing pressu

res, Carter. did not become fully committed to one side or 

the other. Nor did he formUlate a polic.y that would be imple

mented without changing it. in rnld-course. This inconsistency 

whether 1t was w1t.h respect to the B-1, MX or the NATO 'two 

track policy, led to 'the belief that Carter was indecisive 

and not strong enough to take on the Soviet challenge. It 

gave additional fuel to the opinion makers who were advocating 

an _unidirectional foreign policy of arms build up vis-a-vis 

the SOviet Union. 

Wi tb sagging ratings in the public opinion polls, 

Carter towards the end of the third year, re611sed that tough 

anti. .... Soviet talk meant good poll tics. With the trend sweeping 

America, such a move woUld be welcomed by the public and 

there would be greater support for development of new weapons. 

Fiscal year 1979 mw us defense spending inorease in real terms 
' 

by 3.9"• The development of the D-1 bont>er was cancelled, 

the MX and Cruise were approved, the Persian Gulf came in 

for greater scrutiny and the creation of the Rapid Deployment 
.. 

Porae (RDF) was envisaged. In this period the Congress was 

favourably disposed towards the Carter plena. 

15 Jimmy Carter,Address, Oeorgig ,Institute pf Te;hng).ogy, 
(Atlanta Georgia) February 20. 1979, quoted in s. 
Huntington, n.4,. p.2eo. 
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While the Conqress and the public were favourably 

disposed towards American show of strength, the Carter Adm!· 

n1strat1on dtd not prerent the spread of Soviet influence in 

Third WOrld countries ttdlitar1ly. They stood on the periphery 

watching the unfolding of events in the Horn of Africa and 

did not respond militarily to the Vietnamese ·invasion of 

Kampuchea. This too, led to intensified criticism of the 

Carter Administration. 

UZ2 . on,ards 

1979 marks an important landmark 1n the history of 

super power relations. 1'he fall ure of Carter to define a 

successfUl policy of containing Soviet influence in the 'I'hird 

World led to ori t1oism from ·hard line opponents. The :r:rantan 

hostage crisis and the failure of the Americans to do anything 

about it, the Soviet brigade controversy in Cuba and finally 

the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan led to the disappearance 

of Carter's two track poliay i.e. of competttion and cooper

ation w1 th the Soviet Union. SAL~·! I though signed in the 

middle of t.he year was in trouble in 1:he Congress. Senator 

sam Nunn of Georgia summed up the state of relations suoointly, 

•we have come to the end of an era. •16 
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lt marked a beginning in relations between the auper 

powers that brought rhetoric:al exchanges to new heights end 

advocated a philosophy that called for greater military 

spending, aggressive diplomacy and aid and cooperation w1tm 

~llies on the basts of ideology. There was remarkable eont1-
l' nul ty between the Carter Admtnist.rat.t.on of 1980 and the 

lnaomt.ng Reagan Administration. Military budgets went by a 

whopping ~5" over earlier sanctions that were around 3% 

spending in real terms after taking into account inflation. 

on arms control th~ Adnd.niatration baalced away from talks and 

started negotlat1ng only when they felt that they had suff1· 

c1ent military powers. The eaonomlc linkage of Kissinger gave 

way to economic warfare with the Soviets under Reagan. It 

was to be used as a weapOn to weaken the Soviet strength than 

change the SOV.1et behaviour. W1 th respect to aid for insur

gency the Reagan Admlni strati on moved away from the Carter 

.1 Administration policy of benign neglect and started funding 

, Afghal'l and Nicaraguan rebel.s to •bleed the Soviets•. Greftada, 

though a publia1ty campaign was an attempt at portraying 

American power in d1 stant areas. Hostage to the whims of small 

time di,ctators, was not to be met by restraint any more. 

'l'he Libyan action in April 1986 was to prCNe this policy. 

With Reagan, the neo-c:onservaUve winds are blowing 

strong. The political erwironment will dictate how much belli• 

gerenoe woUld be practised by~e Reagan Administration. 

Competition would remaintbe key word in supor power relations. 
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Military balance would not be dictated by parity or essen

tial equivalence but by technological nuclear superiority. 

The SOviets would react to this with continuing build Up of 

1 ts IUS.li tary strength. They would also use the propaganda 

machine to reduce the winds of hoatili ty by offering deals 

to the Americans that are more than equal in bargain. This 

would be to break the neo-conservative ploy of showing the 

Soviets as a belligerent and an evil empire. Except in 

Afghanistan. they would remain on the periphery wai t.tng 

rather than risking political confrontation with the Americans. 

Political Pecaeptions in Super 
Power Re~gt1ons 

In the United States, the role of the acadendc c~ 

n1ty in trying to analyse and aonalude_ the nature of the 

Soviet threat has important politioal significance. The 

academic community by virtue of its free association with 

Government has been accorded a voice 1n the highest counails 

of Government. All poll ticians in their quest for po11 tical 

office try to eke out a speoific position on super power 

relations. This is usually done W1 th the help of academics 

and their view points. All American Admtnistrat.tons have 

made utmost use of this mutual exchange of views between ac:a-

4emics and politicians to define a policy towards the SOViet 

Union. This policy has strategic 1nplications, which resul ~ 

in e1 ther newer theories of warfare coming Up as part of the 
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offioial doctrine or the continuation of old models of 

doctrinal propos1 tlons being supported. 

The doctrine of limf. ted nuolear war is very much 

embe&ied in ~he political view points that the Adnd.nistration 

have held• Jt is not the only ·gUS. ding outline on policy for

mulations for a lim1 te4 war strategy • other inputs like the 

technological progress public opinion (wh.lch we have just dis

cussed) .·and international factors also play an important part. 

Thus we find that the nature and type of threat the swtet 

Union 1s represented with1 has a lot t.o do with the Adn'd.nistr

ation. Wh.f.le the Republicans have a specific view of the 

SOViet threat. the Demoorats too, share specific, albeit 

differing thoughts. 

The present view of the nature of Soviet threat held 

by the Reagan Adnd.n1strat1on believes that the Mutual Assure<! 

Vulnerability model was formulated w1 thout consld.eratlon of 

the differences in us and SOViet strategic thought. Also the 

basic motives of the Soviets for seeking influence and 

securing their borders were d1flerent from the existing 

accepted 'versions of a decade ago. It. beliwes 1:hat. the 

SOViet expansion after World War li of its frontiers was more 

a realization of the cherished goals of the Czars. They 

have a dee.p set and historically well founded aonaern about 

foreign nd.li tary invasions. As Malcolm Toon, former us 
Ambassador t:o i:he USSR said• · •aenturies of invasions from 
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both East and west have left their mark on the out. look of 

the Russian people and its rulers•.17 They feel that this 

"se1ge mentality• is further intensified by the strong 

emphasis on Marxist;..Leninist ideology. on the inev1 table 

hostility of the capitalist powers toward the SOcialist States 

and by the Soviets own repeated warnings about the dangers 

of capitalist encirclement.18 Thus Soviet perceptions are 

an amalgam of traditional Ruaalan and. Marxis~Leninist ele

ments. They both have tendencies towards an expansionist. 

foreign policy. This according to them answer~ the question 

as to why the Soviets moved into East Europe and recently 

into Afghanistan. Near obsession with defense has pr~tded 

a powerful inpetus for the accumulation of m111 tary power 

and for the steady expansion of SOViet political and military 

control beyond the nations political frontiers. Th~ were 

motivated by What some observers have called a quest for 

"absolute security". The Soviets for over 60 years accorded 

the highest investment priority to defense. In addi tlon they 

have sought to establish and enlarge a territorial buffer 

befaween themselves and their prospective enemies. They view 

Soviet mill tary power having another function .. that of 

promoting their State 1nterests.19 

11 M.Toon, 1n US Congress, quoted in Daniel Kaufman et 
al. eds.. US Nationa:t S!!;l!rit.y • A Pramgworls : - for 
Apalys&s, (Lexington- Mass: 1985)* p.4o. 

18 Ibid., p.4o. 

19 Ibid., p.4s. 
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These proponents have criticized the •convergence 

theory" which was to have i~reased contacts w1 th theSov1e1t 

Union to draw them more closely into t.he •world aommuni ty via 

the establishments of an increasingly aompJ.ex• web o£ entan

glements• with the West. It was argued that the convergence 

theory would lead. to the Soviet Union noderating its foreign 

policy. ·They reject this view point because the Soviet Union 

emerging as a status quo power would go against the grain 

of Marxist-Leninist ideoloqy that. see the world in two hostile 

camps.20 They argue that the ~let Union des.pite the nuolear 

age, is commS.tted 'to a foreign policy that is 1n1mS.aal to 

Western democracies. 'the StWiet support for national liber

ation wars is viewed by these experts as proof of the willing. 

ness of the Soviet Union to intervene politicallY and mllita

rily in the affairs of other aountries and feel justified in 

4oing so.21 

In their view, the SOViet emphasis on change in the 

mlli tary balance 1 s the reason for the acaeptanoe by us 

foreign policy of peaceful coexistence. They interpre1: peaae

!ul coexistence as 1:he .t.upos1 t1on of unilateral restraint 

imposed on American foreign pol1ay and the u.se of military 

Keith Payne, N}asl!lf. Rei:euengg in· us-ussR Rele!;&onft 
(Boulder Col, 1982 , t p.aa. · 

' 

21 
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force -- thus freeinq SOViet foreign policy from Western 

oppOsition. Thus the Soviet foreign policy is suppOrted by 

military power to play a specific role in inh1b1t1nq Western . ' 

oppoaitlon. •The nuclear and m1ss1le potential of the Soviet 

Union and of the entire Socialist community cancels out 

imperialism* s opportunity to use 1 ts war machine to obtain 

any political advantages, thus explain1ng the apparent para

tlox that imperialism's mllitary arsenal grows up by t:be year, 

while the power factor of its foreign policy is 1noreas1nqly 

depreciated. In fact the imperialist. powers have not suao

eeded in enploying the threat or use of arms to achieve any 

of their aims. whether in Vietnam, in Cuba or Angola or in 

scores of flashpo1nts over the last few decades.•22 

A deeper investigation of the tenets of the Sovoiet 

foreign policy according to i t.s critics would reveal that 

it does not reflect a State which is conrnltted to rnainteinlng 

steb111 ty or status quo. '!'hey point out to. SOviet extensions 

into the Horn of Africa Angola and Afghanistan as •an attempt 

to create c:onditions favourable to the evolution of the class 

struggle.-.. 23 With its awesome build up 1n nd.litary strength,. 

the Soviet Union is willing to defend not only •the Socialist 

Motherland ar1d commonwealth••• but also progressive forces 

22 V .Kortunov • "Socialism and International Relatlons• # 

in !nt.erna,t&onal Affairs. (Moscow) , No.lo, October 
1979. p.4s. 

23 Payne. n.2o. p.llO. 
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far removed from traditional areas of Soviet conaern. 0 Thus 

they feel that the US counter measures in terms of embargoes 

and restraints on trade and cultural contacts will have little 

validity in constraining extended soviet poll tical and mill tary 

activities. 24 

Another significant aspect that the proponents of the 

far right point out is the concept of political effect of the 

strategic balance. It is the accepted Soviet notion that it 

was due to their strategic build up starting from the 1960s 

that altered the correlation of forces and forced the us· to 

re-evaluate its foreign policy and tone down its aggressive 

designs. While the US has always attempted to delink from the 

Clausewit~ian phraso. that war is the continuation of politics 

by other means. the Soviets see a relationship between the 

character oftbe strategic balance and regional political 

contexts. Thus the change in the correlation of forces has 

forced the us to step down from 1 ts position of strength and 

follow a more circumspect foreign policy. All this. according 

to Payne. shows that the Soviet views. declaratory postures 

and their actions are in 'direct contrast to the assured vulner

ability reasoning on which the US deterrence policy is based. 25 

24 Barry Blechman; Stephen Kaplan. "US Military Foree 
as a Political Instrumen~• •. Political Science Ouarterlx, 
94# No.2. Summer 1979. pp.l93-209. 

25 Payne, n.2o. p.111. 
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The character of the Soviet foreign poliay forces the US 

to prepare for an active conpetit1on wer the polit.igo.... 

eoonomtc orientation of vi tal national 1n1:erest in d1stant 

regions. The US must be successfUl in. contesting the Soviet 

efforts to change the international order to the detriment 

of the West. 

The eastern liberal establishment has always consis

tently contested this •IJd.li tarized• vers.t,on of US.Soviet 

relations, and the inherently ruthless image that is attri

buted to the Soviet leadership. They cr.S.t1c:1ze the image 

that the Soviet leadership has in American public image. 

This image 1 s that* ( 1) the sourae of tensions flows autoala

ticallY from the nature of the Soviet regime that confronts 

tho us, ( 2) the leadership is a group of' men already dcmlna

t!:ng end misrUling a lsrge part of the world and motivated 

only ~Y a relentless determination to bring still more peoples 

under their dom1nat1onr and (3) only by the _spectre of a 

superior m111 tary force that includes the abi11 ty to use nuc

lear weapons, could these men be "cleterredu from aomm1tt1ng 

all sorts of acts of aggression. or int1m1datton with a view 

t.o subjugating other peoples and etentually conquering the 

world. 26 

26 George Kennan, •The State of US..Soviet Relations • 
Breaking the Spell11

, in Gwyn Prins, ed. • The ~&sgJ 
Nuc;,l!,Ar W§ftpogs V,s.sus Secu~i tx (London, 1982 , 
pp.128-129. 
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The Soviet regime, according to these experts like 

Kennan, Bundy. McNamara, Carroll, etc., has always been marked 

by a whole series of aharaoteristics that conplicated relations 

w1 th the West. Many were inherited and many were the product 

of the misconceived intentions attributed to Stalin. They 

claim that the regime is marked by high sense of insecurity. 

This has a tendency to overdo its aultivation of military 

strength. Due to its historical memory it is unduly sensitJ:~e 

to slightest influence or involvement of outside powers in 

regions just beyond its lengthy borders. And it has a passion 

for secrecy that is interpreted in the West as trying to hide 

things for destabilizing the West. 

As for the influence-seeking in the Third World, these 

experts admit that the Soviets are engaged in the search for 

1nfl uence and author! ty in the Third World. But their methods 

are not different from those ~loyed by all major powers 

including the us. They point out that this seareh for influence 

has not ~t with constant success and they have faced with 

failures in Egppt, somalia and the Middle East. Then there 

is the phenomenon of the •dual personality that the Soviet 

regime presents to the resident foreigner• the facade that is 

composed of people- often amiable and charming people

authorized to assoc:J.ate and communicate with the outside world: 

and. behind that personality, of ~hose inscrutable attitudes 

and intentions the foreigner is never quite sure, and wh1oh for 

that reason probably incurs more suspicion than it deserves.•27 

27 Ibid., p.131. 
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The Soviet leaders have sought to exploit their 

growing military power for foreign policy purposes. Peaceful 

coexistence has remained central to SOViet thinld.ng. KhrUshchev 

in 1956 declared that war between capitalism and Socialism 

was no "longer fatalistically inevitable•. War also was less 

probable because the Soviet Union was in a position to prevent 

an attack on itself or its allies from the West.218 These 

considerations have been the main impetus in Soviet tbin'ldng 

on the reasons for detente. According to David Holloway. the 

Soviet Union &;>es not have all the answers for the questions 

posed by nuclear weapons and nuclear war. 1'h1s view contrasts 

w1 th the conservative idea that the Soviets have a pre-deter

mlned obj ect!ve and nuclear weapons ·have been carefUlly calli

berated into tbe caloul.at1ons for undermining Western stabill ty. 

The Soviet leaders have •regarded nuclear weapons both as 

instruments of war and political pressure, end as the poten

tial agents of catastrophic destructt.on. This dual1 t:y ts 

evident in 'the Soviet: acceptance of the objeatlve reality of 

the relet.t.onship of mutual assured destruction and in the 

simultaneous preparation for nuclear war.•28 

While the conservatives have attributed an enormously 

large percentage of success in the Third World to explo1tnt1on 

27a 

29 

N.Khrusbchev, JSh[ushcngr Remembers, trans. and ed. 
s.'l'albot. (Boston, 1970 , p.2Sl. . 

navid Holloway, •soviet Policy and the Ar._ Race•, 
in Gwyn Prins eds., The Choice a tWg).w WMRQns Vm;;§l!!il 
§eqyri!;:{ (London) , p.12S. 
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of m111 tary power for political purposes, the eastern libedl 

establishment contends that it has met with only partial 

success. They cite the examples of the failure of Khrushahev*s 

missile diplomacy as it provoked. the US to embark on a massive 

build up of strategic forces. Under Brezhnev, the continued 

growth of Soviet power undermined detente and contributed to 

its collapse and the Soviet foreign policy has not met with 

any extraordinary success in the Third World as is counte

nanced by 1 ts rightist ari tics. The changes in Government 

that took place in the four countries viz. Afghanistan, Yemen, 

Nicaragua end Ethiopia were largely due to internal contradic

tions of the earlier regimes rather than overt Soviet. 

support. 29 

As far as the leadership of the Soviet Union is cancer-. 

ned, liberals like Kennan argue that 11leedership however 

complicated its relations with the West may be, does not want 

a major war- that it has a serious interest in avoiding suah 

a war, and will, given a chance, qo quite far together with 

us to avoid it. The term interest does not .mean, in this case, 

an abstract devotion to the principle of peace as a moral 

ideal. It means a consciousness on the part of these men that 
... 

certain of the things they most deeply oare about woUld not be 

served by Russia • s involvement in another great war. Anyone 

whO tries to put himself in the position ofthe Soviet leaders 

will at once recognize the force of this point. E\ten if they 

. 29 Ibid., p.127 • 



should be as evily motivated as they are sometimes seen to 

be, these men are not free agents, wholly detach~d from the 

man1 fold co~lexi ties and oontrad1ot1ons that invariably go 

with the exercise of vast power. They constitute the govern

ment of a great country. • 30 

He goes on to further atgue that the preseJ:Vation of 

peaee is not the only COI'IIDOn sphere of interest between the 

us end ussa. They both are industrial powers and have a 

growing nunber of common problems. Anong them are the environ

ment, the consequences of nuclear war and many other problems 

of the industrial age llihioh will require international coll• 

aboration. Just as the us is affected by the revolution in 

communications, education, organization of life, "human 

sp1r1 t and human fiber" • the Soviet Union is no less affected 

by this revolution. 

Thus we find that the two strands of thought in the 

US have largely supported the quest of sucoesslve adlrd.nist

rl;ltions in formulating their policies. The complex interplay 

of factors that determtne relations with the Soviet Union 

have their: ideological roots in_ the view points put forward 

by experts. The division are clear in these two approaches. 

The conservative elements traditionally backed Republican 

governments, have been t.he hardliners who tendea to view 
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the Soviet Union from the poli t1c::o-m111 tary balance in the 

world. Any change in the status quo is seen by the us as 

Soviet agqress1on trying to Upset the balance. The Democrats 

on the other hand, have tried to focuss on different inter

pretations lead1nq to a far more broad based interaction 

with the Soviet Union. As Georgi Arbatov, ·writing in Ppr@!gp 

Af€§A£s, said, that when the us was the dominant power in 

the world 1t was regarded as revolutionary, trying to ring 

the Soviet influence in their homeland itself. Now with 

the USSR catching Up in military strength, the us is status 

quoist while the USSR is regarded as being revolutionary trying 

to upset the tranquil of international relations for 1 ts 

own benefit. 31 

The drive towards greater accuracies, technical refine

ments., damage lim1 tatS. on and survivab111 ty of fixed installa

tions have bad perennial concern on the future o£ strategic 

balance. SUQh refinements have inevitably led to oacurrenoe 

of aounterforce strategies. Throughout the nuclear age both 

the us and USSR have consciously pursued a number of a~anaed 

technology programmes and associated support systems projects 

intended to provide alternative op'tions to a purely assured 

31 H. Trofimenko, •soviet Union, America and the World• 1 
~ore&gg Aff§lra. summer 1981~ p.l434. 
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destruction strategy .. technologies which permit counterforce 

targeting# damage limi tat1on strateqies and a greater nuolear 

war fighting capability. With the introduction of new techno

logies older doctrines have come under attack as not being 

credlbl y enough to. eounter such new weapons. The first such 

charge was with the launching of ilse Sputnik. It suddenlY led 

to the belief that the nuclear superiority of the Nest was 

underm!ned and massive retaliation was not credible enough to 

deter a Soviet threat. The proponents of littdted war felt 

that their case was strengthened. "'l'he first effect of the 

Sputnik on ~erican policy has been to emphasize the thermo

nuclear stalemate and to ~trengthen the case for supplementing 

or replacing massive retaliation by limtted atom war ~ and for 

giving tactical atom1c weapons to AmBrica• s allies" wrote Dennis 

Healey then MP. 32 

By 1957, the desire for us superiority was still strong. 

But there was a growing fear of Soviet_ superiority, in Which 

case due to vulnerabilitY• a balance of terror was preferable. 

There was concern over an offense-defense duel,, fuelled by 

persisten:t technological innovations. This was viewed with 

gloom because the prospect of an unending arms race driven 

by the prospects of tmmtmts of terrifying: weakness as well as 

moments of trans! tory superiority was worrying. Henry 

32 Dennis Healey# quot:ed in L, Preedman# ;,t:he EvglH1;;1o..n of 
Nuglear StratES;Y (London, 1982), p.lSS. 
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Kissinger ertieulat1ng these fears wrote ... Technology is 

volatile. 'l'he advantage of surprise can be overwhelming. 

The forces-in-being are alrrost surely decisive-atleast in 

all out war. A major cause of instability is the very rete 

of technological change. Every country lives with the night-, 
I 

mare that tN'en if it puts forth 1t.a best efforts its survival 

may be jeopardized by a technological breakthrough on the 

part of· i t.s opponent. • 33 George Kennan also warned of the 

hazards of a technological races 

. The technological realities of this aompet1t1on 
are constantly changing from month _ to month 
and from year to year. Are we to. flee like haunted 
onatures from one defensive device to another,. 
eaoh more costly and humiliating than the one 
before, cowering under ground one day. brealclnq 
Up our cities the next, attempting to surround 
ourselves with elaborate shields on the third, 
concerned only to prolong the length of our lives 
while sacrificing all the values for which it 
mtght: be worth while to 11,.e at all. (34) 

'lechnology and stability are not synonym, us. Teohno

logy woUld mean three things that were destab111z1ng to the 

arms racea first the ability to launah a sudden. disarming, 

aounterforca attack taking out mere offensive weapons than 

were being used to execute the attaok. Seaond, the ability 

to block an incoming rn.tas1le attock with active defensive 

measures and third c1v11 defense measures made strong enough 

33 Henry Kissinger, •AriD$ Control, Inspection and 
Surprise Attack•, PQES9.D Afgg1£§.• XXXV'iii, 3 Aptil 
1960, p.ss7. 

34 George Kennan. &&ss1§• !;he .~.J1l"Jsi ,tbc W§st• (New 
York, 1958) , P• 54. 
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to absorb an attack. 35 The Gaither Report, presented to the 

National seauri ty Counoil in 1957 depicted that an ABM defense 

woUld be the most unsettling possibilities of the arms race. 

Defensive characteristics like the "fortress concept"" nobi-

11 ty of weapons, survivability of oomma.nd, communication and 

con~ol facilities were all destabilizing elements that would 

lead to greater emphasis on counter force and limited war 

strategies Upsetting the international balance of terror as 

1 t. eXisted. 

Aooording to Desmond Ball, it was the development of 

highly accurate ballistic missile re-entry systems, low yield 

nuclear weapons, of controlled response command and control 

· systems that have led to the concept. of fighting and surviving 

a limited nuclear war. 36 The Soviets have been testing inter

ceptor satellites, killer satellites which are geared to 

destroying American lower altitude photographic reconnaissance 

and electronic intell~gence satellites, while the us has 

responded wJ. th a nunber of programmes designed to improve the 

survivability of its satellite systems. 37 Development in 

guidance systems, in engines, warheads and accuracy on both 

sides have made the pqssibilities of a lim1ted nuclear war nDre 

35 L.rreedman, n.32, p.165. 

36 Desmond Ball, •The Future of the Strategic Balance", 
Strategy and Defense a Australian Essays, (Sydney, 1982), 
p.79. 

37 Ibid •• p.so. 
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probable. All these technological developments are clearly 

moving in an identifiable d1reat1on - the enhancement of 

oounterforce capabilities. damage limitation strategies, 

strategies of lim!. ted war fighting options and even first 

strike possibili t1 es. 

The integration of these enhanced capabilities for eou

nterforce targeting and controlled ·nuclear exahanges into the 

national strategic policy have been most e~icit in us 

doctrines. The National security Study Mesrorandum (NSSM) 169, 

approved by Nixon in 1973. the Policy Guidance for Elfl)loyment 

of Nualear Weapons and Associated Nuclear Weapons Elt1)loyrnent 

Policy (NUWEP) an4 further refinements spelled .out in PD-59 

are examples of the us adopting technological refinements and 

improvements to strategic doctrines. These developments in 

strategic: doctrine were largely determined by the technologi

cal developments of the 1970s. The .ability to :~ target a 

wide range of military installations, inalud!ng those hardened 

to w1 t.hsta.nd thousands of pounds per square inah of blast over 

pressure and tho ability to conduat carefully delimited 

strikes was made possible by the development of adcurate, 

multiple .t.ndS.vidually targeted warheads and real. time survei

llance, retargeting and aomnunicatlons capabilities. The~e 

technological developments not only created the strategic 

possibilities but in fact proved irresistible to the national 

security establishment. Despite the personal sc:epticism 
. 

w1 th whJ.ch President Carter and Defense Secretary Brown viewed 

the possibility of lim1 ted and controlled dounterforce 
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operations, neither was prepared to forgo the possib111 ties 

that technology offered and thus deny themselves the potential 

options and flexibility 1 t offered. 38 

The Soviets, too, despite professing that no concept 

of 11m1 ted or controlled response is possible in a nuclear 

war have made rooves towards integrating the new developments 

in their force structures. For example the silos or the S&-17, 

SS.l8 and SS..l9 have been hardened to the value of 6000 p.s.1:9 

The SS.l6 and SS.24s are part of the attenpt by the Soviets 

to give their land-based missiles more nobility and conse

quently more survivability. They have increased their c3I 

facilities and-strengthened them. 

Thus technological developments have led to the 

improvement in aounterforce aapabilit!es, damage limitation 

strategies and escalation control policies. We find that the 

doctrine of Um1 ted nuclear war has an intrinsic relationship 

with technological developments. 

39 Desmond Ball, n.36. p.93• 

39 Ibid., p.S4. 



Chapter • XV 

THE DOCTRINE OP LIMITED NUCLEAR WAR • 
SUPER POWER PERCEPTIONS 

There is a tendency to assume that the concept of 

•ums. ted" war emerged only in the 1950s as a logical sequential 

development to the •massive retali atton• doctrine of Jobrl 

Foster DUlles. However, tbls is not so. It began about the 

time, when the United States had just begun acquiring atoml.o 

weapons as part of its response to a possible Soviet 1m~as1on 

of Western Europe. "'l'he notion of ~eveloptng tactical nuclear 

weapons • • • • developed qUite early. The first theoretical 

studies in the area of 'limited nuclear war• began in 1949 •.•• 

at the California %nsti tute of 'rechnology•f. 'l'here is, howwer, 

no doubt that the father of the contemporary theories of 

lilnlted war was Colonel Bas.t.l L1ddel Hart. His approach to 

lirrd.ted war came as a resUlt of his whole philosophy and from 

looJdng at the pragmat.ical extgenoies of the times. Re 

believed that with the advent of the nuclear aoe, there would 

be suffiiring and disruption of normal life to an \U11mag1nable 

extent tn_ case e war broke out between the atond.c powers. 

Hence he felt that wars should be limited. To evoi<l the 

unpleasant 1no1dent of nual.ear catastrophe, Liddel Hart felta 

J. t is not impossible that a reaat1ori from 
tho disorders of the past thirty years might 
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see a twentieth-century revival of reason 
sufficient to produce self control in war. (2) 

LiddeD. Hart• s critique of total war predated the atomic 

age, and, the Hiroshima and Nagasaki borrbings only confirmed 

his worst fears. lie wrote, 

when both sides possess atomic pewer 1 • total 
warfare• makes nonsense. Total warfare 
implies that the aim, the effort, and the 
degree of violence are unlim1 ted. Victory 
is pursued w1 thout regard to the consequen
ces. •• Any unlimited war waged with atom1c 
power would be worse than nonsenset 1 t. woUld 
be mutually suicidal.(3) . 

By the t!rne Dulles had delivered his •massive retaliation• 

speech Hart was repeating his earlier stand only ftK)re elj).. 

quently, 

woUld any responsible government, when it 
came to the point, dare use the H.bomb as an 
answer to local and limited aggression? •••• 
To the extent that the H-bomb reduces the 
likelihood of full scale war, it increases 
the possibilities of limited war pursued by 
widespread local aggression ••• the value of 
strategic bombing forces has largely disapp. 
eared- except as the last resort •. (4) 

Meanwhile on the other side of the Atlantic, American theore

ticians like Bernard Brodie soon began giving the rationale 

for the adoption of 11m1 ted war strategies. Even w1 thin tlle 

2 Quoted in Ian Clark, kf.mi ted Nyclear War (New Jersey, 
1982), p.149. 

3 Quoted in Lawrence Preedman, 'l'he EV'q:tutton ..2,f Nuclecar 
St£§t!SY (London, 1982), p.99. 

B.H.Liddell Hart, Detea;ent or Defense (London, 1960), 
p.23. 
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US bureauaratio politics# ideas about the use of nuclear 

weapons for tactical purposes were being spawned. Portly 

these new ideas were for the funding by the US Government 

for research of new weapons. The classic debate that emerged 

.t.n Washington amongst the scientific community was between 

two schools - one represented by the Hungarian born scientist 

Edward Teller. who argued for the development of the •super" 
. . 

hydrogen bomb~ and the other. school lobbying for the develop.. 

anent and manufacture of smaller tactical nuclear weapons, 

led by Robert Oppenheimer. The General Advisery Comttdttee, 

whose Chair·roan was Oppebheimer, state¢' in its controversial 

report of 30 October 1949, (along with the recotmnendat.ion 

against the crash development of the hydrogen bonb) t • an 

intensi fiaation of efforts to make atomic weapons available 

for tactical purposes ••• •5 By the 19Sos, Teller himself 

had changed his position and became an advocate of the 11m1ted 

use of tactical nuclear weapons, believing that they would 

do no more damage to "the face of the nation than conventional 

weapons•. 6 They also pror.oted the cause for •sma11• and 

•clean• nuclear arms for limited nuclear confrontations. 

With the acquis1 t1on of atomic weapOns by the SWiet 

UW.on. the prerailing view was that war now would lead to 

5 H.York. !e Adyiqgrm 1 0RpenheiJ:r• '1'£lJ.er and tt}e 
syper ~ · . (san Prancisco,. 1976 , p.l52. 

E. Teller and A.Srown, The LSNaCX of H.i,:osh1ma (London. 
1962) ,. P• 281. 
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destruction for both sides. .However, the concept of lind. ted 

nuclear war had still its powerful proponents. William 

Kauffman in 1956, edited a collection of essays •M&l£tftrx 

Pgligy and N§tJ.on§l.. Sffli:U£1 ty'* which stressed the importance 

of cred1bil1 ty. He felt that 1 f the United States was 

unable to respond to even minor threats with the policy of 

retaliation, because of the SOviets own ability to respond 

on a massive scale, then any threats 1 t eared to make with 

regard to less than total provocations would not be taken 

seriously. •z f the Communists shoUld challenge our sinaeri ty 

and they woUld have good reasons for daring t:o do· so, we 

would e1 ther have to put u;p or shut up, If we put Up• we 

woUld plunge into all the immeasureable horrors of atomto 

war. If we shut up, we would suffer a serious loss of 

prestige and damage our capacity to establish deterrents 

against further Co~st expansion•.7 

Others like Bernard Brodie argued that the lessons of 

the Korean experience demolished •the basis for the glib 

axiom that all modern wars must be total, and demonstrated 

conspicuously,·~ some of the major constraints necessary to 

keep war lind. ted•. 8 What these constraints were, Brodie has 

7 

8 

William Kauffmana, ed., ~1it§[X Poligz ans NatiOD§l 
Sequri~X (Princeton. 1956 , pp.21, 24-5. 

Bernard Brodie, "More about Limited War•, :iOrlJl.f21i£1ci• 
Vol .. X, October 1957, p.ll2. 
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not spelt out. Also, Brodie missed the point that unlike the 

present day scenarios o.f limited war being fought on the 

homelands of the super powers, the Korean experience was in 

a geographically limited area that did not directly impinge, 

on the homeland of the super powers. By 1957, the focus of 

debate shifted in favour of the limited war theorists in the 

United States. They began to concentrate on the credibility 

factor in the deterrence doctrine of the United States, the 

precise strategy that the West should adopt, and the form of 

warfare that woUld offer the greater possibility of keeping 

a war limited, .in the sense of avoiding an all out nuclear 

ex~hange. 9 Two theorists were able to popularize the caus.e 

of limited war. Henry Kissinger with his book, Nuclear Weapon§ 

and Foreign Policx and Robert Osgood with Limited war· a 

Challenge to American Strat@Sv• Kissinger in his book, 

advocated the virtues of the lirrdted nuclear war option vis-a

vis the "sole" reliance on Massive Retaliation. The basic 

premise of Kissinger's effort was that there has to be •a 

maximum number of stages between peace ••• and total war." 10 

· By this, Kissinger was implying that weapons must have political 

utility and should allow for choices between two extremes. To 

put his idea in a capsule form, he wrote:, 

"We should leave no doubt that any aggression 

9 Iian Clarf.. n.2., p.l49-.1SO • .., 

10 Henry Kissinger, Nuclear Weagons and Foreign Policx, 
(New York, 1957), p.l36. 
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by the Communist bloc may be resisted with 
nuclear weapons, but we should make every 
effort to limit their effect and to spare 
the civilian population as much as possible. 
Without damage to our interest, we could 
announce that SOviet aggression would be 
resisted with nuoelar weapons if necessary, 
that in resisting we would not use more than 
500 kilotons explosive power unless the 
enemy used them first1 that we would Use clean" 
bombs with minimal fallout effects for any 
larger explosive equivalent unless the enemy 
violatiKi the understanding, that we would not 
attack the enemy retaliatory force or enemy 
cities located more than a certain distance 
b~nd the battle zone or the initial line 
of demarcation, that within this zone we 
would not use nuclear weapons against cities 
declared open and so verified by inspection* 
the inspectors to remain in the battle zone 
even during the course of military options."(ll) 

Osgood, on the ~ther hand, tried to establish the 

theoretical and historical justifications for the doctrine 

of limited nuclear war. He felt that its printaipal justifi

cation "lies in the fact that it maximises the opportunities 

for the effective use of military force as a rational instru

ment of policy. • 12 He too. like Bernard Brodie felt that 

the Korean war had been fought on right principles, and was 

proof of the possibility of a limited contest between the 

two super powers .. but thought that it was inadequately 

explained to the American public. Thus he concluded that there 

was a failure in American pOlicy between the national policy 

and 1 ts m111 tary power. He felt that limited war options 

would be able to lend more credence to the strategy of 

12 Robert Osgood. Limited Wara Challenges to bmerican 
Strafggy, (Chicagoa The University of Chicaqo Press, 
1957 , p.ta. 
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deterrence, and make more options open to American strategy 

formulators that would be proportionate to the nature of the 

threat it perceived. In this way there would be a far better 

correlation between the military power of the United States 

and its national policy, giving far more decisive results 

in favour of America. In essence what these two foremeost 

advocates of the limited war, said was," the prerequisite 

for a policy of limited war is to reintroduce the political 

element into our concept of war fare and to discard the 

notion that policy ends when war begins or that war can have 

goals distinct from those of national policy. • 13 

All the major theorists of the 1950s like Brodie, 

Kaufmann, Kissinger and Osgood believed that •the one basic 

proposition which ~st be established in the mdnds of men if 

progress is to be made towards resolving our terrible military 

dilemma is this• limited war must mean also 11rrJ.ted 

objectives. • 14 To have limited objectives in a war which is 

limited in its scale of destruction must also per have a 

symmetry between the two belligerents in capabilities and 

intentions. But by the 1950s there was little doubt that 

if either super power tried to attack the other, the resUlting 

. clash would be anything but limited war • The proponents of 

the limited war to buttress their theory of symmetry in 

intentions and capabilities drew up an assumption that the 

13 H.Kissinger, n.lo., p.248. 

14 Bernard Brodie, •Unlimited Weapons and Limited War", 
The Reporter 4 1 November 1954, quoted in Lawernce 
Freedman, n.l., p.lo3. 
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Soviet Union would be behind any trouble-sub\1ersion, civil 

wqr or attempts at overthrowing leqitimate Governments which 

had pro-Western orientations. It was assumed that by being 

in actual control of the individual conflicts they would be 

parties to settlements and negotiations. With these kinds 

of inte~tions "given• to the Soviets it also called for •their" 

rdcognisanae of the need to accept restraints. "The basic 

assumption for this kind of conflict-and it one that appears 

to correspond accurAtely with reality under existing condi-~ 

tions is the accumption of a calculating individual w1 th a 

multiplicity of values, aware of the costs and riSk as well 

as advantage and capable of drawing significant in!erences 

from symbolic acts.•15 

The Soviet response to limited war was that there is 

no such thing as a limited nuclear war-given the magnitude 

of destruetion, and if there was to be a nuclear ,attack 

upon the ~iet Union, the Soviets would preempt such an 

attack by launching a massive nuclear attack upon the United 

States. Given this declaratory policy of the Soviet Union, 

it is unlikely that the Soviets would have got into individual 

conflicts with the same motive that was ascribed to them. 

Lim! ted war in the 19th c Century had low ideological content ... 

However., the 1950s were witnessing a period in which alliances 

and enmtti~s were fragile. The ideological argument between 

the East and West wao considered fundamental and the positions 

were 1rrecono11 able. It was not the symmetry of intentions 

and capabilities, but the pOssibility of mutual destruction 

that provided the incentive for restraint. 

15 ' james King, 6 Eltrd.ted War", A£mJ!• August 1957, 
L. Fre~~n, n.3., p.104. 
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Another difficulty that pointed to the inadequacies 

of the thoerizing of 1950s was; ~ha~ object1vqg we£e mogeratG 

!!Dough !;,Q P!rmi!i eventU§~ ogmromise "(!t worthy gnough tp &m- , 

iRel the nwes§atA: mobilizatipn and risk ta)s1ns that even a 
i 

Lim1t@d w;r reaqAred? If only a restricted amount was to be 

aahieved and . the stakes were small, would the effort be 

justified? If the stakes were high, could both the sUper 

powers be able to restrain themselves after an initial exchange 

0f attack? The fact remained that as long as the object of 

a li~ted nuclear was was not to destroy the Soviet Union# 

there would always be another day when the crisis would erupt 
I . . 
1f1ending the two sides into another destructive war. If the 

object was to destroy the Soviet Union, then it would not be 

limited, as there would no victors. A limited war in the 

Cold t'lar era was to be fought for vJ.etory to ehanqe the Cold 

War balance. 

To Lawrence greedman, 'the use of tactical nuclear 

weapons was in part generated due to the pressure from the 

budgetary constraints in the United States. However~ he adds 

that there were also proponents in the intellectual community 

who wanted them. For instance, Bernard Brodie who sa.yst 

~whether or not wns can relinquish strategic 
bombing as a way of war, we can hardly afford 
to adjure tactical use of such weapons without 
dooming ourselves and allies to a permanent 
inferior! ty to the Soviet Union and st.atell1 te
armies in Europe." 

~rodie was under the assumption that the Soviet nuclear weapons 
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programme was in its 1nfanoy and that it would 'be not before 

the end the deoade of the 1950s that the Soviets would have 

tactical weapons. There was also an implicit belief that 

such we<1pOns helped the defender in case of an a.ttack. It 

had proponena in the United KinfQ.om as well. P.M.S.Blaokett 

and Denis Healey felt that an army equipped with tactical 

weapons could hold back an army many times its size. 

Henry Kissinger tried to develop a comprehensive 

doctrine of th¢ litnit.ed nuclear war. By taking the sea 

warfare model,. Kissinger felt that limited nuclear war could 
dH>-l : "' ,.;:.A;~~ .... ·>:·; .... 

""'~· fought •1n which self-contained units with great fire-

power gradually gain the upper hand by destroying their enemy 

counterparts without physicallY occupying territory or 

establishing a front-line.• ~U.th this strategy K1.ss1nger 

hoped that nuclear: warfare would be restricted to small units, 

they would be away from population centres, and the targets 

being small they would not be worthwhile for the enemy to 

attack with rapidity. He also thought that being self• 

contained they would not be subject to the pressures that 

emanate from land warfare models which require lines of 

supply which could be hit. By keeping cities away from 

the scene of attack., they could, Kissinger felt, be saved 

and the war would remain lirnited.16 

16 Kissing a, n.lo., P• • 
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However this strategy was grossly inadequate as 1 t 

failed to take into account certain perceptions and other 

·factors. Pirstly. Kissinger, by making the cities the main 

focus, w~ch was to be kept out of attack by the enemy was 

presuppOsing that the'Soviets would follow their rules 

of war. Soviet pronouncements however, pointed exactly to 

the opposite. They clearly said that they would not abide 

~y the rules framed by the United States. Henc~"basic: 

purpose of Kissinger's strategy would not be achieved• The 

supply lines for the sea warfare model of Kissinger would 

be replaced by other requirements which could be held hostage 

by the enemy. To protect the sea based delivery systems there 

would have to be support for these ships. Hence the logistical 

problem was still there, William Kaufmann, reviewing l<iss

inger•s work emphasized the implausibility of civilians 

surviving a lim.l ted nuclear war with as much ease as in a 

conventional war. •In his version of warfare,• airfjten do not· 

get panicky, and jettison their bombs, or hit wrong targets, 

--missiles do not. go astray~ and heavily populated· areas
w-ether rural or urban- do not suffer there by.. Surely this 

is wishful thinking.• 17 

'l'he US Army at this time conducted two war game 
~· ............. ~. 
"exc:eroises- •operation Sage Brush' in Louisiana, us, and 

•·carte Blanche' in West Germany. In Operation Sage Brush, 

seventy bonbs of 40 kilotons yield were enough for the umpires 

to ~;'il(ldl·3re that all life in the State has ceased to exist. 

17 William Kaufmann, •The crisis in military affairs•, 
WQ[ld Po1Atqs1 XJ4, July 1959, p.S94. 
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In Operation Carte Blanche, 355 devices were detonated over 

West Germany, which even wfthout residual effects left 1. 7 millio 

Germ~ns de~d, and 3.5 million wounded. This kind of dest

ruction could hardly be called ~limited~ although the means 

employe? in proportion to the arsenals of US at that time 
/ 

were considered limited. Three considerations should be kept 

in mind when the actual use of tactical nuclear weapons is 

contemplated. First, if they were of essentially defensive 

natur~, as its doctrinal proposition states, then their 

ttse would be of little significance in regaining lost ground_, 

as it would expose those parta of the territory captured by 

the enemy from becoming a nuclear battle ground leacling to 

unprecedented destruction. Obviously, the use of such weapons 

in the reality of the situation could be contemplated in areas 

that were desolate, not strategic to the defending super power, 

which leaves only the continent of Asia and Africa as likely 

places -,there this confrontation can take place. 

secondly, the local consequences of the effects of the 

limited use of nuclear weapons would have to be taken into 

account. The simulated studies made in the case of Operation 

Carte Blanche would make the local leadership nervous about 

their passible use. This coUld lead to strong resistance for 

their actual use. Thirdly, with regard to actual tactics 

employed by the armies on the battlefield, simulated exercises 
have demonstrated that in the • fog of war• one• s owns troops 

would be.leaderless and supply lines would be disrupted due 
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to aontatttnation.18 
. . -

With the prCbliferat1on of possible ways of fighting 

a limited nuclear war, ironically, it saw the older ad\l'ocates 

turning away from the concept 1 tself. An example is J<issinger. 

Towards the last years of the 1950s he started placing more 

emphasis on conventional defence capabilities to supplement 

the existing nuclear threat. This did not mean that limited 

war in American strategic:: community has ceased to exist. There 

were justifications for its use, as the era of US superiority 

w1 th regard to massive retaliation was over, t:he Soviets had 

but.l t Up a massive counter attacking arsenal capable of 

hitting all targets in the us.19 'rwo important theorists began 

having a significant impact on the Ameriean strategic commu-

ni ty. '!'homes SahelUng put forward the role of bargaining 

in limited wars and talked of the nature and possibilities 

of taait agreements. It was the resUlt of interaction with 

the oame theory. The other scholar, who also had a profound 

impact on the intellectual community was Herman Kahn. He put 

forward the idea that nuclear war does not mean apocalypse. 

He had a forty four layered esealatory ladder each having a 

recognized degree of des~uaUon. In short, he was trying 

to sell to the American people the idea that a litnl ted 

nuclear war could be fought:., won and have survival for the 

lB T.N.Dupuy, •ean America fight a lim1 ted Nuclear war?• 
O~s, Spring, vel, p.32. 

19 Ian Clark, n.2, p.lSl. 
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20 American people. 

The advent of the Kennedy Administration in the United 

States brought. forth the debate on American nuolear strategy 

to a new high. It began with the McNamara doctrine espousing 

the cause of •um1. ted counter force• or •no-ai ties!. This 

appeared during 1961·62. Though it was only a transient 

doctrine fading out quickl¥• ~ts ir:nPOrtanae lay in the faat 

that it laid the seeds £or a •richer harvest in the 1970• s•. 21 

The •no-cities• doctrine was more of an attempt to create 

conventions in nuclear war limitation. Me tried to reason 

that limitations as they appeared in traditional conflicts 

could also be applied to nuclear war. He outlined this policy 

in his Ann Arbor speeahs 

The us has come to the conclusion that, to 
the extent feasible, basic military strategy 
in a possible oeneral nuclear war should be -
approached in muah the same way that more 
conventional ftdlitary operations have been 
regarded in the past. · That is to say, principal 
military objectives ••• should be the destruc
tion of the enemys m111tary foroes., not ·Of his 
civilian populat1on.(22) . 

McNamara was arguing for mutual restraints in fiqhting e 

limited nuclear war. Thomas Schelling in his book 1 A£!gs agd 

20 

21 

22 

Thomas Schelling spelled out his ideas on barqaining 
in his book. ~h§ St,f§teqx of Sqnf.J:igt (Cambridge, 
1960) , Herman Kahn put forward his escalation ladder 
thesis in his books, 0!! 'l'hermonuslgr WK, (Princeton, 
1960) and lbinkinq About the Untb&nkAbli (London,l962). 

lan Clark, n.2, p.152. 

Henry A.Kissi .. nger, The 'l'roul?led PartnsrshiR (New York, 
1965), p.99. . 
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Influegcg, goes further by saying that for MCNamara, threshold 

for an escalation to general nuclear var need not be a major 

attack on the lld.litary installations. A Umtted war could be 

.fought W1 th more destruct.i.on and yet remain liml ted. He was 

of the opinion ~at .. restraint could make sense in any war, 

of any size. •. • 23 Here again. as in the case of other doc1>

rines that preceded the •no-cities• and the ones that were 

to follow it, there was an attempt made at understanding the 

Soviet posi t1on w! th regard to war. SOY'iet compliance, 

Soviet mS.litary thought and reciprocity was only thought in 

terms of a mirror image. An example of this thinking was that 

•1 t would be in their interests as well as ours to try to 

lirn1 t the terrible consequences of a nuolectr exchange. By 

building into our forces a flexible capability, we at least 

eliminate the prospect that we could strike back in only 

one way~ namely, against the entire SOviet target system 

including their cities. Such a prospect would give the 

SOViet Union no incentive to withhold attack against our 

cities 1n a first strike. we want to give them a better 

alternative ••• 24 

"Plexible Response• doctrine emerged a.s a reaction to 

Massive Retaliation on the ground that the United States 

ab111 ty to maintain the credibility of an all out nuclear 

23 Thomas SobelUng. ft!.JnR apd Inflpenc;e, (New Haven, 
" 1966) # p.l62. . 

24 William w.Kaufmann, The HcNima£1 st;at~X• (New Yorka · 
1964). pp.92-3. 
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threat had reached its limits. In the Upoertain Trumge& 

Maxwell 'l'aylor wrote of Dulles. •x hope that some rnf.li tary 

solution would mentually be found to permit lessened depen

dence_ on MasSive Retaliation•. 25 Flexible Response meant that 

the Un1 ted States would withdraw Dulles • s Massive Retali at! on 

as the main deterrent to Soviet frontal aggression and would 

subst1 tute a mixed threat con$1st1ng. of possible conventional 

resistance. possible use of tactical nuelear weapons and 

later strategic retaliation. The point when it would go 

nuc::lear was an uncertain variable to oorrplioa.te the enemy's 

problem by denying him pre-knowledge of us strategic inten. 

tions. ~us the deterrence formula evolved under flexible 

response had three ingredients• ( 1) ·the threat of a quick 

suaoessful·conventional response to enemy aggressiOPI (2)the 

threat of a restrained nuolear attaak w1 thin -tho theatre of 

combat if conventional forces should fail to hold baok the 

enemyt ( 3) the threat of retaliation by strategic nuclear 

forces if events in the threat should continue to deter1orate~6 

The retargeting that oaourred in response to the doctrine 

of flexible response. was embodied in the. Single Integrated 

Operation Plan (SIOP). 'l'hls plan has berm integral to the 

doCtrinal position of the United States even dur1ng the 

heyday of the Mutual Assured Destruction (MAO) theory. To 

25 Maxwell Taylor, quoted in Gerald Garvey. Stratggx 
ftDd the Defegse DilemmA (Lexington, 1994). p.l3. 

~.-...-

26 Ibid., p.ll. 
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lU.chard Betts, this was proof that •emphasis on nuclear 

warfiQht1ng and deterrence based on counter-mil! tary options,. 
" 

as opposed to counterval ue, has fl uotuated... but 1 t has 

never been abandoned•. 27 The basic guidelines for the s trate

gie doctrines that were initiated during Robert MCNamara's 

term as Sear~i:ary of Defense were derived ~from the critique 

of the strategy of •massive retaliation•, which was later 

articulated by Senator John,Kennedy during his Presidential 

campaign. Kennedy predicted, 

Their (Soviet) missile power will be the 
sheld from behind which they will slowly, but 
surely, adVance- throuqh Sputnik diplomacy, 
limited brush fire wars, indirect non-overt 
aggression, 1~dation and subversion, internal 
revolution, increased prestige or influence, and 
the vicious blackmail of our allies. The periphery 
of the Free World will slowly be nibbled away ••• 
Each such Soviet move will weaken the West1 but 
none will seem sufficiently significant by itself 
to justify our 1n1t1at.tng a nuclear war which 
mtght destroy us.(28) 

McNamara perceived this important change in policy 

with the belief that the President should not be forced into 

a general nuclear war due to the lack of alternatives. A 

President coUld also be. reduced to passivity, 1f he dtd not 

want to start a self-destructive war and at the same i-..ime 

have no options to meet the threat. McNamara was intent on 

27 R.K.Betts., •Nuclear Peace • Mythology· and PuturologY" • 
JQurnal og St;ategia Studie§, Vol.7. ~o.l. May 1979, 
pp.91·2· 

29 John F.Kennedy, The S'=£ateg:z of Peace. (New York,l960), 
pp.37-a. 
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creating options that would preserve •for as long as possible 

as wide a range of ahoiae as possible ••• when the ohoiae had 

to be made, 1 t could be tuned to the circumstances of the 

moment.•29 The reason for this shift from the Dulles• policy 

was straightforward. Sinc:e Dulles• time there had been a 

declining interest in transforming any war into a nualear 

contest. It was no longer arguable that.the us woUld enjoy 

any significant advantages in suah a contest. The entire 

McNamara strategy had 1 ts cr1 ties who argued tba. t any ld.nd 

of war plan to avoid damage required both sides to think in 

the same way. This was not to be. as the Soviets had always 

pluggea the line that war coUld not be limited and its dest

ruction minind.zed. Also the doctrine rested on the assumption 

of first strike. though publicly it was not stated as suah. 

'this could be seen as an aggressive or suspicious move by 

... eir edV'ersaries. 'l'hey would react to it wh1ah would lead 

to an unbridled arms race. The West Europeans wez:-e aoncez:-ned 

also. The McNamara doctrine stressed the need to combat 

Soviet threat with conventional forces. The West Europeans 

were more concerned with the nuclear options. The concept 

of •extended detez:-rence• rested on American ability to use 

nuclear weapons in defence of Europe. Cri t1os like Thomas 

Schelling talked of the role of •buming bridges• in empha

sizing: a eomm:l tment to stay in the fight. Creating an optlon 

could be seen as making allowance for moments of weakness. 

29 Lawrena'J Pree&nan. n. 3, P• 2 32,. 
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Thus the doctrine of "city avoidance" had its powe~ful. 

oritics who doubted whether it could stand the test of time. 

The main features of the doctrine werea there would 

flexibility, d1sarimlnat1on and control in targeting. Reser

ves would be maintained and us command and control fac111t1es 

would be protected and those of the Soviet Union also would 

be spared. •The options created allowed for attacks ranging 

from those against the Soviet retaliatory forces, through air 

d.efense installations distant from oi ties, to those near 

cities~ to command and control systems, to an all•out •spasm• 

attacJc.•30 McNamara also talked about approaching: nuclear 

e'"'hanges in terms of bargaining, •we may seek to terminate 

a war on favourable terms by using our forces as a bargaining 

weapon- by threatening further attack.•31 Mc:N'amara realized 

that any war would have to be 4eterminated somehow - short 

of destruction, the only way of terminating it woUld be 

thr;ough the pOl! tical process which would involve bargaining. 

This strategy had three o:ther distinct Ckawbacks .. firstly, 

the very purpose of th~ new strategy created an impression 

that there was a close link between counter force attacks 

and first strike, which meant that 1 t would have t.o be a 

decisive surprise blow, to disarm the enemy and put. him at 

the attackers mercy. Tb1s aonst1 tuted not a strategy that 

30 Ib1Cl., P• 235. 

31 Robert McNamara, "Defense Ar.r$11gements of the North 
Atlantic Community•, Deptr~t of State Bulletin jz, 
July 9, 1962, pp.67-s. 
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would deter war but inarease .the chances o.f war. Morton 

Halperin pointed out that such a strategy in the .eventual! ty 

of a conflict envisages to attack the enemies strategic 

forces which are vulnerable. m111 tary tarqets or econornf.a 

targets not close to population aen1:res. Here the problem 

of discerning which of these targets are nost relcwsnt to 

Soviet intermediate and strategic attaa'k could lead to a 

mlscalculat1on that. could le~d to esaalat1on. 32 A third 

reason being that the incentive to target strategic forces 

for purposes of damage limitation., would not be distinguished 

from a first strike attack. This would lead to an esaalatt.on 

into a strategic war. The influence behind this attack of 

damage 11m.t tation being the fear that despite all the 

options- conventional and nuclear- a general nuclear war · 

coUld not be ruled out. 

Though there was retreat from the doctrine of adding 

flexibility to American strategic options, a powerful section 

of the American strategic community believed in the variety 

of scenarios described to effectively liml t a nuclear war 

short of fUll scale destruction and also maintain flexible 

options. The post-Ci ~Y AVoidance doctrine was a period ill 

which the Mutual Assured Destruction Doctrine (MAD) held 

sway. In part this change came a~ut as a realisation in us 

official c:iroles that the Soviets in this post.-Khrushahw 

32 Morton Halperin~ 8 1'he •No Ci t1 es• Doctrine•, !!K. 
RepURlig, October 1962. 
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phase had latmehed on a massive programme to build missiles. 

The painful and humtliatinq retreat from CUba in 1962 made 

them achiwe this programme with single mlnded zeal. The 

resul. t. was that by 1965-66.1 t was assumec:l in the West that 

the advances in the SoYiet missile armoury were big enough 

to threaten Western society completely. Hr.moe the MAD para

c:l1gm was adopted. 

The wheel had turned a full circle. The Mutual Assured 

Destruction Model was again coming under .tnoreasing attack 

from those who favoured the notion of fleXibility in the 

strategic doctrine of the us. However two new faotors were 

responsible for this renewed emphasia. Firstly, the drive 

of technology had impelled in the strategic thinkers the 

belief that deterrence is unsatisfactory when based upon •un

usable" weapons. Advocates of this line were William Van 

Cleavre and Roger Banett who saw detirrenoe as a product of 

capability and credibility. •The greater the capability to 

use nuclear forces in a rational and non-apoclyptic manner/ 

iashion, the greater the cred1bil1 ty and thus the strength 

of deterrence.•33 secondly, a President was openly talking 

about the need for new options rather than being presented 

w1 th all or nothing choices. Albert Wohlstetter argued on 

these lines too, saying that a policy of MAD which is a policy 

33 William Van Cleave and Roger w.Barnett, "Strategic 
Adaptability", Orbit• xv111a 3 Autumn 1974, p.6S5. 
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•of unrestrained, indiscriminate attack on Russian oivilians, 

executed without reserve, with no attempt to induce restraint 

in the Soviet leadership, can serve no purpose of State under 

any circumstances. If MAD means a policy of using strategic 

·force only as a reflex to kill populations it calls for a 

course of action under wery circumstance of attack that 

makes sense in none. Attacking it even more trenchently, 

, he commented, •not even Ghenghis Khan tried to avoid mil! tary 

targets and to concentrate only on killing civilians•. 34 

Thus the debate on oounter~force strategy was whether the 

purpose of strategic policy was war-avoidance or alternatively, 

the creation of the capacity for war ... fighting. This dualism 

was characterized by J.Garnett as •limited war strategies were 

advanced as a response to two quite different pressures. 

First they developed because if deterrence failed, men wanted 

an alternative to annihilation, and second, they developed 

because many believed that the ability to wage limdted war 

enhanced deterrence.•35 This view was supported by Albert 
f, 

Wohlstetter and Geoffrey Beit, who maintained that the 

pursuit in restraint in war is supportive of restraint in 

recourse to war, and as such, the two goals are complementary 

rather than antagonistic. 36 This particular thinking towards 
J 

34 Albert Wohlstetter, •Threats and Promises of Peace: 
Europe and America in a New Era•, Orb!s, Winter 1974~ 
p.ll33 and 1127. 

35 J.Garnett, in Baylis et al. Contemporarx St[ategy, 
(London, 1975), pp.ll6-ll7. 

36 Geoffrey Best, Human! ty in War far§ (London, 1980) ,. 
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nuclear war had its opponents too. Foremost among them were 

those who ar!tiaized this approach on the ground that thinking 

about. the eonduot of limited war might well hasten its initi

ation. Barry Carter denounced the counter-force option 

because "the Administration• s promotion of the option and 1 ts 

general public advocacy of a counter force strategy might 

have a pervasive, 1 f aubtle, ·tendency to reduae the 1nh1b1 t:ions 

against the use ~f nuclear weapona•. 37 O~er leadinq scholars 

who were against this option were Wolfgang .Panofsky and 

Herbert Scoville. Scoville wrote, 

The initiation of nuclear war at any level 
1s a disaster that is more likely to happen 
if national leaders can fool theJDselves into 
believing that 1 t might be kept small and. 
that they might come out the v1ators.(3S) 

James Schlesinger became Secretary of Defense in 

President Ni~n•s Administration in 1973. Taking a~antage 

of a study oornmlssioned by the National Security Council in 

Ap:' 11 1971. called "strategic objectives• • Sc:hlesinqer too'k 

t.hi s unique opportunity 'tc;) turn theory into practice. By 

January 1974 he was able to publicly state that there was 

a "change in the strategies of the United States with regard 

to the hypothetidal employment of central strateq1c forces•. 

37 Barry Carter. •Nuclear Strategy and Nuolear War•, 
Soientifig Am§rican. May 1974, p.lo. 

39 Herbert Scoville. •Flexible Madness•, Fpreign 
Affairs, Spring 1974, p.17S. 
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He characterized this ahanqe as having a wider objective 

vi~. as wide a range of nuclear op~ons, from the. very 

small to the very large. and that: the bias was on the de'lelop.. 

ment of the smaller strikes which were to be aounterfOrae 

than the counter-city model. This was intended to reduce the 

chances of uncontrolled escalation and •hi t the meaningful 

targets with a sufficient aacuracy.yi.eld combination to destroy 

only the intended target and to avoid widespread collateral 

damage.• Contingencies were also made to include accidental 

acts# the escalation from conventional warfare to nuclear 

resort. e c:hallenge to •a nuclear test of wills" by ill

informed or aornered ~d desperate leaders• involving the 

nuclear eqUivalent of •shots across the bow-'. 

Ita critics attacked on three Pointsa the u~reality 

of the belief that nuclear war coUld be controlled~ if it 

were beliwed tha:t nuclear war oouJ.d be controlled at tolerable 

levels of damage this could increase the risk of premature 

use of these weaponst and renewed stress of counter force 

options coUld raise the fear of f1rst.atr.tke amb1 ttons, intro

ducing _the danger of an ernt$ raae an.d jeopardize SAil~ • 39 

Bernard Brodie questioned it in a different waYJ he termed 

eounter-foroe as •strategic fic:tion• and questioned whether 

•expanding the President• s nd.l.t.tary options 1s always a good 

thing•, because of the burden it put on h1 s •Wisdom". The 

ar1 tics were quick to realize that the central problem of 
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limt ted war was one_ of policy rel~ting to ends and means 

and not of administrative fiat, that the theorists had 

resorted to. Kolkowioz has pointed out that national trad-

1 tions also play a part in the views that th(' Americans bold 

about l1ndted controlled war. He locates this tendency in 

the main springs of American intellectual thought and tradi-
. 

tions • •the- roots of modern American strategic theory and 

doctrine lie in the soient.ifie spirit of the Enliqhtenment 

end in the optimistic tradition of the rrore recent period 

which envisaged man• s ab111ty to control. manage and order 

conflict by rational scient.J. fie end technological means". 40 

The new I'IJC)de of warfare as enunciated in the Sahles1nger 

Doctrine required some sort of SOViet connivance as it takes 

two to keep a nuclear war llmJ.ted. However, the soviet 

public pronouncements were hostile to this aoneept. S<nriet 

military thought had a diametricallY opposite view on the 

nature of limited war. There was some indication of Soviet 

planning on the posaibil!ties that a nuolear war could Odcur 

and containing it before it engulfed the Soviet Union. As 

the soviet strategic doctrine stresses on victory the American 

perceptions ot avoiding collateral &lmaqe e1 th.er of nd.l:L tary 

installations or enemy popUlation did not have the same 

. priority in the soviet thinking. ttor did they perceive th? 

idea of w1 thholding forces in order to allow time for negotia

ti.ons to be attractive. Their view was that military force 

40 R.Kolkowicus, •on Lind.ted War8 unpublished Conference 
paper. quoted in Ian Clark, n. 2, p.l60. 
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was the result of the breakdown of diplomacy. They have 

constantly stressed on the belief that onc::e a nuc::1ear war 

has broken out the object is ~ give the enemy a crushing 

rebuff. Oolonel Sidorenko•s The OfCensiy@ dealt with this 

aspeat at 1 ength. 

As the deoade of the 70s moved on, the Schlesinger 

Doctrine was made increasingly inoperative as 1 ts crt tics 

noted that temptation to qain m.ili tary adv'antage 1n the attack 

would not keep the war litnited. 'rhe Doctrine had three basic 

levels of escalations aid to conventional forces engaged in 

major fighting, probably in Eitrope, destruction of remaining 

enemy strategic forces to lind. t further dama.ger attainment 

of effective military superiority at a particUlar point in 

the escalation ladder. To attain each of these would require 

si2)eable strikes. 

Vnder Gerald Ford the doctrine of lim:l. ted nuclear war 

did not eee any refinements. Though the counter force strategy 

remained a pert of the US nd.li tary doctrine# there was not 

111oh movement towards converting theory into practice. But 

the question on how to use these weapons of mass destruction 

in wa~: in e. aontrolled way still nagged Pentagon officials 

and academics. Even the Carter Administration faced this 

dilemma. 

Jimmy Carter came int.o the Wh1 te House w1 tb the avowed 

aim of doing away with nuelear weapons. In the beginning he 
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toyed with the ,idea of minimum deterrence. He even dismissed 

the notion of limited nuclear war. In 1979, secretary of 

Defense.. Harold Brown said, 

counter force and damage limiting campaigns 
have been put forward as the nualear equi
valents of traditional warfare. But . their 
proponents find it diffioul t to tell us that 
what ob9ot1ves ~ enemy would seek in laun
ching spoh campaigns, how these campaigns 
woUld efld, or how any resulting symmetries 
could be mad_e meaningful. (41) 

However, despite this disavowal of the idea of a limited 

nuclear strike, the influence of the Schlesinger Doctrine was 

pervasive in the Pentagon. Using the argument that there was 

nothing in the development of the soviet force structure 

to suggest that they completely ruled out limite~ nuclear 

encounter. The· key innovation that appeared was the induction 

of strikes against political and eoonornS.c targets rather than 

solely against rn1li1:ary targets. What emerged out of this 

thinking was the Presidential Directive 59 which was approved 

by Jimmy Carter in July 1980. The whole exercise was to 

improve deterrence by inproving the us capacity for a prolonged 

but limited nuclear war. 

The so called "Countervailing strategy" also known as 

PD 59 which was signed by President Jimmy Carter on 25 July 

1980 has been portrayed as a •significant shift in the us 
nuclear policy away from MAD towards a dOctrine based on the 

41 Harold Brown, Department qf Defense AQnYal B!RQ£t 
PY la2§Q, P• 76. 
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aapabili ty and intent to fight - and win • a, lim1 ted nuclear 

war fought through the medium of counter-force/point target 

exchanges. However# PO 59 does not itself represent a radical 

shift in American targeting policy. It is rather, the resUlt 

of sEN'eral years of study within the Pentagon and NSc ••• 

beginning with the Nixon Admt.nistrat1on. This preocoupation 

with the rigidity and inadequacy of American strategic policy 

was expressed in February 1970 by Nixon in his state of the 

world message to Congress. •should a President 1n the event 

of a nuclear attack, he left with the single option of 

ordering the mass destruction of enemy civilians in the face 

of the certainty that it would be followed by the mass 

slaughter of Amer1aans?•42 

Studies were underway that le4 to the signing of the 

National Security deci.sion memorandum 242 by Nixon on 17 

J.anuary 1974. 'l'his was supplemented by the prornulgat1on of 

the policy GUidance for the Employment. of Nuclear Weapons 

which was signed by then Defense secretary James Schlesinger 

on 4 April 1975, which in turn led to a new Single Inte

grated Operational Plan (SlOP-S) which took effect on 1 Jan

uary 1975. 'the general purpose of this series of rwis1ons 

was indicated in the Department of Defense Annual Report for 

PY 1975t 

42 Robert c.W!lliams and Philip c.Pantelon, eds., The 
Americ:t~n Atgin- A Roaumentarv Histm::z of NYQ:teo£ 
Polia&Gs 'f9~ th§ D&SOQ!!'Y of Fisslon .tQ tbg Prtgent 
1939-1984 Philadelphia, 1984. , p.227. 
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What ve need is a series of measured responses 
to aggression which bear some relationship to 
provocation, having prospect o£ terminating: 
hostilities before general nuclear war brealc:s 
out and leave some poss1bi11 ty of rest:oring 
deterrence. ( 43) 

Pollowing the Nuclear Targeting Planning Review of 1977-79, 

PD 59 continues these themes. arguing_ for grea1:er target-

ing of military assets (soft and hard),· war fighting industry 

asset~, and ~lit!aal and c3 centres. In thise sense, there 

· is a new emphasis on the first three general targets of the 

SJ:OP - Soviet nuclear forces, conventional forces, rnili tary 

and political leadership centres at the expense but not to 

the exclusion of the fourth set • the Soviet industrial 

and economic;: base. :It must be recalled that fully SO% of 

the 40,000 targets of the SIOP remain dedicated to non

nuclear force targets.44 

The MAD d.oc:trine was de-emphasized vhen it bedame 

a lear that the growth in Soviet capability and the costs -

fiscal aJ:ld political - involved in ma1nts1n1ng a capaa1 ty for 

nuclear victory were unsupportable. Soviet m111 tary targets 

remained in SIOP 1 however • w1 th a aapaci ty for sole attack 

of these within the oonfines of exlst1nq technology. The 

Countervailing strategy Involves m'Ul tJ.plication and refine

ment of limited nuclear options using •extant computer 

43 Depgrtn}egt pf Dqfens,a Arm,qaJ. RepQJZ!: l! 127;, P•46. 

44 Robert c.Williams et al. eds~. n.42• p.234. 
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capabil1tl;'es and mUltiple targeting rnenories*'" there is 

nothing inherent in the policy which is radically at 

variance with the prior evolutions in American doctrine. 

At best the tone and context of the announeement may have 

significant impact. 

Acoord1ng to Williams, PD 59 must be seen as part 

of the response of the tfestern Alliance to growing concern 

for the credibility and flexibility. of the Us nuclear 

gue.rantee in Central Europe. In this connection, the philo-

sophy behind the PD 59 is similar to that embodied 1n NATO 

LRTNF decisions and reftnenents in the tactical nuclear 

weapons area, designed to strengthen the fabric of deterrenae 

by increasing the nunber and strength of ladders in the eso

alat1on process. 

ln this sense according to Williams. there 1 s a 

general support for such a strategy within Europe, which is 

to be contrasted w1 th the antagonism which greeted efforts 

during the t1aNamara period to institute somewhat similar 

policies at the nuclear level. This reflects increased concern 

in Western Europe over perceived Soviet advances at the 

intercontinental and Euro-strategic levels, which have poten

tially obfuscated traditional European fears that war may be 

waged ln Europe while preserving SOViet and Amer.ic:an home

landa.45 

45 Ibid.. p.228. 
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Thus the countervailing theory is the reflection of 

the following tenets of the deterrence theorya 1) Deterrence 

1 s best preserved by some measure of proportionately in 

response which maintains the dredibility of the threatened . . 

use of nuclear forces by meeting each' threat With roughly 

the same level of response. It is necessary# therefore. to 

deVelop a capabi11 ty and policy which . does not leave signj.• 

ficant gaps in strategic forces or policies for their use 

which can be poli tiaally or mlli tarily explo·i ted by the 

enemy. Another obj eat of the l1rn1 ted nuclear war doatr1na 

1 s to indicate to the enemy the eapabili ty and willingness 

to respond at le'Y'els~ less than all out war, so as to deny 

the enemy his objectives. Thus it was seen t6 be more 

rational and controllable which would include some kind of 

strategic bargaining into nuclear war. Thus PD 59 was thought 

to enhance credibility of the US extended deterrent in Europe. 

Although elements of PO 59 have characterized major 

concerns with and nodi fic:atlons to, Ai'Rerican nuclear doctrine 

since 1970, a series of recent developments in the strategic 

environment have provoked greater interest in the development 

of lind. ted war strategies• ( 1) improvements in Soviet conven

tional and Euro-strat:egio capabilities (SS-20' s, Backfire 

bomber} which sinrul taneously pose the perceived danger of a 

capability £or military and political pressure in the area 

and heighten anxiety over the credibility of the us nuclear 

guarantee. 2) peripheral conflict involving the USSR part!• 

cul.arly in the Persian GUlf/SOuth \fest Asia reqiont 
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3) growing Soviet strategic capabilities which through a 

combination of numbers aoaurncy. yield and throw weight, 

indicate atleast a theoretical capability to destroy virtu. 

ally the entire ~eriaan land based missile force. PD 59 

while largely a response to these developments, may also 

have been intended to variouslya 1) counter Republican dt'i ti• 

ci srn of :the Carter Administration defense policy, 2) serve as 

a signal to the USSR that the US is willing doctrinally to 

meet SOviet capabilities on their own terms, 3) act. as a 

general signal in the post Afghanistan environment~ 4) and 

pave the way for significant upgrading of American limited 

war option capabi11t1es.46 

The technologies that would peoe1ve a push from PD 59 

and which are peroeived to be needed for any radical improve

ment in American aapabili ties to conduct 11m1 ted nuclear war 

options 1ncl \ldeJ 1) the t«A-l2A re-entry vehicles whose 
' 

deployment on Minuteman Ill and possibly the MX an4'or 1'r1dent 

D-S missiles wuld be necessary to pose a s1gn1£1oant threat 

against Soviet ss 18/19 ICBMs. 2) Trident D-5 SLSMs which 

aould be used against hardened command and control bunlcers 

and Soviet lCBMs like the SS..l7t 3) NX deVelopment in suff!e1ent 

numbers to ensure survivability, 4) a n-.anned pene~at1ng 

bomber which could be used for follow up strikes against point 

targets1. 5) improved us command and control facilities and 

procedures along the lines of the PO 53 and 58J 6) developments 

46 Ibid., p.230. 
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in ballistic missile defense1 1) and increased production 

faoili ties for strategic nuclear materials and suoh special 

materials as t.ri t1 um required for war head production which 

are currently in short sUpply, significant increased in 

produot.ion will be required for new weapons. 

The entire shopping 11 st that PD 59 provides makes 

up for the deoades of haggling that has left the Pentagon 

w1 thout getting all that 1 t wanted. All 1nd1caUona point 

to the fact that PD 59 calls for upgrading of us arsenals 

using the boqey of Soviet threat both to the American main

land and other areas of vital interest to the United States. 

Thus PD 59 was more of an arms acquisition programme built 

·up by the Carter Administration using the disturbed political 

condt.t1ons extstinq between the two super powers. 

Apart from th1 s huge shopping 11 st that the Pent;agon 

has provided for1 there are other diffic:Ulties that PD 59 

faces with respect to its limiting nuclear war. Xt is diffi

cUlt to see how a controlled nuc~ear war can take place if the 

aapao1 ty for that control is eliminated. PD 59 states that 

one of the objectives of Amertaa• s new countervailing 

strategy is to knock out Soviet political command and control 

centres. secondly. political command and oontrol fac1J.1t1es 

are hardened and dlspersed on the Soviet side W1 th their 

location unknown or such that there are so many plausible 

locations for actual leadership location t.h&t there would 

not be enough warheads to target them all• Thirdly; such 
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facilities as are known are located with major population 

centres, this would obliously hamper attetq;)ts at limiting 

the conflict. Fourthly* significant casualties may be expected 

·~rant any American attack against soviet economic or military 

assets e.g. a very limited strike against 10 Soviet refiner

ies and storage centres could lead to l.S ttdllion facilities. 

Damage levels, c::onbined w:ith inevitable difficulties in attack 

assessment might make identi fiaation of lim1 ted strikes 

difficult - perhaps provoking an all out Soviet resPQnse 

and provoke serious doubts as to how •1imi ted" strikes of th1 s 

sort would be~ perceived, even assuming accurate attack assess

ment. By merely identifying the need for .suffid.!efttt forces 

and flexibility for limited war proseaution, PD 59 does not 

indicate an upper limit for such strikes.47 

Apart from official Washington that spells out the 

doctrines that the United States would use to deter war, 

there are at the two ends of the spectrum of American strategic 

thought groups of academics who feel that the current strategy 

thought groups of academics who feel that the current strategy 

followed by the United States is either not str.onq enough 

or that the us doatrine is based on the dangerous delusion 

that viatory in the nuc::lear age is possible. 'l'he far right 

posi Uon in American strategic thought is represented by the 

47 L.Hagen, .. PD 59 and the Countervailing Strategy, 
Continuity or Change"? D~~r~e~~ of NatJ,onaJ; Defensg, 
CanA,da. Pro1m;t Rmgrt Na; PILro; (otta,wa, 1981), 
quoted in Williams et al, n.42, p.233• 
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neo-conservatives who have gained asaendenay with Ronald 

Reagan becoming President and the other side is represented 

by the eastern establishment liberals or •arms controllers• 

who have strong leanings towards the liberal Wing of the 

Democratic party in the us. 

While discussing the doctrine of limited nuclear war. 

1 t would be apt to try and follow the rationale for their 

respective beliefs. despite aompeting claims from the other 

side that they are •naive• or •bizarre•. 

The advent of the neo-conservatives to the forefront 

of the deba.te on *winning• a limited nuclear war has to be 

credited to the Reagan Revolution, that characterized a 

belligerent and more ha.rdline approach to world problems. 

It was the reaction to a decade, of what they perceived 

•surrendering• American superiority to the soviets. The 

far right po$1 tion advocates have been active ever since 

the evolution of the us strategic doctrine began. Its high 

priest was Herman Kahn, who formed the Hudson Institute, and 

with his book, O,n Ths:J!RQUClear if§£• rationalized the concept 

of war in the nuclear age in the minds of the American public. 

Its present day advocates include Colin s.Gray, Richard Burt, 

Richard Pipes and l<ei th Payne. 

To these strategic eXperts, even the PD 59, by far 

the most bold approach taken to "winning:• e nuclear war 1 ·does 

not go far enough. Their baste argument is t:hat even "appen

ding a flexible targeting concept to the mutual vUl.nerabili ty 
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paradigm does not provide an adequate solution to the self• 

deterrence dilemmat and the tmst recent US declaratory polioy 

stemming from the PD 59 does very little per se to correct 

the fundamental inadequacy of American strat.eqic thought•. 49 

Aacording to Payne. the •war fight.tng" oriented declaratory 

policy of PD 59 will not solve us self-deterrence unless it 

involves a aomml tment to effeotive damage lim1 tation and 

damage denial, which PD 59 does not address 1 tself to. 

The proponents of this position feel that in the event 

of a aounterforae ~hange between the super powers, the 

Americans would not gain any thing because they feel that 

America woUld not survive the resulting escalatory prooess. 

"Threatening the Soviets with a aounter-politieal control 

deterrent as is the orientat1on of PD 59 may Vlill be 1:o 

. threaten what the Soviets •really" value. However, an 

American President should have no interest in exeouting 

that threat unless the us aoUl.d CliscJ.pline the Soviet stra.. 

teg1a response, survive the conflict, and ensure the possi

bility of a relatively more acceptable postwar world order.49 

They feel that while the us declaratory posture is 

to deny the USSR a •theory of victory" it is however conspi

o1ous by its absence about US chance of survival and the 

48 

49 

l<eith Payne. Nyglel£ DetFif!98 6D ,US..SoyJ@t BeJ.ations 
(BoUlder • Colorado • 1982 • p.l94. 

Ibid. • p.194e 
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attainment of political objectives. It is also felt that 

augmenting US and Allied conventional forces in distant 

regions is not likely to compensate for w1 thdrawing the us 

nuclear umbrella. They reason that us nuclear forces have 

been stationed in the European theatre to offset the geogr

aphical advantage that the USSR holds and also, they realize 

that to beef up the conventional forces, the amount would be 
-

astronomical having very little political advantages. Thus 

they argue that any concept of deterrence must be adequate 

to meet Soviet threat, that is credible, across the spectrum 

of threat. They argue for a more balanced approach to offense 

and defense. This line of reasontngis taken from Herman 

Kahn, who in his book On Thermonuclear War, said that irres

pective of the provocation that the USSR projects, 1 t would 

be· irrational for the us to engage in a strategic nuclear 

escalation, unless they had made preparations to survive the 

Soviet threat. 50 

According to Henry Rowen, there was an emphasis on 

damage limitation in us declared policy prior to the Assured 

Vulnerability model of the 1960s. He contends that the ~ennedy 

AClministration sought to provide a clear differentiation in 

the targeting options on cities and mtlitary bases, and sought 

to limit damage to the American homeland through civil defense 

50 Herman Kahn, On Thermonuclear War, (Princeton, 1961), 
pp.l32-l33. 
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programmes and aounter-toroe tarqetino plans. 51 They quot.e 

McNamara• s speech at Ann Arbor to provide the essential thrust 

to their strategy. 

The US has come to the conclusion that to 
the extent feasible, basic military strategy 
in a possible general nuclear war should be 
approached in much the same way that more 
conventional mtlitary operations have been 
regarded in the past.•(S2) 

In short. they believe that the capability to deny victory 

to the opponent while protecting us societal assets is 

considered the most effective means of deterring the Soviet 

Union. 

To paraphrase Colin s. Gray, the key ~oncept of the 

classical strategy (as the neo-conserva.tives call 1 t) is 

•escalation Da~nance•. Escalation dominance means that the 

=~~·"'lJs should provide an effective deterrent across ·1me .. -spectrum 

of threat because 1 t could credibly threaten to "up the 

ante" in response to a 11tt\ttec1 provocation. The Soviet 

Union would be forced to decide whether to risk a not 1ncre-

dible American threat to escalate regardless of the level of 

Soviet attack. In short# escalation dom1natlae would provide 

Soviet leaders with an overwhelming incentive to prefer aon

o111ation rather than escalation in any conflict where deterrence 

can operate. Unlike Assured Vulnerability or Flexible 

sl Henry Rowen, "The Evolution of Strategic Nuclear 
Doctrine" in Laurence l-1artin ed., Stra.tegic Thgught 
LP sne Nuclear Agg. Baltimore Md., 1979. p.145. 
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Targeting. the classical stra.tegy approach to deterrence 

is predicated upon the capability to pursue a non-suicidal 

process of war termination if war occurs and proceed~ to 

a military dec1s1on. 53 

Rebutting the claim made by its oirtios that the 

classical strategy has callous disregard for the number of 

lives lost in the event of a nuclear war, it states that 

classical strAtegy is not an advoCflC::Y of the acceptability 

of war, it is a recognition that deterrence can fail, and 

in that event, the most important obJective would be to 

save lives. 54 

Thus the force posture that the classical strategy 

envisages would entail a counter political/military dete

rrence threat ~a heavily counterforce targeting policy, 

and a survivable hard target kill oapabili ty ao.mplemented 

by both active and passive defenses i.e. air defense, 

ballistic missile defense and civil defense.55 ~hey also 

talk about incorporating high energy las~r or particle 

beam technology in the Ballistic Missile Defense(BHD) • 

53 Colin s.Gray, "Nuclear Strategy: A case for a Theory 
of Victory", Iptgrne'S!9Dal .. s~UfitX• 4 no. 1, summer 
1979, p.14S. 

54 Herman Kahn, •Some Comments ob Controlled War", 
~~ted Strat§qig WQE,(New York 1962), p.143. 

55 Philip Klass, "Ballistic Missile Defense Tests Set•, 
JiV:igtio.n Week fiDd ,space TE-:,slmR:}.gg:z 112, no. 24, June 
16, 1980. 
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Survivabdlity would be a critical characteristic of the 

offensive c:apabili ties in such a force posture. S\l.t'V'iv

ability would be essential in denying the Soviet Union any 

expectation that it co1.1ld achieve its primary objective 

of ohanging the correlation of roroes decisively in a preemp

tive attack. Denying the Soviet Union its requirement for 

.. victory* should provide an effective offensiv-e deterrent 

threat1 and .a balanced approach·to offense and defense should 

render that deterr:ent credible. 56 

The other end of the spectrum consists of those 

experts,. former diplomate and military officers# who believe 

that the refinement of policies- and scenarios of nuclear 

warfighting woUld only lead to the possibility of increased 

usa of nuclear weapons. 'l'hey decry the advocacy of prepar-
s·7 ation for •ratonaln nuclear warfare. Leon Sloss, who 

once headed Jimmy Carter's Nuclear Targeting Policy Review 

for the Department of Defense feels that "the e&1phas1s· bas 

shifted from the survivability necessary to assure t.hat we 

can launch a single preplanned strike to the endurance and 

involve a series of nuclear exohanges ... ss 

56 Payne, n.4a, p.l99. 

57 :the extreme advooacy for such p:~ations is found 
in Colin s.aray and Keith Payne, Victory is Possible" 
!!,orqi,StQ. f.oJ..iSZ• No.39, summer 1980, pp.14-27. 

58 Loon Slos3, ·~arter4 s Nuclear Policy t Going from 
MAD to Worse? Noa Its evolutionary not revolutionary, 
aims to strengthen deterronce0

• Los Angele.s 'l'ies., 
August 31. 1980. 
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ACcording to Rene'Lou- is Beres, the current US 

strategic nuclear policy rests on the assumption that t.be 

Soviets might have something 1x> gain by launching a limited 

first strike attack on the US or its allies. This assumption 

overlooks the fact that the Soviets do not share the American 

view on controlled nuclear aonfliat.59 

secondly, the reason advocated for a lim.f.ted s't!!'ike 

capability is the Soviet willingness to use these weapon 

first. If their object is to attack first, the Soviet must 

be in a posi t1on to effectively destroy possible American 

ICBM• s, which acoordinq to Sidney Drell, testifying before 

the senate Sub.committ.ee on Arms Control, woUld have to 

launch an attack that would lead to approximately 19.3 

million American fatalities. Even a counter-force assault 

of this magnitude would still allow for us ICBMs to const1-, 

tute an assurdly destruetive retatJ.atory force. Given the 

prospect for retaliation, the Soviets in the first place 

would have no incentive to launch a counter-force attack 

upon the us. 

PaUl Warnke, former Direator of the US Arms Control 

and Disarmament Agency has statedf 

59 Louis Rene Beres, •Tilting towards Thanatos 1 
America • s Countervailing Strategy", J.n ' ·' klaus 
Knorr ed., Power, st;:Att:aY ;gd SegY[.f;t:z, (Princeton, 
1983) , p.el. 
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scenarios fOr limited strategic exchange 
between the two countries are inherently 
inplausible. Any Soviet attack that woUld 
leave untouched the majority of our strategic: 
nuolear delivery vehicles woUld be an aat of 
insane provocation• To have even a theoreU
oal chance of taking out our rrore than 1000 

land based ICSMs. the Soviets, would have 
to launah 2000 to 3000 accurate warheads of 
high yield. This could hardly be described 
as a limited nuclear war. It woUld 
deserve and wquld reaeive atleast efJUally 
massive response.(60) 

Another point on which the arms eontrolle.r:s attack 

the present policy is the per~eption they have of the Soviets 

being deterred by the threat of lim1 ted American counter

force reprisals than by ~e threat of overwhelming total 

retaliation. All m111 tary journals of the Soviet Union have 

made it clear that the Soviet Union would not play the 

strategic game with US rules. They have made it clear that 

once the nuolear threshold has been crossed they would 

retaliate with all out nuclear war.61 Bernard Brodie observed, 

SOViet commentary on the limited war thinking 
emanating from the west has thus far been 
uniformly hostile and decisive. Especially 
derided has been the thought that wars might 
remain lim1 ted while being fought w1 th atomic 
weapons. ( 62) 

60 Paul Warnke, "Carter•s Nuclear Policy • Going !rom 
MAD to Worse? Yesa The Revision of us strategy 
implies a Belief in Limited war•, &Qs ApqeJ.eg 'l'&rggs, 
August 31, 1980. 

61 On the earliest articles that appeared on the sUbject 
was by Col.V.Moohalov and Maj.V.Dashiohev, "The smoke 
sareen of the American Imperialists", Red S$§£1 
December 195 7, quoted in Louts Rene Beres, "Til tinq 
Towards Thanatost p.84. _ 

62 Bernard Brodie, S,trAteaY ,t,n tht M1ss~le A921 (Prince-
ton. 1959), p.322. · 



Even a contemporary Sovietologist Richard Pipes has character

ized the Soviet position, "In the Soviet view, a nuclear 

war would be t:otal •••• I.J.m:tted nuclear war, flexible response, 

escalation, damage lirni tat1on, and all the other numerous 

refinements of us strategic doctrine find no place in 1 ts 

Soviet oounterpart ••• 63 

'l'he classical strategy sta.tes that there must be war 

survivable/damage limitation fOr deterrence to have oredi

bili ty. They want renewed coftlll1 tment on BMD, Civil Defense 

and continuing reliance Ol'l nuclear first ~se. These American 

intentions to place a large percentage of Soviet strategic 

!orces in jeopardy would make the deterrence that exists 

in the main due to the survivable and enduring retaliatory 

capability,. tenous, which could provide the USSR with a heigh

tened incentive to strike first. A counter-force capability _ 

is likely to serve only the country that strikes first. Used 

in retaliat.1.on, counter-force targeted warheads would only 

h1 t empty silos. 

The other aspect of PD 59 which has come in for sharp 

criticism is •to destroy the ability of the Soviet leadership 

to continue to exercise pol1t.1.cal control over its domestic 

and 'colonial• terri tory - either by killing the leadership 

itself making it irrpossible for the leadership to communicate 

63 Richard Pipes. •Why the. Soviet Union Thinks 1 t Could 
Fight and Win a Nuclear War•, CQl!ln!§Dtar.;z, Vo1.64, 
July 1977. 
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with 1 ts subordinates, or by destroying the means by which 

the leadership's orders are carried out•.64 Such a rationale 

would qo against the possibility of preservinq the prospeots 

for lind ted, controlled nuclear aon£11ot. 

'l'he Reagan Adm1nistrat1on1 s funding to implement the 

•crisis relocation capabilitY' has also· aome in for aritio!sm. 

Rather than strengthen deterrence by deQOnstrating us prepare

dness, plans !or crisis relooati·on maf underscore Soviet fears 

of an American first strike. Even if large scale civilian 

· evacuation plans were workable, and if a government directed 

civilian exodus several days before a nuclear war woUld not 

degenerate into ahaos, a Soviet nuclear attack could still 

doom virtually every American. 

Louis Rene Beres attaQks the notion that nuclear war 

could somehow be endured or •won... With a great deal of 

scientific and medical evidence that now exists, the unanimous 

canol usions of all experts is that nuclear war al any lcwel 

woUld have intolerable consequences. The United States 

National Academy of Soienaes published a report in 1975 

called •tong Term Worldwide Effects of MUltiple Nuclear 

Weapons Detonations• which predicted •a horrendous aalam:l. tya 
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a hypothetical exchange involving the detonation of many 

nuclear weapons. In the worst case considered. about one 

hal£ of all nuclear weapons in current strategic arsenals 

vi~. soo to 1000 weapons of yield 10 to 20 megatons each ••• 

are exchanged among the participants. No report can portray 

the enormity, the utter bora which JDUSt be fall the targeted 

areas and adjoining terr1tories.•65 

The. Office of Technology Assessment of the us COngress 

after studying the effects of "limited• nuclear exchanges 

came to the conclusion that the effects would be "enormous• • 

'l'he irrpaot of a small attaak on economic targets would mske 

"economic recovery possible, bu.t the econom1c damage and 

social dislocation would be immense." 

America • s counter force strategy is based on the assump

tion that the Soviet first strike will be limited. Henoe the 

Z'_leed to have a second strike capability. But the dealared 

policy of Soviets has always advocated an all out nuclear 

strike in case war breaks out. The SOviets are fully aware 

of the fact that if they do not destroy as many Ameridan 

ICBMs as possible they would be 1nv1 ting retribution from 

the Americans. SO why liOuld they in the first place strike 

with limited means. The credibility of the case against 

65 Philip Handler, J&mi Tnrm tprlgwJ.Q.g Effects. o( Mylt1-
Qle Nugleaf Wt§RADS DetgQA~qns. National Academy of 
Scienaes, li'ashington.. August 1975) • 
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limited nuclear war was tmder~cored in March 1992, by a five 

day war game played by American command author! ties. Cod&

naJDed '*Ivy League" the game represented the first time .t.n 25 

year.s that the us aommand structures and communications systems 

that woUld be used in nuclear war were given a conplet:e 

exercise. According to a report by the '!all St£ut Journ~• 

the exercise began w1 th t.he assumptions of rising internatio

nal tensions and both the USA and USSR began mb111zing for 

war. After SOviet attacks on American fOrces overseas, war 

was declared, a US ship was sunk in the North Atlantic, and 

us troops overs~as were attacked by troops using ahem!c:al 

warfare. The President then ordered a "low-level" nuclear 

retaliation and the war escalated to uncontrolled dimensions. 

After a 5000 megaton missile attaak on the us, the game ended 

with the killing of the president and his suac:assors, resulting 

in worldwide obl1terat1on.66 

The soviet fears of an American first strike might 

also be self-fulfilling. Such tears tntqht occasion their own 

adoption of launah-on-warn1ng strategies* expanding . the risk 

not only· of accidental war, but also of preemption by the 

us .. To Beres* American strategy "rather than strengthen 

deterrence ••• will .inE!V'itably ina~ease the likelihood of nuolear 

66 •us Reportedly Tried Pra.ctising Doomsday \far", 'l'he 
WAll @!:£get Jgw;:o§A• Marah 26* 1982. 

" 
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war w1 th the USSR• 6? 

Another criticism of the advocates of the l1tn1ted 

nuclear war strategy is that they ere prone to stress weapons 

effects on the enemy. They have not been merely as thorough 

in desoribi.ng what might happen 1 f the enemy responded with 

tactical nuclear weapons.. They have also ignored the effects 

a t'i~CJ-sided exchange will have on people, industry and 

society. Michael Howard has made this trenchant aritia!sm 

of Western nuclear strate~ 

works about nuclear war and deterrence norma-
lly treat their topic as an e.cti vi ty taking 
place alnklst entirely in the technological d.t
mention. From their writings not only the 
sooio-poli tieal but the operational elements 
have quite disappeared. 'l'he tecShnological 
oapabili ties of nuclear arsenals are treated 
as being decisive in themselves1 involving a 
calculation of outoome so complete and discrete 
that neither the political rrotivation for the 
conflict. nor the aooial factors involved in its 
oonduat indeed the m111tary ac::tivity of fighting. 
are taken into a.QQOunt. ( 68) 

Bares queat;lons the political validity of the counter-· 

vailing strategy •the policY's plan to secure Soviet • gooCl 

behaviour' by the threat of engaging in a nuclear war is a 

unique oase of the augmentum ad baculum. This appeal to 

force is not only intrinsically UJ'lrelated to the merits of 

61 Louis Rene Beres, t!&Jnlcki~ SisyphU§ •A!ner!sa•s 
Q:!yn1;A£Yail,l:rJS Strat.!Qy1 Lexington ~~ss. 1983)" 
p.21. 

Michael Howard,. •The Forgotten Dimensions of Strateqy" ~ 
Forft&sm Affti£s, summer 1979; p.97S. 
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the desired course of Soviet aonduct it is also destined 

to fail". He further questions the a ttertpts to play to the 

American public. "••• manipulation of public opinion for 

domestic political considerations. Here the correctness 

or reasonableness of the policy 1~ defended by an enotional 

appeal "to the people• fOr sustaining defense expenditures 

of $ 1. 6 td.ll!on over 5 years as patriotic duty. Describing 

the massive build up of SOviet strategic forces as proof 

pos1 t1.ve of their a99ressive de::;igns Ronald Reagan has told 

the American people that the Soviets "will lie# cheat and 

eomm! t any crime" to further their objectives-. This appeal 

to th~ gallery seeking widespread assent to a conclusion 

about our nualear policy that is unspPported by valid 

t .69 
. argumen ••• "trs insecurity rises with the Clollars we 

impute to the Soviet mtlitary effort. But in actual fact 

Soviet eXpend1 tures are not known. The us intelligence 

community reconstructs the Soviet military budget by· asking 

• what would it cost to buy the Soviet defense establishment 

in the us at US prices?•. Our intelligence analysts pretend 

that the Soviets procure their tanks from GM and they pay 

their Us volunteer wages to their aonsaripts."70 

Rear Admiral Eugene Caroll USN (Retd.) · speaking for 

the Center for Defense Information expressed apprehension 

69 

70 
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that •the nove away from the concept of nuclear deterrence 

to nuclear warfi_qhting, coupled with the Administration•s 

strong anti-Soviet rhetoric and TNF rrodernizetion program 

• • • is increasing the risk to nuclear ~ar in the world•. 71 

finally Michael Howard, summlng Up the dilemmas of 

the US strategic policy of fighting a nuclear war said, •When 

I read the flood of scenarios in strategic journals about 

' first strike capabilities, counter-force OJ:' countervailing, 

flexible response. escalation dominance and the rest of the 

postulates of nuclear theology I ask myself in bewildermentt 

this war they are describing what is 1 t about? The defense 

of Japan? Access to the Gulf? If so, why is thi.s goal not 

mentioned and why is the strategy not related to the progress 

of the conflict in these regions? But 1 f it 1 s not related 

to this Jd.nd of specific object, ihat are we talking about? 

Has not the bulk of us thinking been eaaatly what Clausewitz 

described • something that, because it is d1vorc:ed from any 

political context is pointless and dwoid of sense?•72 

The Soviets s1nae 1955 have always said in their 

declaratory statements that it is impossible to use nu.olear 

71 Quoted in Beres. n.67, p.S. 

72 M1cheal Howard, •on Fighting a Nuclear War, I,ntema
t!Rnl6 sg;ur1~, s, No.4, spring 1981. p.7. 
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weapons on a Urnited tactical scale because of their highly 

. de~truot1ve nature. Major General N. Talensky wri tlng in 

January lOSS against NATO• s •trip..wire• .strategy involving 

the use of tactical nuclear weapons, argued that 'the very 

nature m111 tated against the likelihood of their being· used 

on a tactical saale.73 

They have always believed that the use of nualear 

we.apons in a 11rn1 ted nuclear war may escalate into their use 

on the strategic level. To quote Major General N. Talens'ky 

the present development of the means of 
atomlo attack makes 1 t possible to strike 
powerful blows across oceans as well. Conse
quently, the American atom-maniacs have no 
grounds for considering that if they preci• 
pi tate atomic war 1 the terri tory of the US 
will remain invUlnerable. In a war against a 
strong adversary, it is impo.ssible in our &lys 
to count on striking blows at the enemy w1 thout 
being subjected to his counter blows, which · 
might be of greater 1npaot. (74) . 

American experts· have tended to see SOviet pronouncements as 

propaganda statements either to hide their own shortcomings 

in missiles with regard to aoouraoy, or use such statements 

to _make the us public dlssuade the us Government from initia

ting 11m1 ted wars for the suppression of •so-called wars of 

73 Maj.Gen.N.'l'alensky, quoted in T.Wolfe, Soviftt fawcr 
gd EY£2pe1 694§:=197p. (Baltimore, 1970) • pp.144-14S. 

74 N.Talensky, "Atomic and Conventional Ar:ms .. , IntsFJl
lt.f.onal Aff§Arg (Moscow) No.1, January 1955, p.29. 
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national liberation or from preparing to defend Soviet ini Uated 

l.aal wars.•75 
1~1 

The most prominent statement by a Soviet leader on the 

o/question of uncontrolled escalation was by Hikita Khrusbahev 

who while addressing the supreme SOviet in January 1910, 

.dismissed l1m1ted wars as •nonsense•. He clearly stated that 

1 f war w1 th nuqlear weapons was in1 tiated against Cotnmuni.st 

countries, retaliation would be •c1eep in the belligerents 

terri tory•. 'rhus t<hrushc~w place4 pr.t.~y e~~phasis on a 

posture of minimum deterrence. The Soviets have always been 

fearful that. the United States is using liltd.t.ed aoftY'entional 

wars as a preparation for unleashing a total nuclear war 

against them. •f,the theory of local war is a mask designed to 

conceal the preparaticns for total war and to justify the use 

of nuclear weapons in the struggle against the peoples who 

have unfurled the banner of national liberation• •76 American 

strategic eXperts of the far right have tended to view such 

Soviet statements to prove that although tho Soviets realized 

that the lack of credibility of massive retaliation made 

limited war a safer means of enforcing the containment strategy 

for the us, ideological constraints prevented the Soviets 

from making publio SpecUlation on th1 s point. 71 

75 
76 

77 

R.Garthoff, SpviAA S!?fat!SV' 1D thg 11J.ss&le l\9SbP•110• 
N.Talensky, •Mili tary Strategy and Poretgn Policy" • 
InamatJ.smSll Affairg, No.3, March 1958, p.2e. 
Loak:wood# The ]F.'t Vig of StrA,tesd;c Do;tr1D!• (New 
Branswiak, 198 , p.68. 
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The SOviets have always believed that the US attempts 

to move away from the doctrine of tna.ssive retaliation to 

11m1 ted wars was based on the belief· that the change was 

foraed due to the qualitative shift that occurred. in favour 

of the SWiet Union. Though SOViet QOmmentators nwer 

delinked the massive retaliation doctrine from the new termi• 

nologies like •graduated det:errence• f •11m1 ted wars" otc. • 

there was no doubt that they perceived the need for newer 

doctrines because the Soviet nuclear arsenal had beoome bigqer ~· 

and hence the American homeland was as vulnerable· to Soviet 

attack as woUld be the c:::ontinent of Europe. Hence they 

tried to,ahannelize, their ~litary.teohn!cal" SUperiority 

into limited wars. Colonel Konenenko, wrote in the July 1958 

issue.rl of Intaroat.igng.A t\ffAArJh "It is not for nothing that 

Amedfcan publications of all kinds are paying nore attention 

to the idea" .of "limited" • 0 looal• and •little• wars, trying 

even to cu::·eate the inpression that a major world war can be 

replac:::ed by a aeries of .. 11tt.les11 wars- thus preventing m111-. 

tary operations from touching American soil ••• The fear that 

the oap1ta11st system would collapse as a result of a total 

nuclear war is the main reason for the interest in "little• 

wars. Henry kissi~ger, the American military writer, writes 

in his Nua6u.&: WgRQna Mfl Fsu:aso.. J~st.J.igx. that • the fear 

that an all out thermonuclear war might lead to the d!sinte

gration of the social structure offers an opportunity to set 

litni ts to both war and di,plOfr!aCy• • 78 

78 Colonel Konenenko. 11President us Military Thinking 
and the Arms Drive .. , tntw;:nat!onal Af(§irs,., No.7, 
JUly 1958, pp.l7-1B. 
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1'be Soviets viewed flexible response whose Ultimate 

goal was to unleash a total nuclear war against the So1'/iet 

Union. Flexible response envisions the use o:f limited nuclear 

wars as a preparation for unleashing suah a war. The first 

ed1 t1on of Marshall SOkolovskiy• s f:lligry Strtt!QX reflected 

the Sov1.et view of flexible response. "They are afraJ..d to 

take the initiative in unleashing a nuclear war, since this 

would be disadvantageous from the political standpoint and 

extremely dangerous from the military standpoint. 'l'be whole 

point o£ their plans in this regard is to use nuclear weapons 

in the course of expanding local conflicts. particularly at 

critical 110ments, in order to alter the situation (locally) 

in their favour. They expect to be able t'.o lind. t the el'lplOY

ment of nuclear weapons to their satellites and to defend 

their own territory. atleast at the beqinnin~ of the war, from 

a crushing nuclear blow. This is the essence of 'their aggre

ssive plans to initiate a new world war, using .local wars and 

confliots.•19 As before with the doctrine of Massive Retell• 

ation, the Soviets again emphasized that it would not be 

possible for the tJS to lay down the ruleS for waging Uml ted 

nuclear or conventional wars. •Any war, if the irrperial:.t.sta 

launch itt has a tendenc:y to escalate into an unlilld.ted war•.90 

19 Lockwood. n. 77, p.s4. 
eo Ibi<i+, p.es. 
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Another theme that the Soviets stressed in the oppOs1 tion to 

flexible response was the impossibility to distinguish between 

m1li t.ary targets and popUlated areas in the employment of 

tactical nuclear weapons. They also maintain that the nature 

of flexible response is essent:ially no different from that 

of massive retaliation. 

'l'he use of having options in responding to the Soviet 

threat made the Soviets wary of us designs., particularly in 

the Third World where both powers were trYing to consolidate 

their gains for spheres of influence. The flexible response 

doctrine would mean that Soviet threat would be aountered 

through appropriate means depending on the nature of the threat. 

This war fighting ability in the us doctrine did worry Soviet 

experts. However;. the Soviets plugged their propaganda line 

that the ohange in doctrines came about as a result of the 

changes in the strategic balance i.n fa'V'Our of the Soviet Urd.on. 

By the time the flexible response doctrine came into force 

the us was far ahead of the Soviets in IOSMs, both meg~ton 

and accuraQy wise. ~e Soviets viewed this talk from •a 

position of strength• as trying to impose upon the Soviet 

Union restraints., 

McNamara's concepts of no-o1 ties# aounter-foroe and 

launch on warning came in for scathing attack on the grounds 

that since the us counter-force strikes would not be able to 

destroy all the Soviet missiles it would be ineffeat.ive. 

Relative superiority woUld have no meaning as long as both 
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sides possess an assured capac:1 ty for •crushing• retaliation. 

It can be observed that the Soviet views on nuclear war 

though being rema.C'lc:.ably consistent have changed over a period . 
of time, resulting from inprovements in their own tEKJhnolo-

q1es and accuracy and thc:a.ir inferiority vis-a•vis the us. 

An example of this would be the CUban M1s~1le crisis. The 

soviets wanted to emplace IRBMs in CUba obviously to reduce 

the time span in threatening the us mainland. It also was 

a reflection on the sophistication of their ICBMs. That the 

soviets withdrew meant that they realized that the American 

attempts to use nuclear weapons as politieal leverage had 

worked.81 

The Schlesinger Doctrine oame in for standard Soviet 

ari tioism. Apart from earlier arguments., they introduced a 

new line of thinking that the us was striving to derive 

unilateral advantages from the limf.tec!l nuclear options 

through a lowering of the nuclear threshold. This new argument 

has to be seen from the results of the decade that had passed. 

The Soviets in the decade 1964.74 bad been able to inprove 

their nuclear arsenals enormously. They viewed SALT-X more 

as a result of growing Soviet power and the ac::hieu"ement. of 

SOViet parity with the US than as an integral part. of the 

desire on the part of both sides to improve relations. With 

the introduction of the Schlesinger Doctrine they perceived 
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that the us was trying to upset the rough parity that existed 

between the two powers and seek unilateral a<Wantages. 

Mezhdunarodnaia Zhizn, the Russian lenquage version of 

InternstJ.szQil AffaJ.&:s, wrote in May 1975, •xn substantiating 

the need for the strategy of • retargetin~, the us mlli i:ary 

theoreticians assert that t.he us possession of the ability 

to wage 'lind. ted• nuclear wars intensifies 'deterrent• effect 
. . 

and strengthens international stability. But in reality 

this theory. which preaches the permissibility of the use of 

nuclear weapons leads to an erosion of the d1 fferences between 

oonvent1onal and nuclear wars and creates en illusion of the 

leq1 timaoy of a war in which nuclear missile means are used". 82 

-The initial· soviet response to PD 59 was along the 

lines of their reaction to previous us st.tategic doatrine.t the 

us was once again trying to break out of the strategic iapasse 

that had· been foroed upon it by the growth of the Soviet 

strategic power by delisinq a •new• strategy which the US 

beli wed would bring victory. Major General Slobodenko 

writing in the J~nuary 1981 issue of In;t.em;rtional Af£Hg 

said, 

The material base for the elaboratlon of this 
strateqy is provided by the dev"elopment and 
sophistication of diverse new arms systems in 
the us, with which its government circles hope 
to ach1we mtlitary superiority over the Soviet 

82 Ibi~, p.143. 
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Onion. This once again outlines the extreme 
danger stemmtng from the arms race. which is 
continuously being whipped up be aggressive 
inper1ali st forces, since the stoclcpiling and 
sophistication of weapons do not increase 
security but on the eontrary as the •new 
nuclear strategy" denl)nstretes, increase the 
threat for all the people throughout the 
world.(83) 

Thus the Soviets believe that 11m1 ted nuclear war 

basically is an attempt by the us to break out of the "parity" 

forced upon it by the Soviet Union. 11or this, f:!!ler since the 

1950s they halle tried to erolve new strateqies to overcome 

this "catch-up" game by the Soviets. The Soviets have been 

firmly consistent that the_ attempt by the US to force its 

rUles of the game for a l:f.ml ted nuclear war on the USSR would 

be unacceptable. Poll tically, the Soviets by playing to the 

sens1bil1t1es of the public at large have benefitted the 

most by sounding the nore rational of the two. However, 

despite the absence of pronouncements on -limited war fighting. 

except for the article by Colonel Ryb)dn, there is no doubt 

that the Soviets have made contingency planning for a 111111 ted 

war. 'l'be development of tactical nuclear missiles like Scud 

and Frog are indications that the Soviets ao take the us 

doctrines seriously while planning their strategy. In the 

last decade they have increasingly talked about limitinq 

wars to spheres. Thus they bel1ENe that war can be fought at 

83 A.Slobodenko, .. The Sts."ategy of Nuclear Adventurism•, 
InteEJ!Jlt.:tonal Af€air§• January 1991, p.26. 
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two levels, oonventional and the nuclear both mutually exclu

sive of each other. These, however, are fragmentary gleanings 

of Soviet operational ,plans. But they are evidence enough to 

suggest that though the SOviets call any limited war options 

as ir~;ational, they have cer"tainly made plans in the e'lent of 

such war taking place. 

':fhe advent of the Reagan Administration has brought in 

newer dimensions to the whole question of liin1 ted war. With 

the espousal of damage Und.tation/war S\lr'Y'ivability and the 

basic research into defensive weapons and defensivo shields, 

the Soviets are taking limited war seriously enough to have 

their own research in defensive weapons. But agaln publicly 

they are criticizing the Reagan Admlnistration for taking 

such steps. which threaten to destabilize the existing 

"parityM between the two powers. The Reagan Administration 

1 s trying to engage the Soviet Union in a oostly artns race1 

so that •detente would not subsidize Soviet excesses in their 

own country•. The technological advantage is being used by 

the Reagan Administration fbr political purposes a~d the 

Soviets seem keen to stop this technological race with public 

propaganda. 



CONCWSlON 

In tracing the evolution of the strategic doctrines 

and in particular the concept of limited nuclear war car• 

tain basio impulses that create these doctrines are dis

cernible. Even though the super powero pUblicly professed 

aim is to avoid war by preparing for it; it has not resul

ted in any reduction of tensions. On the aontrcu:y, with 

the continous build up in military arsenals and the ever 

present technological end weapons refinment. the thresh

holds for the outbreak of nuclear war have been reduced 

dramaticallY• The concept of limited nuclear ~ar, with 

its emphasis of fighting one. over e pJ:Otraated period 

has led to the sharpening of the conflict between the two 

super powers. The possibility of first strike has not 

reduced but increased tensions. 'I'he US position to use 

nuclear weapons to prove Western credibility aould turn 

a potentially contentious area dispute into a limited 

nuclear war, which rationally cannot stay limited and this 

escalation would mean the ond of life on our planet. 

'l'he basia impulses that have led to this frightening 

eXpOsition of the will to use nuclear weapons on a limited 

sc:ale are six fold. I' The first oause to lead to the develop

ment of the concept of limited nuclear war in the us has 

been the 0 ored1b111 ty" factor. · The US in the early 1950s 

held absolute superiority in the field of nuclear weapons. 
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. 
To put this advantage to optirrum effect, they used it as 

threat to stop Contn9nist advanoeroont. Hence in 1954 when 

John Poster Dulles inaugurated the doctrine of Massive 

Retaliation. the preponderance of nuclear power was to 

be used to deter Soviet aggressive designs. But within 

a few years of the enunciation ef the doctrine it came 

under criticism because such a threat was not conceived as 

credible enough to deter Soviet advancements in rerrote · 

areas. The basic reason for this changed line of think.. 

ing was the improvement in Soviet nuclear retaliatory 

capac! ty., Hence, the primary question to be asked was a 

would the us allow itself to be destroyed in return for 

stopping Comnunist advancement in a remote area? It is 

with this increased Soviet capability that the proponents 

of limited nuclear war got their boost. They argued for 

a 14graduated deterrence• so as to make the us threat more 

credible and capable of responding to the Soviet threat in 

accordance with its intensity. Through the late 1950 till 

the mid-1960s the limited war concept heliif-way, bringing 

in 1 ts wake, various refinements in strategy. With the 

Kennedy Administration, the Soviet threat was to be met 

.. across the spectrum of possibilities"• By this it wo.s 

thought that us nuclear retaliatory capacity would have far 

more credibility in resisting Soviet aggression without such 

a deterrent war escalating into a general war. 
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2, An early and consistent .feature of the US milltary 

has been the emphasis on making the armed forces cost eff-. 

ective.. This is a typical problem for derrocraoies., where 

the Government is not only responsible for the nations 

seaurity but also in equal measure fbr other developnental 

and societal project~. 'rhe tug of war for allocationsis 

a persistent feature. Born out of this battle.- nuclear 

weapOns were thought to be far more cost effeotive than 

maintaining a comrentional defense of such a size, that 

would deter the Soviets. When the nuclear stalemate came 

about by the mid-1950s,. there was one section of the acade-

mic community that insisted on a strengthening of co~entional 

defense# so that the Soviet threat aoulCl be met effectively 

and the nuclear threshold remain high enough to keep the 

balance of terror intact. But there was another group 

of academics in the Pentagon# who looked at nuolear weapons 

as not only a more potent threat but also dheaper to build 

and maintain. This p%0blem led to refinements in us 

strategies ana funding of weapons development programmes 

that gave lim!ted nuclear war aonoept a further boost. This 

has been a perennial ptoblem for NATO too. The reluctance 

of NATO aountries to increase their defense spending by 3%. 

in real terms every year has met with stiff opposition from 

the public and legislatures. 1bere:fore NA'lO' s conventional 
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threat has to supplemented by tactical and theatre nuclear 

weapons. 

3. A corollary to the above mentioned point is the nature 

of threat perceptions that the Soviet Union presented. To 

gain increased support fbr military, the Soviet threat is 

deliberately as 1rrminent, of evil design in trying to capture 

the "free world" under the guise of Socialism. Such syste

matic propaganda either by the Government or by 1 ts aeadernie 

supporters leads to aongress sanctioning nore funds for 

m:l.li tary research and weapons procurement. This too, has 

contributed to the growth of the doctrine of limited nuclear 

war. 

4" i'ourthly, the role of the experts in the academic 

corrmuni ty in the us cannot be underestimated for championing 

the cause of limited nuelear wars. These experts by p~vi

ding logically reasoned thinking, try and cohv1nde - and 

they have succeeded-the pUblic opinion and deoision makers 

on the advantages of :fighting a limited nuclear war. S.inae 

a nuclear war has no~ been fOught, 1~ would be difficult 

to assess how such •rational" and •controlled" tesponses, 
$ 

which 1 ts edV'ocat~ argue for 1 can remain under the control 

of the decision making body in the event of s nuoleat" war. 

Many studies have come up aconcluding that even the accep

table damage that the limite~ war advocates accept would be 



so horrendous that 1 t is inoonvei vable that ll fe on earth 

could ever recover fr.om such a limited attack. Despite 

these difficulties the proponents like Herman Kahn, Robert 

Osgood, Colin s. Gray, Richard Burt and Richard Pipes still 

argue for a Um1 ted nuclear war strategy that would be the 

result of a rational decision. which would help the us 

overcome the USSR in the final analysis and bring about a 

change in the enemy government, more in conformity with 

American intereatl . For this they are \tilling to sacrifice 

20 million American l!ves. I l 

So Technology is the , mainspring on which the refinement. 

of strategies takes plaoe. Technology has a self-generating 

momentum. This momentUm increases the temptation to put 

to use such weapons in the operational doctrine. Techno

logical refinements have led to more accurate weapons, which 

have more yield, which are having smaller but more powerful 

engines to carry it to longer distances. Technology has 

also lowered the threshold of the out-break of nuclear war 

by mald.nq weapons for all kinds of situations. The oon

t1nous upgrading of technology on both -sides has a destab1Uz

ing effect as superiority is transitory leading to nore 

deadly a.nd refined versions in wea.pons systems •. Limited 

nuclear Wilr is a product of two aspects of technology-the 

action-reaction syndrome and the selS.generating momentu~ 
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6, Finally ideology has played its part in the growth 

and development of the concept of limited nuclear war. 

Adversari al relations have always tended to take a darker 

pioture of the enemy• s intentions. The enemy has always 

been ascribed with evil intentions of destroying the coun-

try and gain superma.ay. However 1 such perceptions have 

undergone a qualitative and qu~nti tative change in the nuclear 

age. In the p.r:e-nuolear age, ideology though 1nportant was 

not the sole determining factor. Nor were the weapons of 

death capable of so much destruction. The nuclear age has 

witnessed a confrontation between the "free world• and the 

"Comnunist worldJ as the Americans prefer to put 1 t. or 

"Socialism" Xftr§.W!"deoadent capitalism"• as the Soviets refer 

to it. The ideological content. has spilt over into the 

nuclear weapons race. Thus a justification fbr de~elop1ng 

~tt"r and unre potent nuelaar weapons is to deter and defeat 

either of the ideologies. This ideological confrontation has 

helped the doctrine of limited nuclear immensely... 'l'he pro

ponents of limited nuclear war' have argued that such a concept 

is in line with the Clausewitzian definition of war and politics. 

ThuG politics cannot be delinked fmm war. If this has to 

happen ideology.and political state of affairs must influence 

military doctrine. Thus given the intentions of the oppas1ng, 

fOrces. a limited nuclear war capability must be made avail-

able to win the war and achieve political ends. With the 

deterioration in super power relations from the mid 197os. 
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such an extreme view has come into vogue not only in main

stream American politics but in the successive Administrations. 

In the last year of Carter's Administration PD 59, a war fight

ing strategy was evolved and the Retl9an Administration has 

carried it further on the pretext that •a window of vulner

ab111tyt' exists in American nuclear forces. It has led to 

building up of America's strategic forces and using techno

logy to drive the arms race in the reverse direction. All 

this stems from the "extreme" v.t.ew that the Reagan Administ-
, 

ration holds of the Soviet government and its intentions. 

These in brief are the tn)tives that have led to the 

evolution of the concept of limited nuclear war. Any single 

tactor is not solely responsible for its growth. Rather it 

is the interaction and inter dependence of all these factors 

that have produced the concept of limited nuclear war. 

The concept. of limited nuclear war. despite all its 

logical premises suffers from a number of failings that in 

the event of an unleashing of nuclear war, it ~ould not remain 

limited. The first question is can sueh wars be sufficientlY 

contained to produce specific effects and reduce other effects 

substans1ally? The faot o£ the matter is that the nost 

impressive characteristic of all the scientific studies of 

the inpact o £ nuclear war cannot accurately assess the extent 

of the damage in case a limited nuclear war is unleashed. ThQ 
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Office of Technology Assessment of the us Congress in 1 ts 

reports "The Effects of Nuclear War" said," 

the effects of a nuclear war that cannot 
be calculated are atleast as important 
as those for which calculations are 
attenpted." (1) 

It also. said that the inpact of "small" or ,.limited" 

nuclear attack would be "enormous .. • This report was the 

most comprehensive study made in the US which took into 

account the range and magnitude of attack in various cases 

from single cities to counterfbrce targets and political and 

economic targets. The number of deaths varied from 200,000 

to 160,000,000. This fact alone bears testimony to the 

u_ppredictability of the effects of a nuclear war. 

The forms of limitation, as proposed by the advocates of 

limited nuclear war, would become irrelevant in contemporary 

warfare. Codes of military etiquette and chivalry which 

depend fbr their sustenance upon cosmopolitan norms, perceived 

mutuality coordination with the enemy swould be inapplicable 

in present day conditions. 2 Examples of American conduct 

in a limited nuclear war such as put fbrward by Morton 

Halper! n wrote, ••• 

1 Office of Technology Assessment, US Congress, The 
Effects of Nuclear Ware {Washington 1979), p.J:--

2 Ian Clark, Limited Nuclear Ware {London 1982), P• 224. 
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limiting a central war may depend on both 
sides believing that 11m1 tation is possible 
and that the other is likely to reoiprooate 
restraint. The us should continue to emph
asize that the changes it is making in its 
strategic posture are relevant to the l1m1-
taton of oentralwar.-••• 

The us nd.ght also speU out even more explicitly its commit

ment to particular kinds of limitations by stating nore 

oleorly than was done in the McNamara speech that we would 

not target cities unless the Sovi.ets do so. and we might 

privately suggest to the SOviets that they seperate these 

two tYPes of targets so that ol ty destruction would not become 
3 necessary." Such an action would require reciprocity from 

the Doviets. But the SOviets have stated consistently that 

they would not play by Western rules of the war and that they 

do not believe that war onae it crosses the nuclear thresh ... 

hold could remain lim! ted. The other reason as to why the 

Soviets would not accept limited war are, that may be in their 

caloule.tion the political end teahnologioal diffioulties are 

simply insurmountable. Also as Soviet ideologi insists that 
• 

the wars actually !ought by the SOViet Union are necessary 

and therefore just wars. \11th suoh under pinnings of moral 

and ideological fervour, the rationale !Or restrioting the 

military effortt n1.1st inevitably be obsaured. Another reason 

put forward by Braaken is thata 

3 

By intentionally operating some of its forces 
near the West Gezman urban zones, the Warsaw ' 

Morton Halperin1 WmiS:9d War &n ~e Nyq•ar Aqg, 
(New York, l96lJ , p.lo • 



Paot would be man1pula ting the threat of 
massive collateral damage.... In fact, a 

1,3 

Pact use of 8Ubudlan huqgina tactic@ would 
exploit NATO • s attenpt to engage in a cont
rolled battlefield nuclear war, for 1 f nuclear 
weapons were used in this scenario, NATO 
would be forced to fire on 1 ts own cities and 
population. (4) 

Another argument against lfmited nuclear war is what 

Paul Warnke, former Director of the A.r:ms COntrol and Dis.. 

armament Agenoy said in the ~ew YorJs TJ.mt§• •deterrence is 

always weakened by any strategy that seems to contemplate 

a limited nuclear war•. 5 'l'he eClitorial comment of :rJ!e 'l'&nms 

(London) while ar1 ticizinq PD 59 said that •the rmst familiar 

one 1 s that by making the us nuclear force easier to use 1 t . 
makes 1 t more likely to be used. " 6 Thus it becomes omious 

that with greater precision in weapons systems, selective 

nuclear options are designed to reduae the risk of war by 

increasing the threat of J.t. Whether this is possible as 

part of a deterrence theory is not questionable but impossible. 

Selectivity 1n targeting was supposed to be introduced 

by the new doctrines in order to reduce the damage to 

4 

5 

6 

P.Braoken, •Collateral damage and Theatre Warfare•. 
survivaJ., September-October 1980, p.2o5, quoted in 
Ian Clark, n.2, PP• 221-222. 

Paul wamke, New York Timeg, August 17., 1990. 

The Time@, September 4, 1980. 
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civiUan centres. Howwer, Schlesinger clearly refuted this 

point when he said, lttJ!he sh1 ft in targeting pOlicy • • • does not 

mean that we ere pointing missiles away from cities to military 

targets ••• we nust continue to target c1ties.•7 This indiaates 

not the abandonment of MAD, but its aisplacement in time. It 

is to postpone M\D and reinstate it as 1:he orthodoxy of a war

time rather than of a peace time strategy. 

The D'Omentum of technological developments· and brute 

acquisition of weapons systens is another pZ'Oblem in limiting 

nuclear war. With MIRV ·ed technology, aoquisit1on of theatre 

nuclear devices and more availability of nuclear warheads 

targeting policy has been affected •. AS G.Trev"erton wrote, •with 

more and nore nuolear weapons,. the us reached a point ln 1974 

where even the all out ••assured destruction" retaliation would 

have sent some 70S of the warheads against military not a1v111an 

or economic targets.•8 Another aspect of technology DDmentum 

was brought out by Robert Ellsworth. While 41sauss1ng the 

Schlesinger doctrines, Ellesworth wrote, "it is not a "new 

NiliiOn strategy" which requires enornous numbers of new, highly 

aaaurate warheads. The contrary is the cases it is the e.nomo~s 

!1\!m,bers of nev hiqhly aaaurate warheads whiah requ.tz:oe a new 

strategy.•9 

7 J.SChlesinger, quoted 1n Ian Clark. n.2, p.226. 

8 a.'l*reverton, quoted in Ian Clark, n.2, p.227. 

9 Rlahard Ellsworth, Letter to New YprJs 'r;l.me~, January 25, 
1974. 
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Despite personal scepticism, the officials in the us 

governmen.t are not able to aont.s:ol the drive of new weapons 

fmm gaining entry into us forae structures. An exaq:,le of 

this is the statement of Defense secretary Harold Brown, who 

earlier had defended PD 59 and the concept of limited nuclear 

war. But now in an interview to ABC, he said,. "nuclear strikes, 

a nuclear strike on the us, even though we retaliated 1ni tia

lly in a limited way, would probably escalate ultimately to an 

allout nuclear war.•10 

There has also been a fundamental shift from the Schle

singer doctrine 1:o the PD 59. While the Schlesinger doctrine 

was offered as a new look in us strategic policy eYen though 

1 t oont.ained the lind. tecl counter- force options of American 

strategic practice, the PD 59 on the other hand, was em~isaged 

as •not a new strategta doctrine - 1 t is not a radical departure 

fxom us strategic policy over the past decade or so •. But in 

essenQe it made a fundamental change in the targeting policy

that of targeting the enerny*s . political and military control 

centres. This targeting pol1oy itself takes the wind out of the 

argument that in a limited nuclear war, aontrol ~rust be maint

ained by both sides so as to avoid escalation. Hi th the PD 59 

targeting policy the destruction of USSR political and military 

10 Of(ic&a~ Te~1 us Embassy, New Delhi, August 20. 1990. 
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control and comnand centres would lea.a not to a control of the 
;,JA~ 

nuclear war but an escalation of itA general war. 

Another pz;oblen in the erent of a limited nuclear war 

starting is how to end 1 t? PD 59 nor 1 ts following po lioies 

offer any enlightenment on this subject. As Hamld Brown main

tained in the ABC interview• "in our plannt.ng we have not 
. . 

ignored the problem of ending the ttar, nor oan we ignore J. t 

in the went of the war• • 11 Yet. the entire PD 59 does not 

elaborate how such a war aould be t:ib:minated. 

Mercifully despite the plethora of theories that have 

come about on limited nuclear war, no war has been started, 

Hitoshilna and Naqasaki are our totality of nua.lear experience. 

Any war in. the future would bring upon us catastrophic events 

yet unseen. 'lbe stakes are high and the dangers maaifbld• We 

would have done our task no better than to avert such an •ent. 

The nuclear bomb is a faot and we have to Uve with it. XJ.mitec! 

nuclear war is a theory and !.t should remain tha.1: way. 

11 Ibid. 
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